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Pollen morphology of 8 species (TEM), 86 speCies (SEM), and leaf 
anatomy of 62 species (LM), were surveyed io the Oisinae, 
Coryclinae and, as outgroup taxa, the Orchideae and Satyriinae. 
Characters extracted from observations made of leaf anatomy and 
pollen were analysed USing cladistic methods, and assessed in 
relation to the present phylogeny of the group. Leaf anatomy 
data gave little phylogenetic information. Sclerification 
associated with vascular bundles was systematically useful. 
Pollen data served to resolve taxa at the subtribal level. 80th 
data sets provided evidence of relationship for taxonomically 
problematic taxa. The Coryc:inae a~e palynolog:cally def:ned by 
a SUite of synapomorphies, including a secondar:~y tectate eXlne 
structure, faSCiculate massulae, and elongated tetrads With 
11near mlcrospore conflguratlon. 
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The present classification of the orchids rests primarily on 
studies of floral morphology data i.e. a combination of lip, 
rostellum, column and petal structures. One might expect, 
particularly in a group such as the orchids, which shows such 
extreme specialization to particular pollination mechanisms 
(Darwin, 1862), that a classification based on floral characters 
might, to a large extent, reflect pollination syndromes 
(Clifford and Lavarack, 1974, Linder, 1986). Whether such a 
classification is an adequate reflection of the phylogeny of the 
group can only be tested by investigating additional data sets. 
Since the alpha taxonomy of the Diseae is more or less complete 
with only few problematic taxa remaining, this Tribe provides an 
ideal opportunity such testing. 
The subtribes Disinae (178 spp.) and Coryciinae (73 spP.) are 
primarily southern African groups of terrestrial orchids of the 
subfamily Orchidoideae. The shared possession of root-stern 
tuberoids, sectile massulae, basitonic anther structure and 
anomocytic stomata delimit the subfamily (Dressler, 1981, 
Rasmussen, 1985, Linder, 1986). The Australian Diuridae are 
problematic in that they may represent a "remnant" group 
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(Rasmussen, 1985) within which the Orchideae (sensu Rasmussen) 
may have evolved. According to Rasmussen (1985) the Orchideae 
(which include the Orchideae and Diseae sensu Dressler, 1981) is 
one of the most distinct and indisputably monophyletic of all 
major tribes of Orchidaceae. A cladogram of the subtribes of 
the Orchidoideae (Linder, 1986) is shown in Figure 1.A. 
Past classifications of the Orchidoideae have differed in the 
interrelationships of suprageneric groups which are based 
primarily on floral morphology. Historical changes in the major 
classifications of the Orchidoideae have been summarized by 
Linder (1986) and ar~ shown in Figure 1.B. 
The Diseae are speciose in southern African temperate regions 
although Disperis and Satyrium have representatives in tropical 
Asia (Dressler, 1981). The Satyriinae are included in the 
Diseae and are thought to be the sister group of the Disinae and 
Coryciinae. The southern African species of Satyrium where 
recently revised by Hall (1982), and the subtribe Disinae by 
Linder (1981 a, b, c, d, e, f). According to Linder (1986), 
although the subtribal classification of the Disinae and 
Coryciinae is stable, their generic and infra-generic 
classification is problematic and in need of further 
investigation. The present classification of the two subtribes 



























































Cladogram of the subtribes of the Orchidoideae. Characters used 
are: 1. viscidia bursiculate; 2. stigmas stipitate; 3. dorsal 
sepal spurred; 4. column long and slender; 5. anther pendent; 6 
flowers non-resupinate; 7. lip-base fused to the column; 8. 
rostellum lateral lobes well developed; 9. lip usually with an 
appendage; 10. lip base widened and broadly fused to the column 
base; 11. lip usually spurred, pollination nototribic; 12. 
anther usually reflexed, pollination stenotribic; 13. lip 
simple; 14. anthers basitonic; 15. pollen in massulae; 16 plants 
with root-stem tuberoids. From Linder (1986). 
Figure 1.B. 

The major classifications of the Orchidoideae between 1883 and 

1981. From Linder (1986). 
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Figure I.C 
Cladogram of genera and sections of the Disinae. The characters 
used are: I. stolons present; 2 sterile shoots present; 3. basal 
sheaths scabrid; 4. leaves basal; 5. leaves linear; 6. leaves 
less than four; 7. leaves hysteranthous; 8. leaves (a) ribbed 
(b) rigid; 9. stems nitid; 10. stems flexuose; II. 
inflorescences corymbose; 12. inflorescences capitate; 13. 
floral bracts dry; 14. flowers non-resupinate; 15. flowers less 
than five per inflorescence; 16. dorsal sepal flat; 17. spur (a) 
obsolete or (b) twice as long as the sepals; 18. spur (a) 
ascending (b) pendent; 19. spur massive; 20. petals (a) reflexed 
or (b) falcate; 21. petals with large basal lobes; 22. petals 
(a) fused to the galea or (b) fused to the rostellum; 23. lip 
(a) linear, (b) spathulate, (c) minute, (d) pandurate, (e) 
ovate, (f) fleshy; 24. lip lacerate; 25. anther (a) erect or (b) 
pendent; 26. rostellum lateral lobes (a) hornlike or (b) square; 
27. rostellum central lobe (a) absent, (b) tall, (c) V-shaped; 
28. Rostellum of the Honadenia-type; 29. viscidia fused; 30. 
caudicles as long as the pollen-mass; 31. tubers absent; 32. 
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Cladogram of the Coryciinae with genera as the terminal groups. 

The characters used are: 1. lateral sepals saccate to spurred; 

2. rostellum lobes covering the anther cells; 3. flowers 
non-resupinate; 4. lip without an appendage; 5. lip wuth a 
fleshy callus; 6. root-stem tuberoids cylindrical; 7. galea 
deep, globose; 8. lip appendage lobes decurved over the anther 
cells; 9. lip appendage erect; 10. anther cells separated at the 
base by an elongated split connective; 11. anther cells 
diverging at least at the apex. From Linder (1986). 
3. 
The problems relating to the generic and infrageneric 
classification of the Disinae and Coryciinae were outlined by 
Linder (1986) and are as follows. 
In the Disinae, the genera Honadenia, Schizodium, and Brownleea 
are by themselves monophyletic. However, in the cladistic 
analysis, they appear as an unresolved trichotomy with precise 
phylogenetic relationships unclear. The genus Disa is highly 
complex, and the relationship between Disa and Herschelianthe is 
unclear. In a phenetic analysis (Linder, 1986), Herschelianthe 
was included with sections Stenocarpa and Coryphaea, whereas the 
cladistic analysis (which relied more on floral characters) kept 
Herschelianthe as a separate genus. A further systematic 
problem regarding the Disinae is that of paraphyly. The 
cohesion of Disa is uncertain in cladistic terms due to the lack 
of a defining evolutionary novelty for this group. At present 
the genus is based on the shared retention of a complex of 
shared plesiomorphic features including the lip, spur and 
rostellum structures. 
In the Coryciinae, resupination of the flower is an important 
character. The genus Anochilus lacks this resupination. Its 
removal by Schelpe (1982) from Pterygodium probably leaves 
Pterygodium as a paraphyletic group (Linder, 1986). 
4. 
Huttonaea is another problematic genus which is generally placed 
in its own subtribe (Huttonaeinae) in the Orchideae (Dressler, 
1981), and is considered to have no close relatives (Dressler, 
1981). Linder (1986) and Kurzweil (1989) suggest that features 
of the lip, stigma and rostellum structures may indicate 
affinities with the tribe Diseae, the Coryciinae in particular, 
as suggested by features of the anther cells and rostellum 
structures. Kurzweil (1989) points out that ascending, 
suberect, or erect anthers also occur in all three subtribes of 
the Diseae. It remains to be shown however, whether the 
similarities between Huttonaea and the Coryciinae indicate a 
close relationship, or are the product of convergent evolution. 
Linder (1986) has emphasized that data from other character 
suites would be required to resolve taxa where floral morphology 
alone has proved inadequate, such as the generic groupings 
within the Diseae. 
The fine structural details of pollen walls as well as detailed 
sculpturing patterns of the exine surface observable with TEM 
and SEH techniques can be a source of additional data for 
systematic studies. Electron microscope investigations of 
orchid pollen include the works of Williams and Broome (1976), 
Newton and Williams (1978), Schill and Pfeiffer (1977), 
Burns-Balogh (1983). Schill and Pfeiffer (1977) found 
sculpturing to be extremely diverse in the Diseae and 
5. 

Orchideae. According to (1983). the orchid 
pollinium and its accessory structures has been a source of 
major characters used in However, to date 
most studies have been descriptive, without specific 
evolutionary goals. studies of related taxa are 
necessary to realize the of pollen wall 
(Walker and Doyle, ). 
An initial survey of the pollen ornamentation of the 
Diseae (Linder, 1986) prompted more extensive investigation 
of pollen morphology which is intended to assess the 
systematic value of pollen data. and the hierarchic 
level at which pollen characters are taxonomical useful. 
Since very little is known of the ultrastructure of the compound 
massulate pollen of the group. elucidation of modes of cohesion 
and are also part of the ectives of the 
In terms of congruence of pollen data with 
the classification, it is important to stress that 
pollen morphology is also related to pollination syndromes. 
Classic investigations of orchid anatomy include the works of 
Holm (1908), Camus (1908), MObius (1887). Hunecke (1904), and 
Solereder (1930) which are cited 
(Pridgeon, 1982; Rosso, 1966). 
6. 

Recent anatomical studies from which phylogenetic inferences 
have been drawn are those of Rosso (1966), Ayensu and Williams 
(1972), Pridgeon and Williams (1979), Pridgeon (1981, 1982 a & 
b), Pridgeon and Stern (1982), and Gasson and Cribb (1986). 
Pridgeon (1982a) found combinations of anatomical characters to 
be diagnostic for many genera and species complexes in the 
Pleurothallidinae, in addition he (Pridgeon 1982 b) demonstrated 
the utility of statistical procedures in orchid taxonomy and 
interpretation of phylogeny. 
In contrast to the palynological data, leaf anatomical data is 
unrelated to pollination syndromes. The questions raised are 
different. Firstly, one might expect that leaves could be 
fairly plastic, responding to environmental factors, and whether 
taxonomically useful characters can be extracted from this data 
base is one of the questions posed in this study. In addition, 
both anatomical features and morphometric characters were used 
and tested in the cladistic analyses, the value of quantitative 
data is assessed. Finally, in the absence of or in addition to 
phylogenetically linked character combinations, the presence of 
environmentally determined "adaptive syndromes" were tested 
using phenetic methods. 
7. 

2.0 THEORY OF CLADISTIC METHODOLOGY 
C was ly formulated by the German 
Ii in the 1930's. It was not until the 
English translation of his work (Hennig, 1965, 1966) that his 
ideas received international ion. Although the 
theoretical foundations of cladistics have remained more or less 
unchanged, in the last decade cladists" (Hull, 
1984) have refined the methodology, not without much debate (see 
Systematic Zoology. Vol. in ) . 
Certain restrictive have been rejected by the 
Utransformedu school. These are the strictly dichotomous nature 
of speciation, the of at 
speciation. that species must be demonstrably monophyletic. and 
that sister groups must receive ranking (Hull, 1984). The 
approach of the new school of cladists is one that does not make 
a assumptions about evo processes, but rather 
attempts to identify patterns of character distribution 
empirically. Resultant c are then used to make 
hypotheses relating to phylogeny. processes and 




Cladistic methodology is essentially a of pattern 
recognition. These patterns may be to reflect 
phylogeny. in that they reflect from 
character modification. The methodology is designed to search 
for characters that unite taxa by unique common ancestry. 
It is necessary to distinguish between cladistics and phylogeny, 
as c to the c or branching 
of phylogeny (Linder, >, and not to evolut 
change within a lineage, the component. 
9. 

~.\ CHARACTERS AS TAXONOMIC INDICATORS 
The term character, in systematics, is loosely used to cover 
comparison of homologous conditions. "Homologue" was coined by 
Owen in 1848 to describe the same parts of different organisms, 
irrespective of specific differences in form and function, for 
the purposes of comparative anatomy i.e. with no evolutionary 
goals. 
There is no unequivocal definition of a character. Wiley 
(1981), in his definition, stresses that a character is the 
product of the evolutionary process. He defines a character as 
"a feature of an organism which is the product of an ontogenetic 
or cytogenetic sequence of previously existing features, or a 
feature of a previously existing parental organism(s). Such 
features arise in evolution by modification of a previously 
existing ontogenetic or cytogenetic or molecular sequence." 
In a simpler definition, Mayr (1969) defines a character as "any 
attribute of a member of a taxon by which it differs or may 
differ from a member of a different taxon." This definition is 
close to Hennigs' (1966) and Pattersons' (1981), who equate 
character with synapomorphy. In his treatment of morphological 
characters and homology Patterson (1982) defines homology as the 
relation which characterises monophyletic groups. Corollaries 
to the role of homologies in distinguishing natural groups are 
that synapomorphy and homology are the same, that every 
10. 

worthwhile of homology is an hypothesis of a 
(natural) group, that homologies form a 
and that etic ) groups are not 
by homologies. to Patterson (1982), his definition of 
homology in terms of monophyly circumvents the problems of 
cladistic or which are based on common 
ancestry. Neff (1 that characters are low level 
hypotheses of polarity and homology. which can be tested 
empirical observations, ontogeny, and against congruence 
with other characters on a c For these reasons the 
definitions of Patterson (1 ) and Neff (1986) are 
theoretically stronger than that of (1981), simply in 
terms of their testability. 
Patterson (1982) outlines three tests of homology. 
These are: conjunction (the homologues may not coexist in one 
organism), similarity (topographic, and 
compositional) and congruence (with other ) . 
Congruence testing is based on the rationale that synapomorphies 
are the only properties of monophyletic groups therefore, 
the test of an hypothesis of must be 
of homology. Testing by congruence is also discussed by Wiley 




testing is most powerful of the tests, for 
it is the only test that useful from 
(Patterson, 1982). 
done in relation to phylogenetic relationships 
founded on other characters. This is the major criterion in the 
mode icit in cladistic 
similarities are revealed by such tests as the 
of convergence or parallelism. Both phenomena are 
by the term homop and the difference between 
these two of simil is one of degree of re 
Generally non-homologous simi in closely related 
is the product of parallel evolution. Homoplasy results the 
common ancestor two or more did not have the 
character in question, or if one character was not the precursor 
of the other (Wiley. 1981). A character which has evolved 
directly its preexisting homo , i.e. the derived state, 
is described as apomorphic. The character that arose earlier in 
time, rise to the apomorphic state is the plesiomorph. 
When and derived characters are shared amongst taxa, 
they are termed and characters 
respectively. In the case of a derived character being in a 
single taxon only, the state is defined as an autapomorphy 
relative to that taxon. 
At one level of the a character may be a synapomorphy 
12. 

for a taxon or group of taxa. whereas at a lower level a state 
of a particular character may define a group. In the latter case 
the character state would be the synapomorphy defining the 
particular taxon. In character analysis, it is important to 
bear this in mind as on cannot assess ~ priori the systematic 
value of a particular data set or the hierarchical level at 
which it will operate in the delimitation of taxa. Such levels 
are termed "levels of universality" by Wiley (1981), and are the 
root of the equivocality in the strict delimitation of 
characters and character states. Consequently. Patterson (1982) 
circumvents this problem and agrees with Bock (1974) who states 
that "no distinction exists between characters and character 
states. The latter are simply characteristics which may be 
homologous with a more restrictive conditional phrase". 
Patterson (1982) argues further that symplesiomorphies are also 
synapomorphies that are homologies that circumscribe a group 
whose generality is wider than, and therefore irrelevant to, the 
problem under study. He views symplesiomorphy and synapomorphy 
as terms for homologies which stand in hierarchical relation to 
one another, and emphasizes that "every worthwhile hypothesis of 
homology specifies a hierarchy of groups."That a particular 
feature should be plesiomorphic does not mean that it is 
irrelevant to the biology of the organism. but essential to the 
cladistic approach is the need to make precise statements about 
immediate common ancestry. For this reason synapomorphic 
characters only are used to test phylogenetic hypotheses. They 
13. 

are the only characters capable of or rejecting 
statements of immediate common i.e. sister group 
statements. The omission of p characters from 
cladistic also relates to the of overall 
which is discussed below. 
criterion of phylogenetic (Wi • 1981) is used to 
whether an alternate is this is 
tested outgroup comparison. 
In the process of character analysis and t 
are identified and it clear that 
all characters do not have the same power taxonomic 
resolution. In other words, there are good bad characters 
Farris' (1969) unit character consistency c(i) is a measure of 




Where r(i) is the range of the character i.e. the smallest value 
that the patristic unit character length l(i) (for that 
character) can attain on any tree, or the difference between its 
numerically least and states. In this study. character 
consistency is as a 
14. 

In practical terms, character identification and analysis 
involves the observation of a e of the study group. 
covering most of the expected range of variation. This is 
followed by choice and characters and character 
states for initial of c and subsequent 
of hypotheses. The extent to which the biological and 
structural properties of characters should be investigated is 
In some cases, a bio of 
structural features may improve homo , character 
state definitions and their polarization. 
Since the identification of homologous characters and the 
polarization of character states is central to 
c analysis, these are implicit in the character coding 
scheme. In non-additive characters any two states are 
taken to be by a single step. In such a character, 
any state could lead to another and the basal state only, is 
determined. As a consequence, the coding of a non-additive 
character is coupled with a loss of evolutionary 
In additive , evolutionary polarity follow 
a linear sequence from the primitive to the more advanced 




2 • 2 • CHARACTER WEI GMT! NG 
Mayr (1969) defines weighting as a method for determining the 
phylogenetic information content of a character. He formulated 
a classification of weighting criteria which include complexity 
of structure which would in turn reflect developmental and 
genetic complexity, joint possession of derived characters, 
constancy through large groups, correlated suites of characters, 
characters not associated with an ad hoc specialization, 
characters not affected by ecological shifts. Empirical 
methods, however are distinctly lacking for the determination of 
such criteria. 
In numerical taxonomic methods the weighting of characters is a 
controversial issue. According to. Neff (1986) "discrimination 
between meaningful and meaningless characters is at the heart of 
what many other taxonomists are addressing by their development 
of criteria for character weighting." But, as Eldredge and 
Cracraft (1980) point out, all characters are evolutionary 
novelties at some level and the problem is finding the 
characters and recognizing their level of significance in the 
hierarchy. For this reason, the prevailing view amongst 
cladists with regard to ad hoc weighting is that it should be 
avoided by recognizing that all non-convergent i.e. homologous 
characters are relevant to defining monophyletic groups at some 
level. Wheeler (1986). however, argues that "not weighting is 
16. 

one of the most subtle influencial sources of weighting" 
( from the of character states and methods 
used), and that some kinds of characters are more 
informative than others, and that finally it is a problem of 
definition as delimitation of characters can be problematic. 
Relative or differential weighting. on the other hand. is often 
in accordance to a character's inferred information content. 
Hecht and Edwards (1976, 1977) different values to 
different kinds of high weight to functional 
, and higher weight to unique innovations, and no 
to lost characters. 
weighting (Wheeler, 1 ) is based on the 
that all evidence is equally informative and should have an 
of one: For • if a character is coded 
for two or three times it be deweighted. or if r 
states are in fact apomorphies. the compound character should be 
Wheeler states that "this form of weighting is 
on its objectivity alone on the knowledge that 
correct characters are ly 
Wheeler (1986) views ad hoc as applicable to cladistic 
and in response to unresolved 
homoplasy. Farris'(19B8) autoweighting routine is a typical 
form of a weighting. 
17. 

~.) OUTGROUP COMPARISON 
Two methods of determining the polarization of 
character states are widely used. These are the or 
outgroup method and the ontogenetic 
The method is based on a combination of Haeckel's 
Law of ion (Jefferies, 1979), the law, and 
von Baer's Law of generality (Patterson, 1982), the more 
general state manifests itself in early ontogeny. with the 
apomorphic later in sequence. In 
other words, that ontogeny passes from Ie to the 
complex, from the to the particular. Patterson (1982) 
advocates that is the decisive criterion in determining 
polarity if it on von Baer's Law of In such 
a context be dropping the terms primitive and derived, 
and that a knowledge of or belief in evolution is clearly 
unnecessary for the of homologies. However. 
does not always unambiguous evidence of character 
polarity (Kluge, 1985; Blackmore and Crane. 1988) 
OUtgroup is wide regarded as one of the most 
reliable and logically method of assessing character 
polarity in (Eldredge and Cracraft, 1980, 
Nelson and Platnik. 1981, Wiley. 1981, Watrous and Wheeler, 
1981. Maddison et al. 1984). 
18. 

method is based on the principle that, for a given 
character with two or more states within a group, the state 
occurring in related groups (the outgroup or sister group) is 
assumed to be the plesiomorphic state (Watrous and Wheeler, 
1981). Watrous and Wheeler (1981) qualify their ion by 
pointing out that if both states of a two state character occur 
in the taxonomic ingroup and in the taxonomic and 
if the relative polarities of the two states in the are 
unknown, then polarization of character states cannot be 
immediately resolved by outgroup Additional 
problems arise due to lack of the to 
each other. A solution to these to restrict the 
analysis to only those characters that are uniform throughout 
the composite outgroup but vary in the (Cantino.1982). 
Outgroups are selected from clades that below the 
immediate common ancestor of the groups composing the ingroup. 
preferably immediately below i.e. from the sister group. 
Outgroup taxa may either be used to construct a single 
hypothetical ancestor to the study grouP. or several outgroup 
species may be to root the trees generated in the 
cladistic latter method is in keeping with the 
suggestion of Cantino (1984) who advocate 
simultaneous resolution of the outgroups plus the ingroup i.e. 
the "global approach of Maddison et al (1984). 
19. 
They view this method as most appropriate when one can assume 
that the plausible outgroups plus the ingroups form a 
monophyletic group. This method is also in keeping with the 
HENNIG 86 program, which treats outgroups not as ancestors. but 
as outgroups which on the basis of character analysis, may 
eventually be included into the ingroup. 
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~. ~ CLAOOGRAHS AND PARSIMONY 
Patterson (1982) views the cladogram as a summary of the pattern 
of homologies, a synapomorphy scheme, or at best, a hierarchical 
classification. A tree (pattern of ) is a c 
modified by some of the branches. so that taxa lie 
at or between nodes, and are so designated as ancestors. Sister 
group relationships, or the relationship between terminal taxa 
in a cladogram. are by homology. the homologies 
characterizing the nodes linking the taxa. The role of homology 
in phylogeny reconstruction is to c 
In cladistic analyses, the choice of characters and their states 
is Evolutionary of states and 
of homology account for their theoretical content and central 
role in the generation of cladograms. The low-level hypotheses 
of homology and evolutionary transformation embodied in the 
characters are used, subsequently, to test intermediate-level 
or cladograms. Characters are assessed by their 
corroboration or incongruence with the cladogram. of 
character state distribution provides potential tests of the 
re of taxa the characters. Characters in the 
data set that are incongruent with the most parsimonious tree 
are redefined as cases of convergence or reversal. Farris 
(1969) distinguishes the unit character consistency from the 
overall of a set of characters with a tree. 
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He out that overall consistency is not, in general. equal 
to the mean value of the unit character consistencies of the 
data set with the tree. 
The principle of parsimony. as app to cladograms. based 
on the pbilosophical argument of uOccam ' s razor" 1.e. that the 
explanation is usually the most plausible. In other 
words selecting the sbortest possible cladogram it is 
assumed that. of alternative routes, evolution followed the one 
that required the fewest reversals and instances of convergence 
or parallelism, in other words a minimal of 
evolutionary change. 
In c • which aim at finding 
branching trees of minimum total length. it is common that large 
numbers of possible are the aim of the 
study is to eventually reconstruct a phylogeny. a 
single tree must be selected. As there is only one sequence of 
speciation, for a grouP. there cannot be two or more 
trees that are correct for a particular group of taxa. 
According to Wiley (1981), the incompatabil of trees stands 
at the base of phylogenetic • and results of 




An alternative solution to the problem of choosing an 
array of equally parsimonious trees is the use of the consensus 
tree, originally devised by Adams (1972). It represents only 
that information that is shared by all of the trees. According 
to (1972), the consensus is a conservative estimate of a 
classification, and any information not represented 
in all the competing trees is not represented in the consensus. 
If competing are all quite • then the 
consensus tree 1 contain very little , whereas if 
there is considerable agreement amongst rival trees, this 11 
be reflected in a well structured consensus tree. The advantage 
the consensus to amongst trees is 
that it yields a unique result. 
Recently, the issue of choice among mul ly 
parsimonious cladograms has been addressed (Brooks et aI, 1986. 
Carpenter, 1988). Carpenter (1988) points out that, although 
the consensus tree a conservative c , it 
has less explanatory power since it is less resolved than any of 
the competing cladograms from which it is calculated. In his 
view, any of the would be a better choice 
as a phylogenetic hypothesis or classification. 
Clearly. the choice of methods must be in accordance with the 
of the study. 
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J.S SYSTEMATIC CONGRUENCE 
Systematic congruence is a form of testing which may apply 
either to different classificatory strategies e.g. phenetic as 
opposed to cladistic approach, or as in this case, to different 
data sets, analysed by the same method. Congruence refers to 
the degree to which classifications based on different character 
sets of the same organisms postulate the same groupings 

(Mickevich, 1978, 1980), and serves as a measure of the 

stability of a classification as new sources of information are 
considered. Hull (1984) has argued that congruence among 
different data sets is the most rigorous test of classifications 
or phylogeny hypotheses. 
The hypothesis that classifications based on different data sets 
are congruent is termed the hypothesis of non-specificity (Sokal 
and Sneath, 1963), and applies largely at higher taxonomic ranks 
(Sneath, 1971). The hypothesis postulates that different sets 
of phenotypic characters will represent equivalent samples of 
the genotype. Stated differently a genotype cannot be 
partitioned into disjointed classes of loci in such a way that 
any of those classes of loci affect exclusively a single class 
of phenotypic characters. Pleiotropy, or the multiple effect of 
a single gene, is problematic in this context. Farris (1972) 
points out that there is very little experimental evidence 
dealing with pleiotropy of the loci of the sort of characters 
that are used to characterize taxa of rank higher than species. 
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Farris (1912) further suggests that incongruence between sets of 
characters as assessed by c • can only occur 
if homoplasy is in at least one of the sets of 
characters. 
to Hickevich and Farris (1981) a classification 
from different sets of characters is sought in order to maximize 
descriptive power. They stress the importance of congruence 
in the of a e historical and 
in the evaluation of in grouping. 
Congruence tests may be problematic if one or both cladograms 
are not fully i.e. the data set is not in 
resolving taxa at the required level of the taxonomic 
hierarchy. Also, there is the question of arbitrary versus 
distinct resolutions. This relates to the degree of confidence 
one has with regards to the synapomorphies determining branching 
of the cladogram. Distinction must be made between and bad 
characters and trees should only be computed with the 
uninformative characters left out. 
Hickevich and Farris (I981) use a "distortion indexlt as a 
measure of congruence. This provides a measure of the degree to 
which a tree from a reference tree. They re 
counting the number of informative groups on a consensus tree 
because consensus trees information since they 
information which is consistent with multiple original trees. 
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The data sets can also be combined to generate a single tree, 
and test the fit of characters (character consistency index) to 
the resultant tree. Incongruencies between characters can then 
be assessed by comparing the fit of characters to individual 
trees based on separate data sets to that of combined tree. 
Incongruences should then show up as extra steps for each 
character. 
Since the hierarchic level at which a particular data set will 
separate taxa cannot be known ~ priori, the appropriate 
congruence test cannot be anticipated. In this study patterns 
at species, sectional and generic levels are assessed. If 
resolution of taxa analysed using leaf anatomical or 
palynological characters is inadequate, then congruence between 
these data sets and the present phylogeny can only be tested in 
a very broad and loose manner. Eventually when a complete range 
of data sets is available, these can be combined in a more 




3.1 t LEAF ANATOMY METHODS 
3. 1.1. MATERIALS AND HISTOLOGY 
species (43 of the Disinae, 18 of the Coryciinae, two of the 
Orchideae and a Ie species of the ) were sampled 
for the leaf anatomical study. Fresh leaf material was mostly 
collected in the field and some was obtained from the 
Kirstenbosch National Botanic Gardens (NBG). Leaves were fixed 
and preserved in FAA (Formalin Alcohol). The sampl of 
leaves was standardized to obtain material of comparable parts 
of the leaves from the same of plants to ensure that 
anatomical were out on tissues. 
Due to limited material for certain species as well as the 
variability in leaf shape and size, absolute comparability was 
not possible. 
Freehand sections of a selected sample were made for an initial 
survey of the study group. These were stained in toluidine blue 
which good contrast and shows differentiation of tissues. 
Temporary sections were mounted in water and the slides were 
sealed with lacker. Sections for mounts were cut to 
an approximate thickness of 60-90 urn a Reichert 
microtome. Safranin (Johansen, 
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1940) and Alcian Blue 8 GX were used in combination (Tolivia and 
Tolivia, 1981) to provide ferential of tissues. 
Staining was followed by dehydration in an ethanol series to 
xylene. and sections were mounted in DPX mountant. 
Permanent and temporary slides of adaxial and abaxial epidermal 
scrapes were made according to the method of Cutler (1918) 
whereby a blade is used to scrape away unwanted leaf material 
from leaves in the presence of Sodium hypochlorite, leaving 
behind the upper or lower epidermal layer. In the case of 
temporary mounts, surface scrapes were stained with toluidine 
blue, permanent mounts were stained in the same solution as 
transections through leaves. Specific stains for cuticular 
were not used, nevertheless 
adequate for the objectives of the study. 
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~.2 CODING OF DATA 
In addition to the use of anatomical features, dimensional 
characters were recorded and coded for use in the cladistic 
analyses. 
Table 3.2.A. Dimensional characters recorded in leaf anatomy 
study. 
Adaxial epidermal cell length 

Adaxial epidermal cell width 

Adaxial epidermal cell length to width ratio 

Adaxial epidermal cell depth** 

Abaxial epidermal cell length 

Abaxial epidermal cell width 

Abaxial epidermal cell length to width ratio 

Abaxial epidermal cell depth 

Adaxial stomatal length* 

Adaxial stomatal width* 

Adaxial stomatal length to width ratio* 

Abaxial stomatal length* 

Abaxial stomatal width* 

Abaxial stomatal length to width ratio* 

Length of long axis of mesophyll cell ­
Palisade cell length* 

Palisade cell width*' 

Palisade cell length to width ratio* 

* 	 characters excluded from analyses. 
** 	character coded as presence or absence of enlarged adaxial 
epidermal cell layer. 
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For each specimen, 10 measurements were taken of each 
quantitative character. In the anatomical • only 
mean of these readings is reported. For the multivariate 
analyses, raw measurement data were log-transformed to minimize 
variance, thereby the effect of size, and used as the 
basic variables. 
Data were divided into subsets establishing homogeneous 
groups using the Student-Newman-Keuls test for the of 
Variance (SAS ANOVA procedure; SAS Institute 1985). A critical 
value • alpha = 0.5 was chosen to establish homogeneous or 
discriminant groups. Homogeneous subset (Simon, 1983. 
Archie, 1985) was used to code the subsets into discrete 
multistate variables from the ly) overlapping 
homogeneous subsets. This was done by ordering the were 
ordered log-transformed means for each character. A state of 0 
was assigned to the species with the smallest value the variable 
(or largest dimension). For successive • the 
value was increased by 0.5 an homogeneous subset was left or 
a new one entered. 
In order to accommodate the large size of the sample, several 
coded subsets were grouped to reduce the number of 
groups formed for each character. A maximum of ten states are 
permissible in the HENNIG 86 (Farris, 1988) cladistics program. 
Loss of information may have resulted from reducing the number 
of groups obtained by this method. Theoretical papers dealing 
with the use of measurement data in cladistic analyses (Thiele 
and • 1988; Goldman, 1988; Simon. 1983 and Archie, 1 
mostly use small data sets in their methodological ions 
and no alternative so for with data sets 
could be found in the literature. 
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",I ' PALYNOLOGY METHODS 
~,~ I f } TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (!EM) OF ULTRATHIN 
SECTIONS THROUGH POLLEN WALLS 
The pollen of Satyrium bracteatum, Disperis capensis, Evota 
bicolor, Schizodium inflexum, Pterygodium catholicum, Corycium 
orobanchoides, Disa sagittalis and Disa lineata was used for the 
TEM study. 
Fresh pollinaria were collected in the field and fixed as soon 
as possible in 4 % glutaraldehyde, over ice. A double fixation 
procedure was used, and material was post-fixed in 2 % Osmium 
tetroxide, for two hours. Sorenson's phosphate buffer, buffered 
o 
at pH 7.2 at 4 C, was used as a "physiological buffer system" 
(Hayat, 1981), serving for the dilution of fixatives and as a 
rinsing agent between and after double fixation. 
All fixing and rinsing of specimens was carried out in the same 
container to avoid drastic changes in environment or damage 
through manipulation. Pollinia were left to wash in buffer 
overnight, after fixation in GLUT, and were rinsed three times 
prior to postfixation to ensure the removal of any remaining 
fixative. Following post-fixation, material was rinsed off in 
three washes prior to dehydration, to minimize any possible 
reaction between fixative and dehydration agent. 
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The aim of fixation procedures is to preserve ultrastructural 
features with minimal alteration loss of cell constituents. 
Protection of fine structure against • sectioning, 
staining, and exposure to the electron beam necessitates 
chemical fixation whereby the structure of proteins, lipids and 
other cell constituents is Fixation is carried out 
at low to decrease the extraction of cell 
constituents and slow down the rate of autolysis. In living 
tissue, water plays an important in the stability of 
chemical During fixation, the structural role of these 
bonds is replaced primarily by the formation of inter- and 
intra-molecular crosslinks of protein. As a consequence, 
are denatured, solubility and mobil ,and 
less susceptible to and crystalization 
(Hayat, 1981), The rapidity penetration and ability to fix 
most without makes GLUT a 
In contrast. Osmium tetroxide penetrates more 
slowly. and is used to stabilize lipids and some , and 
as a metal, it density <electron ) to the 
tissues it fixes. Both fixatives are additive. so termed 
because they chemically become part of the they fix. 
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Material was to infiltration and embedding of 
specimens in a resin. In this process, free 
water in the tissues is replaced by a suitable organic solvent. 
Ethanol was used here and the dehydration procedure was carried 
out as follows: 
25% ETOH/H2 0 15 mins. 
50% 15 mins. 
70% 15 mins. 
100% 45 mins. 
100% (over molecular sieve) 45 mins. 
The choice of resin is ly by the type of 
material and the objective of study. Spurrs' (1969) resin was 
used primarily because of its good penetration (low 
), an attribute in the light of the hard and 
resistant nature of len walls. The trade off in this choice 
is the brittleness of this resin which may cause problems during 
for this reason, the exact amount of 
components, and in and careful 
of cure timing and temperature are of utmost importance in 
a block with the desired properties 
i.e. homogeneity. hardness, and In 
addition to these properties. the resin must withstand the high 




Problems relating to poor embedding are generally due to the 
presence of water in the absolute alcohol or resin, inadequate 
dehydration of specimens prior to infiltration with resins, and 
high ambient relative humidity at the time of embedding. 
Infiltration of specimens is achieved by decreasing the 
concentration of absolute alcohol, which acts as a solvent for 
the resin, and proportionately increasing the concentration of 
resin. Due to the hardness of pollen walls, long infiltration 
times were alluwed. For all dilutions of the resin, specimens 
were placed in an mechanical shaker for a few hours to ensure 
even penetration of the resin mixture. 
Specimens were infiltrated with diluted solutions of Spurr's 
resin as follows: 
25% Spurrs'/ETOH 8 hrs. 
50% overnight 
75% 8 hrs. 
100% overnight 
After this ster-wise infiltration of pollina with increasing 
concentrations of resin, the final embedding mixture was poured 
into polythene BEEM capsules. These were preferred as their 
pyramidal tips are shaped to facilitate trimming. Specimen 
orientation was not crucial in this study due to the easily 
recognizable massulae through which sections were to be taken. 
Specimens were simply pushed down to the bottom of the capsule 
with the aid of a pointed stick. These were allowed to 
polymerize for 8 hours at 70 C. 
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The qua of the edge is critical in obtaining good 
ultrathin sections. Glass knives were used. These have good 
sectioning provided that are regularly replaced 
and that the cutting edge is evaluated before use. An 
LKB Knifemaker was used to fracture t glass knives with 
a 45 break. termed the knife angle. These were 
prepared just prior to sectioning to minimize any dust damage or 
any other to the cutting The length of useful 
is assessed a dissecting Striations and 
scatter light and are easily observed. 
and preparation of the block involves the 
removal of excess embedding medium around the tissue at the 
of the block. An LKB Pyramitone was used for this purpose. 
Prior to final trimming. thick sections were cut until the 
area of the was Semi-thin survey 
sections of an approximate thickness of 4 um were cut with the 
pyramitone from the incompletely trimmed specimen blocks. These 
were placed on glass and warmed in drops of water to 
remove wrinkles as well as for adhesion of sections to the 
slide. Toluidine Blue in Borax was used for differential 
of the survey sections. These were used to select the 
of the specimen to be used for the ultrathin sections. 
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Final trimming involves shaping the tip of the block into a 
trapezium to facilitate ribbon formation 
and distortion of ultrathin sections is minimized 
provided that the specimen block face is kept fairly small. 
Blocks were prepared with a trapezium-shaped tip with sides of 
approximately 0.5 rom. 
Ultrathin sections were cut a Reichert OM U2 
Ultramicrotome. Trimmed blocks were mounted into the 
specimen holder with the long side of the trapezium uppermost, 
and a plastic boat was mounted onto the kni~e and sealed with 
dental wax. The boat was led with distil water until the 
meniscus was more or less flat and up to the 
edge. to provide a floatation fluid for the ribbon. The surface 
tension forces of water also serve to restore to almost 
their original dimensions after being compressed during cutting. 
The knife was mounted into the knife holder with its cutting 
inclined at an to the face of the specimen block. 
The clearance was set at 4 , preventing the block face 
from sc the back of the knife after cutting a section. 
the knife and the knife angle, 
adjustments were made to align the to the block face. 
These involve getting the block face and knife parallel to 
each other. moving the knife laterally so that the useful 
part of cutting edge comes in line with the of the specimen 
block, and bringing the cutting edge close to the block. so that 
it almost touches the block face. 
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The entire process was viewed through a microscope 
mounted onto the front of the ultramicrotome. The approach of 
the knife to block face was carefully controlled until the 
produced a bright image on the block face. At this 
section can begin. Section thickness was controlled by 
a thermal feed, and estimated by the interference colours of 
sections as they floated onto the The colours 
are re to section thickness and the refractive index of the 
resin and specimen. and section 
thickness were varied while to obtain "Gold" sections of 
approximately 90-150 nm. Throughout the cutting process, the 
quality of sections was closely and the correct meniscus 
maintained by adding or small amounts of water, 
a fine-tipped glass pipette. 
Once sections were obtained and prior to collecting 
the ribbons, sections were exposed to the fumes of an organic 
solvent which acts as a section flattener, eliminating foldings 
or caused by forces. This was done by 
bringing a small stick in chloroform over the trough. 
care that the applicator stick did not carry too much 
solvent as this can result in overexpansion and consequent 
distortion of the Sections were collected on 300 mesh 
copper grids. The unpolished sides of the were used to 
lift specimens, from off the water. Grids were left to 
dry on filter paper, and covered to avoid contamination. 
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In the the TEM. contrast is 
through the differential scattering of electrons which 
arises almost entirely from differences in density and thickness 
of the specimen. Other factors such as the accele voltage 
(KV) and microscope size also affect contrast; small 
and low greater contrast at the expense 
of resolution. Solutions of heavy metals of high atomic number 
are effective as electron stains. Tbey provide electron opacity 
by the mass or density of those sites 
onto which their ions bind. Lead salts are the most widely used 
stains for electron microscopy. they have high electron opacity 
show affinity for a range of cellular structures (Hayat, 
1981). Uranium is the heaviest metal used as an electron stain. 
In a double poststaining procedure. sections were stained with 
millipore-filtered acetate followed by '(1963) 
lead citrate. Lead citrate is a problematic stain. Upon 
exposure to CO2 • a lead carbonate precipitate forms and can 
cause considerable contamination of For this reason, 
the distilled water to make up the solution was boiled, to 
expel1 CO2 and care was taken reduce exposure of the 
solution to CO2 > Sodium hydroxide pellets are 
often used, under a petri dish. for this purpose. 
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The of staining depends on the rate of absorption of 
metal ions, the formation of precipitates in staining solution, 
and the possible extraction, by the stain, of cellular material 
(Hayat. 1981). For these reasons time is kept as short 
as possible. Generally. the thinner the section. the longer the 
staining duration required. Grids were floated section side 
down, for four minutes on drops the solutions and 
rinsed three times in distilled water lowing each 
treatment. These were left to dry on filter paper. ready for 
viewing. 
Specimens were viewed with a Jeol 200CX Transmission Electron 
Microscope at an accelerating voltage of 80 KY, and photographed 
at from 6200 to 27 000 times. A low 
accelerating was chosen to maximize contrast (at the 
expense of resolution). This was in keeping with the objective 




SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SKM) OF POLLEN 

The pollen surface ornamentation of 86 
five genera of the Disinae. six genera of the • two 
species of Huttonaea (presently classified in the Tribe 
Orchideae). one species each of the genera and 
(Orchideae). and Satyrium ( ) were examined using 
scanning electron microscopy <SEH). 
Air-dried pollen material was obtained from housed at 
the Bolus Herbarium (BOL). The pollinia were broken apart and 
individual massu1ae were mounted on aluminium stubs using a 
colloidal-graphite glue ( ) . were 
sputter-coated for approximately minutes with a 
gold/palladium alloy. 
Pollen was examined a S200 scanning electron 
microscope at an voltage of 5 Kev, and photographed 
at of 1000 and 5000 times. Higher and lower 
magnifications were used for certain details such as fractures 
or entire massu1ae. 
The terminology used to describe surface sculpturing is adapted 
from that of Kremp ( ) and combined with the definitions of 
Walker (1 ) to encompass both the structural and sculptural 




Temporary sections were used for a rapid assessment of the 
variability in anatomy in a of the study group. On 
the basis of initial observations of leaf sections and surface 
scrapes, a preliminary list of characters and character states 
was up. The data-banking program DELTA (Dullwitz and 
Paine) on a Bondwe11 PC 38 was used as a primary 
data bank, from which draft descriptions were generated using 
the TONAT routine. In addition, INTKEY and TOPAU were used to 
extract data for character matrices used in the numerical 
analyses. 
For the cladistic HENNIG 86 (Farris, 1988) was used. 
Due to the number of taxa IE* (impliCit enumeration) was 
not practical, the MHENNIG* was used to find the shortest 
tree, and to the full set of equal trees. 
Initially cladograms were rooted separate hypothetical 
ancestors for the Disinae and Coryciinae. The construction of 
such hypothetical taxa proved problematic due to the nature of 
the variation in leaf anatomical characters. Problems of coding 
arose when attempting to establish distinct states in 
continuously variable characters such as shape and size of 
cells, of of tissues, and of arm 
cell development in the mesophyll. In addition, several 
characters did not vary in the group (collateral vascular 
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bundles, anomocytic stomata and the presence of crystal raphide 
idioblast cells) and these were not coded. Finally, outgroup 
taxa differed from each other in potentially useful characters 
such as cuticular sculpturing and enlarged adaxial epidermal 
cells so that hypotheses of character evolution could not be 
made with confidence. 
Table 3.4.A. Leaf anatomy characters coded in data matrices 
for cladistic and phenetic analyses. 
0) epidermis ornamentation (O=none, l=papillae) 
1) sculpturing of cuticle (O=psilate, l=striate, 
2=micropapillate, 3=reticulate) 
2) anticlinal walls of adaxial epidermal cells undulated (0) or 
straight (1) 
3) anticlinal walls of abaxial epidermis undulated (O=yes, 
1=no) 
4) stomatal distribution (O=leaves amphistomatic, l=leaves 
hypostomatic) 
5) bundle sheath of primary vascular bundle (O=absent, 
1=parenchymatous , 2= sclerotic) 
6) adaxial sclerenchyma caps at pole of primary vascular 
bundle (O=present, l=absent) 
• 
7) abaxial sclerenchyma caps at pole of primary vascualr 
bundle (O=present, l=absent) 
8) number of secondary vascular bundles (0=0, 1=2, 2=4, 3=6, 
4=8) 
9) sheath of vascular bundles (O=absent, 1= 
parenchymatous. 2c sclerotic) 
10) I sclerenchyma cap at pole of vascular 
bundles (O=present, l=absent) 
11) abaxial sclerenchyma cap at pole of secondary vascular 
bundles (O=present. l=absent) 
12) number of tertiary vascular bundles (0=1 to 5, 1 to 10. 
2=11 to 15, 3=16 to 20, 4=21 to 30, 1 to 40) 
13) bundle sheath of tertiary vascular bundles (O=absent. 
l=parenchymatous. 2=sclerotic) 
14) adaxial schlerenchyma caps in vascular bundles 
(O=present, l=absent) 
15) abaxial schlerenchyma caps in tertiary vascular bundles 
(O=present. l=absent) 
16) total number of veins (0=1 to 10. 1=11 to 15. 2=16 to 20, 
3=21 to 30, 1 to 40, 5=41 to 50) 
17) expansion cells at midrib ( • l=absent) 
18) striate cuticle across anticlinal walls of epidermal cells 
(O=present, l=absent) 
19) adaxial cell size reduced at midrib ( • l=no) 
20) adaxial cell size reduced at veins 
(O=yes, l=no) 
21) sclereidal leaf margins l=absent) 
22) tissue • l=differentiated) 
23) seriation of palisade tissue (0=1 tier, 1=2 tiers) 
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24) 	 degree of arm cell development (Ocrounded, l=less rounded, 
2=arm-like, 3:well developed arm cells, 4=extremely well 
developed arm cells) 
For 	characters 25 to 30 and 32 to 33 numbers correspond to 
homogeneous subset codes. 
25) 	 length of adaxial epidermal cells (0=1, 1=2, 2=3, 3=4, 4=5, 
5=6, 6=7, 7=8) 
26) width of adaxial epidermal cells (0=1, 1=2, 2=3, 3=4, 4=5, 
5=6, 6=7, 7=8, 8=9) 
27) length to width ratio of adaxial epidermal cells (0=1, 1=2, 
2=3, 3=4, 4=5, 5=6, 6=7, 7=8, 8=9) 
28) length of abaxial epidermal cells (0=1, 1=2, 2=3, 3=4, 4=5, 
5=6, 6=7) 
29) width of abaxial epidermal cells (0=1, 1=2, 2=3, 3=4, 4=5, 
5=6, 6=7, 7=8) 
30) length to width ratio of abaxial epidermal cells (0=1, 1=2, 
2=3, 3=4, 4=5, 5=6, 6=7, 7=8) 
31) 	depth of adaxial epidermal cells (O=presence of adaxial 
water storage tissue, l=absence of enlarged adaxial 
epidermal cells) 
32) depth of abaxial epidermal cells (0=1, 1=2, 2=3, 3=4, 4=5, 
5=6, 6=7) 
33) long axis of spongy mesophyll cells (0=1, 1=2, 2=3, 3=4, 
4=5, 5=6, 6=7, 7=8) 
34) 	stalked gl~nds (O=absent, l=present) 
35) 	unicellular hairs (O=absent, l=present) 
36) 	 leaf ribbed (O=no, l=yes) 
37) 	midrib with prominent parenchymatous keel (O=no, l=yes) 
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led coding analysis at the subtribal level was not 
possible due to a high degree of heterobathmy. 
In an attempt to reduce in the data set various 
characters were excluded during initial analyses. However. in 
the final cladogram most characters were included. The final 
cladogram was using species the 
Orchideae and 
For the phenetic analysis (Rohlf. 1988) was The 
data were (STAND). and the taxonomic distance (DIST 
option of SIMINT) algorithm was used to determine the 
dissimilarity among the OTU' s. The OTU' s were 
clustered using UPGMA (in SAHN for SIMINT and SIMQUAL) to 
produce the phenograms. The goodness-of-fit of the phenogram 
(produced by SIMQUAL) to the dissimi matrix was determined 
by calculating the cophenetic matrix of the phenogram (COPH), 
which was then correlated with the original dissimilarity matrix 
(MXCOMP). To test the that the data are scattered, a 




Following both SEM TEM observations of pollen, a preliminary 
list of characters was compiled to allow the coding, in a data 
matrix, of the observed in pollen wall morphology of 
the study group. Initial of character homology were 
tested by observing their congruence with taxonomic groups. 
Evolutionary polarization of character states was based on the 
outgroup criterion. In the multistate characters used. the 
symplesiomorphic state was • but various states were 
not polarized further. Due to the nature of pollen data, many 
of the character states identified were as non-additive, 
as evolutionary was not in a linear 
sequence without a priori phy consideration. This may 
have resulted in some loss of information but was necessary in 
order to avoid false hypotheses of evolution. and the 
circular argumentation of relying on the phylogeny to 
assess the direction of pollen character evolution. 
Table 3.4.B. Pollen characters coded in matrices for 
analysis. 
0) of massulae (non-additive, equivalence we 3) : 
o - rounded 
1 e 




o - more or less isodiametric 
1 - elongated 
2) Basic exine sculpturing category ( • equivalence 
weighting 3): 
o - semi-tectate reticulate exine (including variations 
i.e hamulate. ornate) 
1 - rugose or verrucose exine 
2 tectate exine striate, 
rugulate. punctate or foveolate pattern 
3) Reticulate sculpturing ( weighting 
5) : 
o - reticulum with muri and inter-mural spaces small 
and evenly distributed. 
1 - reticulum with instead of open 
lumina 
2 reticulate with broken down muri and free baculae. 
3 - ornate or loosely reticulate, with large often 
pilate or baculate lumina 
4 hamulate. with elaborations on the 
muri 
4) Exine sculpturing of semi-tectate, non-reticulate pollen: 
o ­ rugose 
1 - verrucose 
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5) Exine of ly tectate (non-additive. 
equivalence weighting 4): 

o - late 

1 - st e and perforated by foveolae or 

2 - rugulate 

3 ­
6) Supra-tectal ornamentation: 
o ­
1 - fine rugules 
7) Pilae. or structural elements (columella 
homo logues) : 

o - absent 

1 - present 

8) Baculate structural sculpturing elements ( lla 
homologues) : 

o - absent 

1 - present 

9) Foveolate perforations in tectate grains: 
o absent 
1 - present 
10) Punctate perforations in tectate grains: 
o absent 





11) Margins of tet distinct Slightly raised 
t equivalence 3) : 

o - no 

1 - yes, in semi-tectate grains 

2 - yes, in tectate grains 

12) Foveolate 	perforations in semi-tectate grains (equivalence 
3) : 
o - absent 
1 ­
2 - present such that tectum appears to be broken down, 
free baculae 
13) Punctate perforations in semi-tectate grains: 
o - absent 
1 - present 
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The data matrix was broken up into three smaller matrices since 
problems arise when a large number of species are analysed on 
the basis of relatively few characters. Two species level 
matrices were constructed for the subtribes Disinae and 
Coryciinae. A third matrix was used to test the value of 
palynological data at the subtribal level using generOJ 
as taxa. In each analysis. several species from 
the Orchideae and a representative of the Satyriinae were used 
to root the tree. When analysing species of the Disinae, 
representatives of the sister group Coryciinae where designated 
amongst the outgroup taxa, likewise for the Coryciinae where 
genera of the Disinae were included amongst the outgroup taxa. 
For the cladistic analyses the MHENNIG* and BB* options were 
used in the species level analyses. Implicit enumeration IE* 
was used for analysis at the generic level. 
so. 
s.o RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
S • 1 LEAF ANATOMY 
S.1 • 1 OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF LEAF ANATOMICAL CHARACTERS 
Full descriptions are inc in Appendix 3, and a 
sample are illustrated in S.I.I.A to S.I.I.P to show the 
observed variation in the I anatomy of the study group. 
ORCHlDEAE 
Sleoog\oltis fimbriala 
0 .01 DHl! 





0 .01 ro m 
Figure S.l.l.A 
Leaf anatomy in the Orchideae. Plans of leaves and a section 
throuugh the mesophyll showing abaxial stomata, homogeneous 
chlorenchyma and a secondary vascular bundle. Note enlarged 
adaxial epidermal cells which function in water storage. 
Cuticular sculpturing in the group is micropapillose or 
reticulate. Cuticular striations occur across anticlinal walls 














Figure 5. 1. 1. B 
Leaf anatomy in the Satyriinae. Satyrium bracteatum has a large 
flattened leaf with an extremely enlarged adaxial epidermal 
layer. Stomata are restricted to the lower leaf surface, and 
photosynthetic tissue is homoge~ous. Pachites bodkinii has 
small crescent-shaped amphistomatic leaves with homogeneous 
photosynthetic tissue. S. bracteaturn has striate cuticular 
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Leaf anatomy in the Disinae : Monadenia. Leaves are mostly with 
an enlarged adaxial epidermal layer as in ~. comosa (a). M. 
bracteata is the exception, and lacks enlarged adaxial cells. 
Vascular bundle with parenchyma bundle sheath (c). 
Photosynthetic tissue is mostly differentiated, and adaxial 
stomata characteristically pierce the adaxial water storage 
tissue (e). ~. bracteata has a sculptured cuticle with 
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Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Schizodiurn. Arnphistomatic leaves 
are differentiated into spongy mesophyll and palisade layer (a, 
c). Primary vascular bundle with parenchymatous bundle sheath 
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Figure 5.1.1.E 
Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Brownleea. Leaves of Brownleea 
have numerous idioblast cells, distributed throughout the 
mesophyll (a). Primary vascular bundle with parenchymatous 
bundle sheath (b). Anticlinal walls of adaxial cells are 
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Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Disa section Micranthae. Leaf 
anatomy in this section is distinctive. Primary vascular bundle 
with parenchymatous bundle sheath (b). Photosynthetic tissue is 
differentiated into one or two palisade layers, stomata occur on 
the abaxial surface, and cuticles are highly sculpture, usually 















Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: section Disa. 
has parenchymatous extentions at the midrib and seconadary ribs 
(a), primary vascular bundle with parenchymatous bundle sheath 
(b), Hypostomatic leaf has adaxial water storage and 
















Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Disa section Phlebidia. 

Hypostomatic leaf with adaxial water storage tissue (a, c), 

primary vascular bundle with parenchymatous bundle sheath (b), 























Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Disa section Hircicornes. Leaves 
with adaxial water storage tissue and differentiated 
chlorenchyma (a, e). Epidermal cell size is reduced at midrib, 
and "expansion cells" are thought to act in leaf articulation, 
(b, <.) 
responding to hydration status of the leaf. Fibres at the poles 
of the primary vascular bundle, and some lignification of xylem 
(d). Reticulate sculpturing of the the cuticle, and stomata 
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Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Disa section Coryphaea. 
Amphistomatic (e, f) leaf with undifferentiated photosynthetic 
tissue (a, d). Primary vascular bundle with parenchymatous 
bundle sheath (b). Disa glandulosa has unicellular hairs and 


















Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Disa section Stenocarpa. The group 
is characterised by the shared possession of a suite of 
xeromorphic features. Leaves are sclerified, have a compact 
homogeneous mesophyll (c), thick cuticles and expansion cells at 
the midrib (b). Adaxial and abaxial fibres in primary vascular 
bundle (d), and leaf margins are sclerified (e). Cuticles are 
smooth or striate, and stomata occur on both leaf surfaces. C~,~J 
DISINAE 

DISA SECTION DISELLA 
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Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Disa section Disella. Disa lineata 
has adaxial water storage tissue, differentiated photosynthetic 
tissue (a, c), primary vascular bundle with parenchymatous 
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Leaf anatomy in the Disinae: Disa section Repandra. 
Hypostomatic (d, e) leaves with enlarged adaxial epidermal cells 
and a single, or two tiered palisade layer. Sclerenchyma at the 
























Leaf anatomy in the Coryciinae: Disperis. Mostly leaves have 
undifferentiated photosynthetic tissue (a) with the exception of 
D. villosa which has a palisade-like layer and extremely well 
developed arm cells in the mesophyll (e), whilstD. stenoplectron 
has rounded mesophyll cells (d). Epidermal cells are small, and 
often with papillae (b). Leaves may be amphi- or hypostomatic, 
and anticlinal epidermal walls are straight or undulated (f, g), 
and cuticles are mostly smooth. 
CORYCIINAE 
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Figure 5.1.1.0 
Leaf anatomy in the Coryciinae: Ceratandra and Evota. Leaves of 
these two genera can be distinguished by the presence of fibres 
at the poles of the primary vascular bundle of Ceratandra spp. 
(a, e, d), and epidermal papillae (b, c). Cuticles are mostly 

















Leaf anatomy in the Coryciinae: Pterygodium. Adaxial epidermal 
cell size is often reduced at the primary and secondary veins 
(a), primary and seconadry vascular bundles (b, c) with 
parenchymatous bundle sheaths. Hesophyll composed of well 
developed arm cells (d), leaves mostly amphistomatic, with 
striate or smooth cuticles (e, f). 
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The epidermis of all species investigated is uniseriate. 

Anticlinal walls of epidermal cells 

The anticlinal walls of epidermal cells may be straight or 

undulated. According to Rudall (1987), anticlinal walls are 

often more sinuous on the abaxial than the adaxial surface of 

the same leaf. In certain species of the Cypripedioideae, Rosso 

(1966) reports more or less straight walls on the adaxial 

surface and sinuous walls on the abaxial surface of the same 

leaf. In this study, abaxial anticlinal walls were found to be 

more undulated than adaxial ones in diverse genera such as Disa, 

Brownleea, Disperis and Ceratandra, and in Corycium rubiginosum 

and Disperis villosa, for example, the adaxial epidermal cells 

only have undulated anticlinal walls. Due to this variation, 

the character should probably not be coded as separate 

characters relating to each surface, but as a single character 

whether it be adaxial, abaxial or both. 

In the Coryciinae, the genera Disperis, Evota and Ceratandra 

have undulated anticlinal walls. However,~. stenoplectron has 

straight walls. Corycium and Anochilus hallii typically have 

straight anticlinal walls with the exception of C. dracomontanum 





Pterygodium, with r. acutifolium and r. volucris being 
straight-walled and P. alatum and r. caffrum sinuous. 
In the Disinae this character also shows some trends. Sections 
Micranthae, Hircicornes, Ovalifoliae, Stoloniferae, Disella and 
Repandra are all straight-walled. Both states occur in sections 
Disa, Phlebidia, Stenocarpa and Coryphaea, as well as in the 
genera Monadenia, Brownleea and Schizodium. 
On the basis of outgroup comparison, straight anticlinal walls 
of epidermal cells are regarded as the primitive state in the 
study group. 
Depth of adaxial epidermal cells 
Dimensional characteristics of epidermal cells also show some 
trends, particularly the depth of adaxial epidermal cells. 
Metzler (cited by Solereder and Meyer, 1930) reported that the 
main function of large adaxial cells is water storage. The 
outgroup species of the study group (with the exception of 
Pachites bodkinii (Pachites is in the Satyriinae) , all possess 
enlarged adaxial epidermal cells, and on this basis it is 
possibly but not indisputably the plesiomorphic state in the 
study group. This character appears to be associated with the 
mesophytic leaves found in both the Disinae and Coryciinae. In 
the Coryciinae enlarged adaxial epidermal cells are absent in 
Disperis, Evota and Ceratandra, the latter two genera having 
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small crescent-shaped leaves similar to that of Pachites 
bodkinii. 
In the Disinae, Brownleea and Schizodium lack enlarged adaxial 
epidermal cells. Honadenia, with the exception of Honadenia 
bracteata, possesses enlarged adaxial cells, but in this genus, 
they are always pierced by adaxial stomata which in other taxa 
do not co-occur with the adaxial water storage tissue. Disa 
section Hicranthae typically possesses an enlarged adaxial 
epidermal layer whilst the other sections tend to be variable 
with regard to this character. 
The remaining morphometric characters associated with the 
epidermis tend to vary considerably. No patterns consistent 
with the present phylogeny were found for the following 
characters: adaxial and abaxial epidermal cell lengths, adaxial 
and abaxial epidermal cell widths, adaxial and abaxial epidermal 
length to width ratios, abaxial epidermal cell length. 
Unicellular hairs, multicellular glands and epidermal papillae 
Additional anatomical features associated with the epidermis are 
the presence of unicellular hairs found in Disa vaginata and D. 
glandulosa, the latter also has multicellular stalked glands. 
Epidermal papillae were noted in species of Disperis and 
Ceratandra. 
Cuticular 
In surface view the outer linal walls of the epidermis are 
covered with a cuticle which in many cases is sculptured. 
Several cuticular were observed in the 
study group. Two sculpturing characters were 
identified. The first is the presence (or absence) of 
striations across the anticlinal walls of adjacent 
cells. These striations were observed in the outgroup species 
Habenaria and in several species of the 
including sections Disa, Phlebidia, Hircicornes 
and are also present in of 
i.e. M. and M. In the 
Coryciinae striations across anticlinal walls of the 
occur in conjunction with striate cuticular sculpturing in 
and Anochilus hallii. 
Cuticular sculpturing in the study group is variable, ranging 
from mic lose to reticulate. striate or absent ( late). 
The late cuticle is thought to be a derived condition and 
appears in several genera inc ~~~~~, Evota and 
D. fanniniae which is sl ly striate). 

Psi cuticles were also noted in C. 

~~~~~. g. rubiginosum, 




striate or smooth cuticles, whereas the Disinae show 
considerable variation in cuticular with little pattern 
consistent with the present c Two sections of 
, however, are uniform in their 
Coryciinae can be the 
patterns. 
Species of Hicranthae have reticulate cuticles and in Stenocarpa 
cuticular sculpturing is striate. 
The polarization of the different states of cuticular 
sculpturing was as there is considerable variation 
in the outgroup flexuosus is 
micropapillose and laevigata reticulate, with 
striations across anticlinal walls. In the Satyriinae. 
erectum is striate and in bodkinii the cuticle is 
micropapillose. 
PHOTOSYNTHETIC TISSUE AND STOMATA 
Hesophyll 
A range of variation was observed in the mesophyll of the study 
group. The all have an undifferentiated 
mesophyll. an homogeneous chlorenchyma is 
to be the plesiomorphic condition. The 
also have undifferentiated tissue 
al there is considerable variation in the of arm 
cell villosa is in the 
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Coryciinae, as this species has a palisade-like layer of 
chlorenchyma and extremely well developed arm cells comprising 
the spongy mesophyll. 
The chlorenchyma of the Disinae is variable. A single or two 
tiered palisade is characteristic of the section Micranthae and 
Schizodium. In Brownleea, Monadenia and the rest of Disa there 
is no consistent pattern with regard to the differentiation of 
the palisade layer(s). Disa section Stenocarpa, however, is 
characterized by the possession of an undifferentiated 
mesophyll, with compact rounded cells. 
Mesophyll cells throughout the study group range from rounded 
cells to well developed arm cells with large intercellular 
spaces. In the Coryciinae, the mesophyll is often composed of 
well developed arm cells. The length of the long axis of 
mesophyll cells was used in the analyses and largely reflects 
the degree of arm cell development. 
Stomata 
Stomata in the Orchidoideae are anomocitic at maturity, lacking 
subsidiary cells. Developmental studies of stomata of the 
Orchidoideae (Rasmussen, 1981) indicate that both agenous and 
hemimesogenous developmental types occur in this group. These 
developmental types are indistinguishable at maturity, both 
being anomocytic. For Disa uniflora Rasmussen (1981) found the 
proportion of hemimesogenous to agenous development to be 
between 1:2 and 1:4. 
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Dimensional characters relating to stomatal leongths. widths and 
length to width ratios were omitted in the final analyses as 
they did not vary sufficiently between taxa to provide any 
worthwhile information. 
.. 
Stomatal distribution did, however. show some trends. In the 
outgroup species, stomata were in most cases (with the exception 
. 
of Pachites bodkinii) restricted to the lower leaf surface. and 
hypostomatic leaves are thought to be plesiomorphic in the study 
group. Anochilus, Brownleea and Disa sections Hicranthae and 
Hircicornes have hypostomatic leaves. Amphistomatic leaves are 
characteristic of Honadenia. Schizodium and Evota. In the rest 
of the study group there was much variation in the distribution 
of stomata. It is only in Honadenia that stomata pierce the 
enlarged adaxial epidermal cell layer. In all other species 
which do possess an adaxial water storage tissue, stomata are 
restricted to the lower leaf surface. 
VASCULAR BUNDLES 
Vascular bundles, bundle sheaths and sclerification 
Vascular bundles are collateral throughout the study group. 
mostly with parenchymatous bundle sheaths surrounding them. 
The subgenus Stenocarpa, of Disa, which includes the sections 
Amphigena, Stenocarpa. Coryphaea. Emarginatae and Austroalpinae 
have variously lignified vascular bundles and bundle sheaths. 
In Disa tenuis (Amphigena). the vascular bundles are entirely 
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)surrounded by a fibrouS Disa 
has some sclerenchymatous cells at the poles of the 
bundle. Disa section Stenocarpa consistently has fibre 
caps at the poles of primary and secondary vascular bundles. In 
smaller (tertiary) vascular bundles sclerification is either 
absent or reduced to fibre caps. In section Stenocarpa, 
sclerification of vascular bundles is coupled with the presence 
of sclerified leaf margins. Herschelianthe also has 
~~~~~ 
sclerified vascular bundles and leaf margins. In all other 
vascular bundles are unsclerified, and sc of 
vascular tissue is thus regarded as an apomorphic condition. 
with the vascular is mostly 
absent in the Coryciinae, but ~~~~~ is characterized by the 
possession of fibre caps at the poles of primary and secondary 
vascular bundles. 
Sclerification 
Size classes of veins 
Veins were divided into three size classes: , secondary 
and tertiary. The number of veins were counted and included in 
the analysis although they probably reflect leaf size rather 
than show any consistent with the present phylogeny of 
the study group. 
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Ribbed leaves and parenchymatous keels 
Other characters associated with veins are the ribbed leaves 
found in Corycium dracomontanum and C. nigrescens and prominent 
parenchymatous keels at the midrib and secondary veins as noted 
in Disa uniflora. Parenchymatous tissue at the midrib and leaf 
margins was noted in Habenaria laevigata. 
LEAF ARTICULATION MECHANISMS 
Expansion ce11s 
The presence of "expansion cells" on the adaxial side of the 
midrib is interpreted as functioning in leaf movement. These 
thin-walled parenchymatous cells are present on the adaxial side 
of the midrib and are thought to expand and contract in response 
to hydration status. The sclerophyllous leaves of Disa section 
Stenocarpa all have such cells at the midrib. In addition 
several other species of Disa (~. versicolor, ~. tysonii, D. 
englerana, ~. filicornis and ~. sankeyi) also have this 
leaf-folding mechanism. Expansion cells were noted in Habenaria 
laevigata, Monadenia sabulosa and Brownleea parviflora and, in 
the Coryciinae. Corycium dracomontanum. With the exception of 
species of section Stenocarpa this character appears across the 
genera in some of the large-leaved species. 
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Reduced cell size at midrib and secondary veins 
Another character which might be associated with folding of 
leaves is the presence of relatively small adaxial epidermal 
cells at the primary and secondary veins of species which 
possess enlarged adaxial epidermal cells. Although this 
reduction in cell size does not occur in the outgroup species it 
cuts across genera and sections of the in-group and is 
characteristic of the genera Corycium (with the exception of C. 
rubiginosum), Anochilus and Pterygodium. 
RAPHIDE IDIOBLASTS 
Idioblast cells containing raphide crystals are ubiquitous in 
leaves of the study group. They have also been noted in tubers 
and roots. Crystal raphides are mostly found in single 
idioblast cells not much larger than surrounding cells. They 
differ in Brownleea where they are enlarged and aggregated in 
files of tubular, mucilage-filled cells, each containing a 
cluster of raphides. 
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5.1.2 CLADISTIC AND PHENETIC ANALYSES OF LEAF ANATOMICAL DATA 
In the cladistic analysis, the tree was rooted by specifying 
Habenaria laevigata, Schizochiles flexuosus and Satyrium erectum 
as outgroup taxa. The hypothetical ancestor to the study group 
was included simply to test hypotheses of character polarity 
used in initial analyses. The analysis placed this hypothetical 
taxon near the root of the tree. 
Very little pattern emerged from this analysis using the 
MHENNIG* routine. The nelsen strict consensus tree, tree 
characteristics, and character consistency indices are shown in 
Fig. 5.1.2 A. Only species of Disa section Stenocarpa (~. 
cephalotes. ~. cephalotes ssp. frigida and ~. nivea) and species 
of Schizodium (~.comutum.~. bifidum, ~. obliquum) remained 
grouped in the consensus tree. The Coryciinae, particularly 
Corycium. Anochilus and Pterygodium tended to collapse into a 
single undifferentiated group when their leaf anatomical 
characters were subjected to cladistic analysis. This lack of 
resolution is due to the fact that taxa are virtually 
indistinguishable in their leaf anatomy. 
Suites of correlated characters are lacking in the data set. In 
the Disinae in particular, there is little correlation between 
the various components of the photosynthetic apparatus e.g. 
leaves with differentiated palisade may be hypo- or 
amphistomatic. In the cladistic analysis, characters related to 
Table 5.1.2.A 
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Figure 5. 1. 2 • B 
Phenogram generated using SIHINT for anatomical data of species 
of the Diseae. 
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Figure 5.1. 2.C 
Phenogram generated using SIMQUAL for anatomical data of species 
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Figure 5.1.2.D 




the showed low consistency 
respect to the (stomatal distribution 5 %, 
differentiation of tissue 5 %. degree of arm cell 
development 8 %, mesophyll cells 11 %). The presence 
of a leaf articulation mechanism in the form ........~ ..."'... cells 
at the midrib, and cell sizes at the 
secondary veins leaves with enlarged adaxial epidermal cells, 
also proved to be "bad" characters with equally low 
indices. 
The only characters showing fairly high consistency were 
autapomorphies i.e. characters unique to a and 
characters to the sclerification of of 
species section Stenocarpa. 
When ric characters alone were used 
• a branching effect was It was 
concluded that measurement data contained litte phylogenetic 
Results the phenetic which were used in an attempt 
to cluster similar leaf types or syndromes", were 
and widely different were grouped 
Phenograms are shown in 5.1.2.8 &. C. 
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Results of the cophenetic correlation which was used as a 
measure of goodness of fit for the cluster analysis indicated a 
high scatter in the data (matrix correlation r= 0.73633) which, 
according to Rohlf (1988), is a poor fit. 
The correlation between each character and all the others did 
show some trends. The number of character correlations were 
plotted against correlation coefficients and are shown in Fig. 
5.1.2.D. There is a high number of character correlations 
around the correlation coefficient of zero, indicating that most 
characters were independent of each other. Characters with a 
correlation coefficient near +1 indicate that a high value of 
one variable is associated with a high value of the other, and 
conversely, correlation coefficients near -I imply association 
of high values of one variable with low values of the other. 
Characters with correlation coefficients of between 0.5 and 1.0 
were identified in the matrix. These include correlations 
between adaxial and abaxial sinuous anticlinal walls in 
epidermal cells, abaxial and adaxial sclerenchyma caps of the 
primary vascular bundle, the nature of bundle sheaths in the 
different size classes of veins, the co-occurrence of fibre caps 
adaxially and/or abaxially in different size classes of veins, 
the number of tertiary veins and total number of veins, reduced 
cell size at midrib and secondary veins. The seriation of 
palisade was indirectly correlated to leaf size (total number of 
veins (0.591) and number of tertiary vascular bundles (0.673). 
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Morphometric characters were corre to each other in fairly 
ways. and withs of cells of abaxial epidermis 
correlated with those of adaxial epidermis, the depth of the 
adaxial epidermis was correlated to the width of adaxial 
cells (O.737) (deep cells usually wide) • 
Unicellular hairs were correlated with the presence of 
multicellular but these two features co-occur on Disa 
~====~== only, and can therefore be expected to be highly 
correlated. 
As (Abbot , 1985) point out, high correlations may mean 
that the variables are simply redundant i.e. that they are two 
measures of the same phenomenon. This is probably the case in 
the sclerification of vascular bundles. which accounted for many 
of the high character correlations e.g. adaxial and abaxial 
fibre caps in the primary vascular bundle had a correlation 
coefficient of +1. Abbot (1985) further suggest that the 
use of correlated characters essentially equivalent to 
weighting certain characters. and that characters known to 
be correlated is essential a form of &:..:::....:=-:..:::; weighting. Ona 
the other hand, significant positive correlations between 
characters reflect a stable association which is presumably 
genetical based and constitute taxonomic 
information. If seemingly unrelated characters such as 
sclerification of vascular tissue were correlated with the 
presence of expansion cells at the midrib, and an homogeneous 
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chlorenchyma. this would serve to the xeromorphic 
syndrome shared by of section Stenocarpa. 
This form of character correlation would then be useful. 
possibly due to the large amount of taxa use of 
many "bad" characters, noise in the data set precluded the 




5.1.3. SYSTEMATIC IMPLICATIONS OF LEAF ANATOMY 
Leaf anatomy does not provide many unequivocal apomorphies for 
resolving taxa at the three hierarchic levels considered here. 
Nevertheless. certain trends were identified. These are 
summarized in Fig. 5.1.3.A. where leaf anatomical characters are 
shown in the context of the present phylogeny of the group. The 
picture that emerges is unclear and reflects to some extent 
results obtained by the cladistic analyses. Only Disa sections 
Micranthae and Stenocarpa, and Schizodium have combinations of 
characters which may be interpreted as syndromes characteristic 
of the groups. 
Anatomical data might provide evidence for treating Disa section 
Micranthae as a distinct group within the subtribe Disinae. In 
addition. the sclerification of vascular bundles and presence of 
marginal sclereids in section Stenocarpa does support the 
inclusion of Herschelianthe within Disa section Stenocarpa. 
In the rest of the Disinae. clear delimitations of taxa are 
impossible due to the high degree of heterobathmy. or 
differential character evolution, which may be related to the 
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Figure 5.1.3.A 
Leaf anatomy characters in relation to the present phylogeny of 
the Diseae. Characters used are: 1. sinuous anticlinal walls of 
epideraal cells; 2. enlarged adaxial epidermal cells; 3. 
e,ideraal papillae; 4. cuticular sculpture a) reticulate, b) 
micropapillose, c) striate, d) psilate; 5. differentiated 
photosynthetic tissue (palisade); 6. amphistomatic leaves; 7. 
sclerification associated with vascular bundles; 8. reduced 
adaxial epidermal cell size at primary and secondary veins. 
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In the Coryciinae. the genera Corycium. Anochilus and 
Pterygodium are virtually indistinguishable in terms of their 
leaf anatomy. This data set does therefore not provide 
sufficient evidence to treat Anochilus as a genus separate from 
Pterygodium. The presence of adaxial and abaxial fibre caps at 
the poles of primary and secondary vascular bundles of 
Ceratandra distinguish this genus from Evota. 
Subtribal differences in leaf anatomical characters are also not 
clear as the same leaf types tends to occur in relatively 
unrelated taxa. For example. small crescent shaped leaves with 
undifferentiated chlorenchyma occur in diverse genera such as 
Evota. Disa. Monadenia and Pachites. 
In addition to the observed differential nature of character 
evolution in the group. the equivocality with regards to 
character polarization is possibly one of the main problems in 
carrying out a cladistic analysis of leaf anatomical features. 
There appear to be two ancestral leaf types: the mesophytic 
broad leaf with adaxial water storage tissue and the small. 
relatively undifferentiated crescent-shaped leaf. 
68. 
other indicate that leaf anatomy can 
provide additional taxonomic information. For the subtribe 
Pleurothallidinae. Pridgeon (1982) found features of trichomes, 
cuticle, and number of 
veins series to be ly useful. In placing the 
vandoid genus as most closely related to 
~~~~~~=' Cribb and van der Laan (1986) found that only 
supporting evidence by leaf anatomy was the presence 
water storage cells, the absence of hypodermal and mesophyll 
sclereids, and the palisade layer. Ayensu and Williams (1972) 
found the occurrence of adaxial fibre bundles to be in 
in the Oncidiinae. 
Although leaf anatomy did serve to resolve some taxa 
such as ~~~~~~~, for example. on the basis of 
sclerification, results of this show fairly conclusively 




5.2. 1 GENERAL ACCOUNT OF POLLEN HORPHOLOGY AND ULTRASTRUCTURE. 
The pollinarium is the unit for pollen transfer in the 
Orchidoideae. In this • pollen is generally shed in 
sectile or massulate • elastoviscin 
caudicles and , which are ly attached 
(Burns-Balogh, 1986). Individual massulae are composed of 
tetrads which form the basic pollen unit. Only the tetrad walls 
on outer surface of the massulum have a well developed 
sporopollenin exine. The of components of the 
pollinarium is illustrated in Figure 5.2.I.A. Only the 
sporopollenin walls have been studied. 
When pollen is united into functional masses, the structural 
functional aspects of the constituent of the compound 
pollen deviate from simpler such as monads or tetrads. 
Knox and McConchie (1986) emphasize this by 
compound or grains as "the association of two to many 
united in such a way that the properties of whole 
are not those of its constituents." Walker and 










Figure 5.2 .1.A 
Relationship of components of pollinarium. Aggregated pollen 
with pollinarium comprising the sticky viscidium, the caudic1e 
and polliniUII. Pollinia are composed of basally attached 
massulae held within the sectile pollinium by connecting 
threads. Each massulum is a mass of compacted microspores, with 
the sculptured exine covering outer tetrads only. (not- 1-0 5Co.\e) . 
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5.2.1.1 POLLEN AGGREGATION 
occur in the Cypripedioideae, 
Vanillinae, some Diurideae, and Pogoniinae (Dressler, 
1981). In all other orchids, the pollen remain in 
tetrads or are aggregated into masses. Pollen 
is coupled with the large number of ovules contained 
in the orchid ovary. Seeds are small, lack endosperm and are 
through the longitudinal slits of a twisted capsule. 
The of pollen in masses inc reases the 
number of ovules fertilized from a Ie pollination event. In 
the case of pollinia, which are characteristic of the 
Diseae and ILY.ea,e, a single pollinium can linate a number 
of flowers if the pollinator leaves one or more massulae on each 
(Dressler, 1981). 
In the scheme formulated by Van Campo and Guinet (1961> to 
describe the structural basis of wall cohesion of adjacent 
of pollen, two basic of cohesion are 
distinguished. The is the In this 
form, grains are fused by the tectum which surrounds the pollen 
unit, with the tectum absent from the internal walls. Pollen 
which has an tectum between the grains and a tectal 
layer which may be absent from the internal walls is classified 
as acalymmate. 
. ,~ 	 ;-.. /Il . ... 
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Figure 5.2.1.1.B. 

Ultrathin sections through massulae of Disa lineata (A & B) 

(6800 X & 5000 X), Corycium orobanchoides (C) (5000 X), 

Pterygodium catholicum (D) (6800 X), Disa sagittalis (E) (14000 

X), and Pterygodium catholicum (F) (6000 X). Calymmate and 

acalymmate forms occur in single species, as in D. lineata and 

C. orobanchoides. Intine wall bridges (iwb) connect adjacent 
IDicrospores of Q. lineata, g. orobanchoides and r. catholicurn. 
Reduced sporopollenin deposition between inner tetrads (E & f). 
In D. sagittalis sporopollenous granules surround microspores of 
inner tetrad. Note partial fusion (f) between micropores, 
presumably of single tetrad, of P. catholicum. 
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In the light of the variation in pollen wall cohesion observed 
in recent years, the validity of this basic distinction has been 
questioned (Knox and McConchie, 1986). In this study both 
calymmate and acalymmate modes have been observed in single 
species. (Fig. 5.2.1.1.8 a,b,c and d). In the compound pollen 
of orchids, Knox and McConchie (1986) report calymmate pollen 
held within a common exine or acalymmate massulae united by a 
common tectum. 
On the basis of ultrastructural studies of compound pollen from 
16 Angiosperm families, Knox and McConchie (1986) have 
identified two modes of cohesion between adjacent pollen units. 
These are simple cohesion, which is achieved through cohesion of 
the tectum, and crosswall cohesion in which connecting wall 
bridges occur between adjacent units. According to Knox and 
McConchie (1986), wall bridges may be composed of several wall 
layers although they are usually formed by the nexine. In 
Dactylorchis, Helsop-Harrison (1968) reports common internal 
walls comprised of the intine only. Crosswall cohesion through 
connecting wall bridges was observed between the pollen of Disa 
lineata, COrycium orobanchoides and Pterygodium catholicum (Fig. 
5.2.1.1.8 b,c and f). In all three species, these appear to be 
formed by the intine only. 
In some orchid pollinia, such as Dactylorchis (Helsop-Harrison, 
1968), Cleisostoma and Laelia (Zavada, 1983), the persistence of 
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• which are characteristic of early 
stages, have been noted. According to Knox 
McConchie ( ), developmental and ultrastructural studies have 
shown the basic importance of the exine in determining the 
compound state. Fusion of the primexine matrix at tetrad period 
appears to initiate microspore cohesion in both calymmate and 
acalymmate (polyad) 
It is not clear from the literature what the exact nature of the 
"tetrads" of the study group is. Examination of the 
undersurface of the tetrad or exine unit" of Disa 
patula revealed what appears to be evidence of a four-way 
division under the unit ( • S.2.I.I.C a). This could be 
interpreted as evidence for four isobilateral microspore cells 
contained in each tetrad unit. If this were the case, the 
co-occurence of both and tetrads in a single 
specimen can be explained as follows. The exine covering two 
adjacent cells contained within a tetrad would be 
calymmate with a continuous tectum the individual cells 
seen in TEM. In the case where the cells of two adjacent 
tetrads are viewed, one them to be acalymmate, with 
a discontinuous tectum between the cells. Further 
investigation would be necessary to c this point as well 
as a closer correlation between SKM and TKM observations. In 
addition, a refinement of terms to suit these structures would 
be necessary. These observations are by L.M. 
Figure 5.2.1.1.C 

Inner surface of sculptured exine of Disa patula (A) (900 X) and 

Disperis lindleyana (8) (2400 X). Note tectal connection (tc) 

between tetrad units and what appears to be a four-way division, 

possibly indicating isobilateral tetrad configuration. In D. 





observations where linear tetrads were observed in 
In the undersurface of the exine 
is reticulate, without clear subdivisions (Fig. 5.2.1.I.e b). 
It is possible that these observations are artifacts. 
A greatly reduced and sometimes almost absent sporopollenin 
layer, between the inner tetrads of the massulum. is 
with the compound state. There appears to be some variation in 
the amount of sporopollenin between inner tetrads of the study 
group. In tetrads appear to be less compact 
with more sporopollenin between them than in 
( • 5.2.1.1.B e & f.). Sporopollenin 
within the massulum appears to be variable within and between 
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Individual massulae are held to form pollinarium 
threads. Hesse (1986) identifies at least two 
different of pol connecting threads in the 
Orchidaceae. The most widely known are the tapetally derived 
elastoviscin • which are of sporopollenin 
(Burns-Balogh. 1986). threads are less well known. They 
have been noted in ~~~~ (Hesse and Burns-Balogh. 1984) 
which belongs to the tribe Hesse and Burns-Balogh 
(I984) that these threads 
originate from immature degenerating cells in the transition 
between the caudicle and the massulae. They are thought 
to be homologous to A third of thread 
"cohesion strands" have been identified by Burns-Balogh (1983). 
These aceto structures are found in the 
and Neottioideae. Connecting threads were not 
invest in this and it remains an open question 




5.2.1.2 POLLEN WALL STRATIFICATION, STRUCTURE AND SCULPTURE 
The term pollen wall architecture was coined by Walker and Doyle 
(1976) to broadly define the various of pol wall 
morphology. These aspects are clearly defined by Walker (1976) 
who identifies three components to pollen wall architecture: 
wall stratification, structure and 
The stratification of the exine refers to the layers or strata 
in the wall. Wall structure describes the components present in 
the wall itself e.g. columellae. In terms of exine structure, 
angiosperm pollen are described as tectate (perforate or 
imperforate), semi-tectate or intectate. The sculpturing 
component of wall morphology can be complex depending 
upon the wall structure. Walker and Doyle ( ) have 
distinguished two different of sculpturing according to 
wall structure. In tectate len, the is 
supra-tectate (or supra-ornate) whilst semi-tectate or intectate 
grains are , their ornamentation 
simultaneously representing both structure and sculpture. If 
the exine a reticulum, for example, with the diameter of 
tectal greater than the breadth of the pollen wall 
between them, the exine structure is semi-tectate (Walker. 
1 ). The exine (sexine) of intectate grains 
consists only of columellae or their modified 
homologues. Sculpturing in tectate pollen describes any 
elements (Walker. 1976). 
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The stratification of a typical columellate angiosperm len 
consists of the three-layered exine which is derived from 
the tapetum ( ) overlying the cellulosic intine, which 
is of gametophytic The exine is comprised of the nexine 
(endexine and foot layer). columellae with interbacular spaces 
and the roof-like tectum (Walker, 1916). Schill and Pfeiffer 
(1977) report that the exine of orchid pol is not 
with the classical They found the tectum to be 
and homogenous and the intine more or less fibrillar. 
The exine stratification and structure of those where 
thin sections were is shown in 5.2.1.2.A. 
basal or foot layer is absent in all species investigated. This 
observation agrees with scheme of Burns-Balogh (1986). who 
the absence of a foot layer in the 
Cypripedioideae and most Epidendroideae. She interprets this 
absence as a loss three different apomorphies for 
these groups. In all • two layers were noted. The 
electron-dense sexine (sculptured exine) and the less opaque 
endexine overlying the intine. The main feature which varies 
between groups is the nature of the tectum. 
~~~==' Schizodium 
and Disa lineata are all interpreted as 
semi-tectate. This condition may be secondary in relation to 
the phylogeny of the orchids and the evolution of their pollen 
walls ( • 1986), Nevertheless, it appears to be 




Evola bicolor Scbizodium inflexum 
Disa sagillalis
Plerygodium calholicum 






Exine stratification and wall structure of species used for TEM. 
Three wall layers were consitent t~roughout the group: the 
sculptured exine or sexine (black), the endexine (stippled), and 
the gametophytically-derived intine (white). The absence of a 
foot layer is characteristic of the group. In terms of wall 
structure, Satyrium bracteatum, Disperis capensis, Schizodium 
inflexum, Disa sagittalis, and Disa lineata are semi-tectate. 
In contrast, Evota bicolor, Pterygodium catholicum and Corycium 
orobanchoides have a tectate wall structure. (nor ~ s~~le). 
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and Corycium are all 
as secondarily tectate. a more or 
continuous tectum and well developed columellae supporting it. 
The size of interbacular spaces appears to be somewhat reduced 




Detailed descriptions of all species studied SEN are given 
in Appendix 4. 
The outgroups from the Tribe Orchidoideae were 
and (Fig. 5.2.2.A.). These have 
rounded massulae and isodiametric tetrads. In H. 
sculpturing is ornate with a exine 
structure. 8. has a reticulate exine, with the muri 
of the reticulum almost absent. leaving free standing 
columellate structures. This latter species approaches the 
intectate state. in terms exine structure. 
pulchra and H. (Fig. 5.2.2.8) have 
e tetrads and reticulate exines. Satyrium 
has elongatedmassulae with isodiametric tetrads and a 
semi-tectate. reticulate exine ( • 5.2.2.C). 
of the three minor genera of the sub-tribe 
Disinae are shown in Fig 5.2.2.0. Sculpturing in is 
typically reticulate (hamulate) with either pilate lumina as in 
the loosely reticulate (ornate) bifidum, or more 
ly reticulate with ornate muri. has a 
characteristically reticulate exine. A range of variation in 
exine is observed in Sculpturing is mostly
~~~~= 
Figure S.2.2.A. 
Surface sculpturing in the Orchideae. Bonatea pulchella (A) 
(5000 X), Habenaria laevigata (B & C) (1500 X & 5700 X). Note 
fractured wall in ~. pulchella showing columellae composing the 
virtually intectate structure of the reticulate exine, which has 
reduced muri. In H. laevigata, the ornate sculpturing pattern 
is a loose reticulum with pilate lumina. 
Figure 5.2.2.B 
Pollen morphology of Huttonaea. Huttonaea pulchra (A&B) (1000 X 
& 5200 X) and Huttonaea grandiflora (e) (5100 X). Note 
elongated tetrads and reticulate sculpturing. 
Figure S.2.2.C 
Pollen morphology of Satyrium bracteatum. Note connecting 
thread (ct) and fairly elongated massulae (A) (125 X), 
isodiametric tetrads (8) (1000 X) with reticulate sculpturing 
(C) (1500 X). Thin section through reticulum showing 
semi-tectate wall structure (D) (16000 X) (s=sculptured exine, 
e=endexine and i=intine). 
Figure 5.2.2.D. 
Pollen surfaces of minor genera of the Disinae. Sculpturing is 
ornate in Schizodium bifidum (A) (5000 X). reticulate in 
Brownleea coerula (B) (5800 X). rugose in Monadenia atrorubens 
(C & D) (1 000 & 5 000 X). hamulate in Monadenia densiflora (E) 
(5100 X). and verrucose with a distinct tetrad margin in 
Monadenia sabulosa (F) (5100 X). 
Figure S.2.2.E. 

Surface ornamentation in sections Disa (A-D) and Phlebidia (E & 

F). In Disa atricapilla (A & B) (1000 X & SOOO X) and Disa 

uniflora (C & D) (1100 X & S100 X), sculpturing is typically 

rugose with variations in the supra-tectal ornamentation. Free 

standing baculate and pilate structures are interpreted as 

columella homologues. Q. longicornu (E) (4400 X) and Q. 

maculata (F) (SOOO X) have verrucose sculpturing with distinct 

tetrad margin. Note convergence in exine sculpturir~ in D. 

maculata and Honadenia sabulosa (Fig. 5.2.2.D. F). 

Figure S.2.2.F 
Surface ornamentation in sections Hircicornes (A-C), OValifoliae 
(D), and Amphigena (E & F). In section Hircicornes, sculpturing 
is extremely variable ranging from rugose-punctate. as in Oisa 
versicolor (A) (5200 X), to rugose-foveolate in Q. thodei (B) 
(5000 X). Q. cooperi (C) (5000 X) is ornate. with pilate 
lumina. D. ovalifoliae (0) (5000 X) has verrucose sculpturing. 
Q. salteri (E) (1000 X) and Q. tenuis (F) (5000 X) are both 
interpreted as having an hamulate exine although they differ 
markedly from each other with D. salteri having an almost 
complete tectum. 
Figure S.2.2.G 
Disa gladioliflora (A) (1100 X), of the section Stenocarpa, is 
rugose with foveolae piercing the tectum. Disa sagittal is (B) 
(14000 X) (section Coryphaea) was used for TEM. Note 
semi-tectate exine structure (s=sculptured exine, e=endexine and 
i=intine). D. triloba (C) (5200 X) and Q. marlothii (D) (5100 
X) (section Coryphaea) have hamulate sculpturing. D. marlothii 
has unusual lace-like tetrad margins. Disa stachyoides (E & F) 
(1000 X & 5000 X) (section Emarginatae) has rugose-foveolate 




Thin section through pollen wall of Q. lineata (A) (10000 X) 

(section Disella). Note rugae and baculate columella 

homologues. Q. cornuta (B) (5100 X) (section Repandra) has 

rugose-foveolate sculpturing with supra-tectal granules. D. 

galpinii (C) (5200 X) (section Intermediae) has ornate 

sculpturing similar to Habenaria laevigata (Fig. 5.2.2.A. B & 

C), with a loose reticulum and pilate lumina. D. aconitoides 

(D) (1000 X) (section Aconitoideae) is very tightly verrucose 
with an almost complete tectum pierced by foveolae. Section 
Micranthae (g & F) is fairly distinctive. Mostly, rugae are 
pierced by foveolae as in Q. ukingensis (F) (5100 X). Some 
species, e.g. Q. englerana (E) (1000 X) have an intectate 




Exine sculpturing in Herschelianthe. A fractured massulum of H. 

hians (A) (3300 X) which has verrucose-foveolate sculpturing. 

H. schlechterana (8) (5000 X) is verrucose-foveolate with 
distinct tetrad margins. Note tectal connections (tc) between 
adjacent tetrads. ~. spathulata (C) (5000 X) is unique, with 
granulate rugae and distinct tetrad margins. H. forficaria (D) 
(5000 X) has a rugose-foveolate sculpturing type common in Disa. 
Figure S.2.2.J 
Rounded massulum with isodiametric tetrads (A) (162 X) of 
Disperis capensis, which has unusual, closed lumina in the 
reticulum (8) (3000 X), and a semi-tectate wall structure as can 
be seen in TEM (C) (27000 X) (s=sculptured exine, e=endexine and 
i=intine). Disperis lindleyana (D) (5000 X) is typical of the 
genus which characteristically has reticulate sculpturing. 
Figure S.2.2.k, 
Pollen morphology in minor genera of the Coryciinae. Anochilus 
halli (A & B) (300 X & 2800 X) has fan-shaped massulae, 
elongated tetrads, and a tectum perforated by fine punctae. 
Adjacent tetrads in this species are partially .fused (f). 
Ceratandra grandiflora (C) (1200 X) and Evota venosa (D) (1200 
X) have fasciculate massulae and elongated tetrads which are 
faintly striate and perforated by punctae. Evota bicolor (E) 
(1300 X) has unique rugulate exine sculpturing. Thin sections 




Pollen morphology in Corycium. Massulae of Corycium bifidum (A) 

(531 X) are fasciculate with elongated tetrads. Sculpturing is 

finely striate with foveolae or punctae piercing the tectum as 

in Corycium deflexum (8) (4900 X) and C. orobanchoides (C) (1500 

X). In cross section, the wall of C. orobanchoides has well 

developed columellae supporting the tectum (D) (X). C. 

dracomontanum (E) (12500 X) and ~. nigrescens (F) (5200 X) are 

exceptional in the Coryciinae, being convergent ~th the Disinae 

in their verrucose exine sculpturing and more or less 





Pollen wall morphology in Pterygodium. Sculpturing in this 

genus is striate with foveolate perforations in the tectum as 

can be seen in P. acutifolium (A) (1200 X) and ~. catholicum (B) 

(X). The ultrathin section (C) (X) and the fracture (D) (17800 

X) through the pollen wall of ~. catholicum show columellae and 





rugose with distinct tetrad margins although sculpturing may 
tend to be verrucose, as in H. sabulosa, or hamulate, as in ~. 
densiflora. 
Exine sculpturing in Disa is diverse and often elaborate. Since 
sampling for SEH was done to represent sections of the Disinae 
and representative genera of the Coryciinae, these will be 
outlined below. 
Section Disa, as represented here by ~.atricapilla and ~. 
uniflora, is typically rugose with variation in the supra-tectal 
ornamentation and free standing baculae or pilae which are 
interpreted as columella homologues (Fig 5.2.2.E. a-d). 
Section Phlebidia, represented by ~. longicornis and ~. maculata 
(Fig 5.2.2.E. e-f), is verrucose with distinct tetrad margins. 
Note the almost identical sculpturing of D. maculata and 
Monadenia sabulosa. 
Section Hircicornes is extremely variable ranging from 
rugose-punctate to rugose-foveolate exine sculpturing as in D. 
versicolor and D. thodei respectively. D. cooperi is ornate 
with pilate lumina (Fig. 5.2.2.F. a-c). Disa ovalifoliae 
(Section OValifoliae), which belongs also to the subgenus 
Hircinornes has verrucose sculpturing (Fig. 5.2.2.F. d). 
~. salteri and ~. tenuis represent the Section Amphigena, and 
although both are interpreted as having hamulate exine 
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sculpturing, they differ markedly from each other with D. 
salteri having an almost complete tectum. Section Stenocarpa, 
as represented here by ~. gladioliflora is typically rugose with 
foveolae piercing the tectum (Fig. 5.2.2.G. a). ~. sagittalis 
(Fig. 5.2.2.E. b) (Section Coryphaea) was used for ultrathin 
sectioning of the exine and is characteristically semi-tectate. 
D. triloba and D. marlothii (Fig. 5.2.2.G. c-d) (Section 
Coryphaea) have hamulate exine sculpturing, but D. marlothii is 
most unusual and has lace-like foveolate tetrad margins not 
observed in any other species of the genus. D. stachyoides 
(Fig. 5.2.2.G. e-f) has rugose-foveolate sculpturing and 
distinct margins, which commonly occur in Disa spp. 
~. lineata (Section Disella) was used for TEM studies (Fig. 
5.2.2.H. a). Rugae and baculate columella homologues can be 
seen in cross section. 
~. cornuta (Section Repandra) has a very loose rugose 
sculpturing, with large foveolae and supra-tectal granules 
(Fig. 5.2.2.H. b). 
D. galpinii (Fig 5.2.2.H. c) of the Section Intermediae appears 
to repeat the sculpturing found in the outgroup Habenaria 
laevigata. Sculpturing in this species is ornate with baculae 
in the lumina and punctate perforations in the tectum. D. 
aconitoides (Section Aconitoideae) is very tightly verrucose, 




Section Micranthae (Fig. 5.2.2.H. e-f) is fairly distinctive, 
usually rugose with the exception of ~. chrysostachya which has 
verrucose sculpturing. In most cases the rugae are pierced by 
foveolae, as in ~. ukingensis, in such a way that the tectum is 
mostly incomplete and bacculate colummela homologues can be seen 
as in D. englerana. 
The genus Herschelianthe (Fig. 5.2.2.1. a-d) has exine 
sculpturing types found in Disa. The outer tetrads of H. hians 
are covered with verrucae pierced by numerous large foveolae. 
~. schlechterana. which is also verrucose with foveolae and 
punctae has distinct tetrad margins. Between tetrads of this 
species, what appears to be "tectal bridges" connect adjacent 
tetrads. ~. spathulata is unique in its sculpturing with fairly 
compact granulate rugae and distinct tetrad margins. H. 
forficaria has a rugose-foveolate exine sculpturing type most 
reminiscent of the genus Disa. and appears to be almost 
transitional between the rugose and verrucose character states. 
Exine sculpturing in the subtribe Coryciinae was found to differ 
markedly from that of the Disinae. This is to be expected if 
one considers the basic differences shown in the rEM studies. 
The genus Disperis (Fig. S.2.2.J. a-e) is quite distinctive and 
has fairly uniform exine sculpturing. The massulae are rounded 




although in ~. 
the muri of the reticulum are mostly absent, 
leaving • exposed baculae (columella homologues) and 
an intectate exine structure. D. circumflexa is 
, with elongated tetrads, it resembles other members 
of the Coryciinae in its pollen 
mostly as in ~. 
The pollen of the minor genera and Ceratandra is shown in 
• 5.2.2.K. c-f. They characteristically have 
massulae and elongated tetrads with a complete tectum which may 
be faintly striate and by punctae. is 
in its rugulate exine sculpturing. sections through 
these rugae reveal they also are composed of columellate 
structures supporting a complete tectum. In between these 
structures. the exine is reduced to short columellae, with the 
tectum absent from these 
ballii (Fig 5.2.2.B. a & b) has massulae 
composed of psilate with a complete tectum perforated by 
fine punctae. 
Features observed in the genus Corycium are shown in Fig. 
5.2.2.L. The genus typically has fasciculate massulae with 
elongated tetrads with sculpturing mostly striate, and 
punctae or foveolae the tectum. In cross section, as 
shown here for C. ~~~~~~, one can note the well developed 
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columellae supporting the tectal layer. Two species, C. 
and C. differ markedly from the rest of 
this uniform genus. Both have the verrucose-baculate 
exines which occur commonly in the genus 
The found in representatives of the genus Pterygodium does 
not differ great from that of is 




5.2.3 	 IDENTIFICATION OF CHARACTERS AND ANALYSIS OF CHARACTER 
STATE DISTRIBUTION AMONG TAXA 
From the TEH investigation it was apparent that exine 
stratification is consistent throughout the study group. Exine 
structure is clearly separated into two distinct types. On the 
basis of outgroup comparison it was concluded that the 
semi-tectate exine is plesiomorphic within the study group and 
that the tectate exine structure characteristic of the 
Coryciinae (excluding Disperis) is derived. This distinction is 
important in interpreting homologies amongst structures observed 
in SEM. 
Three different shapes of massulae were identified. In the 
tribe Orchideae (Habenaria laevigata. Bonatea pulchella). and 
the Disinae, massulae are fairly rounded and composed of 
isodiametric tetrads. In the subtribe Satyriinae (Satyrium 
bracteatum) and in the genus Huttonaea, massulae are elongated, 
whilst fasciculate and fan-shaped massulae were noted in 
representatives of the subtribe Coryciinae. These three states 
are coded as non-additive as both rounded and elongated massulae 
are found in the outgroups. 
Tetrad shape varies from more or less isodiametric (Orchideae, 
Disinae, Satyriinae and Disperis) to elongated (Coryciinae. 
Huttonaea). 
o - Reticulum with muri and inter-mural 
spaces evenly distributed 
1 - Reticulum with depressions instead 
of open lumina 
2 - Reticulum with reduced mUrl and 
free baculae 
3 - Ornate, with large pilate lumina 
4 - Hamulate, with supra-tectal 
elaborations on the muri 
Figure S.2.3.A. 

Character states of the semi-tectate, reticulate exine. 

o - Rugose 
1 - Verrucose 
Figure 5.2.3.B. 








o Psilate. perforated by 
fine punctae 
Striate. perforated by 
punctae or foveolae 
2 - Rugulate 
3 - Granulate 
Figure 5.2.3.C. 





( ( ( 
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On the basis of combined observations of exine sculpturing (SEM) 
and exine structure (TEM). two basic structural categories were 
noted, and associated with these, three basic sculptural types. 
The Orchideae and Satyriinae possess a semi-tectate reticulate 
exine, and on this basis it is recognized as the ancestral 
state. The Disinae are also semi-tectate. but sculpturing is 
either rugose or verrucose, whilst the Coryciinae, excluding 
Disperis, have a complete tectum. These states are described in 
the character "basic exine sculpturing category" of which the 
first state is a semi-tectate reticulate exine. The character 
is non-additive as further polarization was not possible without 
a priori phylogenetic consideration. 
The basic exine sculpturing types can be further subdivided. 
The types of reticulate sculpturing are illustrated in Fig. 
5.2.3.A. The basic condition is a reticulum with evenly spaced 
muri and inter-mural spaces. In Disperis capensis and D. 
cardiophora. the reticulum seemed to have slight depressions 
instead of lumina. It is possible that pollenkitt or some other 
exine held substances filled the inter-mural spaces, and that 
this state may therefore be an artifact. In the third type of 
reticulum the muri appeared to be have broken down to a large 
extent, leaving free baculae as in Bonatea pulchella and 
Disperis thorncroftii. In ornate reticulate sculpturing the 
reticulum is open and the large lumina are often pilate or 
baculate. These inter-mural structures are interpreted as being 
86. 

the homo of columellae, or as opposed to 
sculptural elements. The last variation of the basically 
reticulate exine sculpturing type is termed hamulate. and is 
characterized by the possession of elaborations on 
the muri. 
Semi-tectate, non-reticulate pollen may be either rugose or 
verrucose, and was noted in 
These two states are illustrtated in 5.2.3.B. 
Variation in the sculpturing of tectate grains is 
illustrated in fig. 5.2.3.C. Psilate surfaces are found in 
=-~~~, striate sculpturing is common to Corycium and 
a 
rugulate is unique to and 
surface. which unlike all other species of its 
genus, was found in This character was 
coded as non-additive as was not possible. Due to 
the extreme variabil in exine and in an 
to encompass all the observed detail into a character list, the 
following characters were added and refer to sculptural and 
structural details. These are: granulate or 
ornamentation; presence or absence of or 
baculate structural sculpturing elements (columella homologues); 
foveolate and in either tectate or 
:;.;;.;;;:=c.:::...::.== and 
semi-tectate grains; presence of tetrad margins. in semi-tectate 
or tectate grain. 
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5.2.4 CLADOGRAMS BASED ON POLLEN DATA AND ASSESSMENT OF THE 
EFFECTS OF CHARACTER WEIGHTING 
Results of species level analyses are presented in Figures 5.2.4 
A, B, C and D. In the Disinae, the only group which is 
established by the consensus analysis is Disa section Micranthae 
(~. ukingensis. ~. englerana. ~. ochrostachya and D. 
ornithantha). In the Coryciinae, only Evota and Ceratandra 
persist as a separate group in the consensus tree. On this 
basis, one can conclude that pollen morphological characters do 
not provide evidence for resolving the phylogeny at the species 
level. Lack of resolution in the Coryciinae (excluding 
Disperis), reflects the relative homogeneity in pollen 
morphology in Corycium, Anochilus and Pterygodium. In contrast, 
it is the great diversity in pollen sculpturing in the Disinae 
which prevents resolution at the specific level. 
Corycium dracomontanum and ~. nigrescens are the only two 
species observed within the Coryciinae (excluding Disperis) 
which have highly elaborate exine sculpturing as is 
characteristic of many species of the Disinae. Corycium 
nigrescens and C. dracomontanum cause problems in the weighted 
tree, as the ancestral state at node 6 is the possession of a 
semi-tectate rugose or verrucose exine. Whether or not these 
two species have a semi-tectate exine structure is uncertain. 
TEM observations would be necessary to establish whether they 
have the columellate-tectate wall structure characteristic of 
Table 5.2.4.A 
Matrix of character states of pollen morphology data for species 
of the Disinae and outgroups. 
Taxa Characters 

















































001 ? 0 ? ? 0 0 ? 
o 0 1 ? 0 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? ? 1 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 1 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? ? 1 0 ? 
o 000 ? ? 0 0 0 ? 
o 0 0 0 ? ? 0 0 0 ? 
000 3 ? ? ? 1 0 ? 
000 4 ? ? 0 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 101 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 0 1 ? 
o 0 1 ? 0 ? ? 0 1 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 0 1 ? 
o 0 1 ? 0 ? ? II? 
o 0 1 ? 1 ? 0 1 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? 0 1 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 0 1 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 100 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 000 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 000 ? 
001 ? 1 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? ? 0 0 ? 
000 2 ? ? ? 1 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 0 0 ? 
000 4 ? ? 000 ? 
000 4 ? ? ? 1 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 ? 
o 0 1 ? 1 ? 0 1 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 1 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 100 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 1 ? 100 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 100 ? 
001 ? 1 ? 000 ? 
o 0 1 ? 1 ? 0 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? ? 0 0 ? 
001 ? 0 ? 000 ? 
000 3 ? ? ? 1 0 ? 





































































































































































































o 1 2 J 4 5 6 789 10 11 12 13 
Hersche lianthe lugens o 0 1 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 ? ? 0 1 0 
Herschelianthe forficaria o 0 1 ? 0 ? 0 1 0 ? ? 0 1 0 
Herschelianthe chimanimaniensis o 0 1 ? 1 ? ? 1 0 ? ? 0 1 0 
Hersche baurii o 0 1 ? 1 ? ? 1 1 ? ? 0 1 1 
Herschelianthe graminifolia o 0 1 ? 1 ? 1 0 1 ? ? 0 1 0 
Herschelianthe hians o 0 I ? 1 ? 0 1 0 ? ? 0 1 0 
Herschelianthe praecox o 0 1 ? 1 ? o 0 1 ? ? 0 0 0 
Herschelianthe schlechterana 001 ? 1 ? 000 ? ? 1 1 1 
o 000 ? ? ? 0 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? 0 0 1 1 0 ? ?** 
100 1 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
000 J ? ? ? 1 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
000 2 ? ? ? 0 1 ? ? 0 0 0 
1 100 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
represents description based on a 
combination of Pter}!godium. 
used in combination. 
Table 5.2.4.B 
Matrix of character len morphology data of 
of the Coryciinae exc spp. 
Taxa Characters 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Ceratandra atrata 2 1 2 ? ? 2 0 000 1 2 ? ? 
Ceratandra grandiflora 2 1 2 ? ? 2 1 000 1 2 ? ? 
Evota bicolor 2 1 2 ? ? 2 1 000 0 2 ? ? 
Evota venosa 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? 000 0 2 ? ? 
,Anochilus hallii 2 1 2 ? ? 0 ? 000 1 0 ? ? 

Anochilus flanaganii 2 1 2 ? ? 0 ? 000 1 0 ? ? 

Anochilus inversus 2 1 2 ? ? 0 ? 000 1 0 ? ? 

bifidum 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? 0 0 1 0 0 ? ? 

Corycium excisum 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? o 0 1 1 0 ? ? 

magnum 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? o 0 1 1 0 ? ? 

001 ? 1 ? 000 1 0 1 ? ? 

Corycium dracomontanum 001 ? 1 ? ? 1 o 0 1 0 ? ? 

orobanchoides 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? 000 1 0 ? ? 

platypetalum 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? o 0 1 1 0 ? ? 

acutifolium 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? 0 0 1 1 0 ? ? 

pantherianum 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? o 0 1 1 0 ? ? 

catholicum 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? o 0 1 1 0 ? ? 

deflexum 2 1 2 ? ? 1 ? o 0 1 1 0 ? ? 

Huttonaea 1 100 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 

Huttonaea grandiflora 1 100 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 

o 000 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
o 0 1 ? 0 ? ? o 0 ? ? 1 0 1 
o 000 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
000 4 ? ? 000 ? ? 0 1 0 
o 0 1 ? 0 ? ? 0 1 ? ? 0 2 0 
o 0 1 ? 0 ? ? o 0 ? ? 1 1 0 
o 0 1 ? 1 ? ? 0 1 ? ? 0 1 0 
100 1 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
000 3 ? ? ? 1 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
Bonatea** 000 2 ? ? ? 0 1 ? ? 0 0 0 
are the used in combination. 
Table 5.2.4.C 
Matrix of character states for pollen 




a for the 
generic 
Taxa Characters 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 789 10 11 12 14 
Disperis o 0 0 0 '1 '1 ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
2 1 2 '1 '1 1 '1 o 0 1 1 0 '1 ? 
Monadenia o 0 1 '1 0 '1 '1 o 0 ? ? 1 0 1 
Brownleea o 0 0 0 '1 '1 ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
Schizodium 000 4 ? ? 000 ? ? 0 1 0 
Micranthae 001 ? 0 ? ? 0 1 ? ? 0 2 0 
Disa 001 ? 0 '1 '1 o 0 '1 ? 1 1 0 
Herschelianthe o 0 1 ? 1 ? ? 0 1 '1 '1 0 1 0 
100 1 ? ? ? o 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
000 3 ? ? '1 1 0 ? ? 0 0 0 
000 2 '1 ? ? 0 1 ? ? 0 0 0 
1 100 ? ? ? o 0 '1 ? 0 0 0 
Coryciinae* represents a combination of the genera and 




Nelsen strict consensus tree, character consistency indices, and 
number of for pollen morphology data of of the 
Disinae and outgroups. Characters defining nodes: 1) massulae 
rounded, 2) massulae elongated, 3) reticulate exine sculpturing 
with broken down muri and free baculae. 4) elongated tetrads. 5) 
baculate structural sculpturing elements, 6) structural 
sculpturing elements. 7) hamulate reticulum with supra-tectal 
elaborations on the muri, 8) finely rugulate supra-tectal 
ornamentation. 9) rugose or verrucose exine. 10) 
ornate exine • 11) semi-tectate exine with distinct 
and slightly raised margins, punctate in 
semi-tectate grains. granulate or finely rugulate supra-tectal 
ornamentation, 12) 1, 13) 1, 14) foveolate in 
semi-tectate exine. 
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Figure 5.2.4.8. 
Nelsen strict consensus tree, character consistency indices, and 
number of steps for pollen morphology data of species of the 
Disinae and outgroups. Characters weighted for equivalence. 
Characters defining nodes: 1) massulae rounded, 2) reticulate 
exine with broken down muri and free baculae, 3) massulae 
elongated, 4) pilate structural sculpturing elements, 5) tetrads 
elongated, 6) semi-tectate rugose or verrucose exine, 7) 
hamulate reticulate exine, with supra-tectal elaborations on the 
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B ..--....... Dille ukwgel:J!is 
9 "'---1-- D>ss ocbrostachys 
Diss ornithantba 
6 I 7Character 0 51 2 43 8 9 11 lzE~ 
Number of steps 1 6 0 150 172 19 0 6 6 133 15 
Unit character 
7100 100100 16 6 16 131 10 100 566 66 5consistency index (%) 
Figure 5.2.4.C. 

Nelsen strict consensus tree. character consistency indices, and 

number steps pollen morphology for of the 
Coryciinae (excluding ) and outgroups. Characters 
defining nodes: 1) rounded massulae, 2) rugose or 
verrucose exine. baculate structural sculpturing elements, and 
foveolate perforations in semi-tectate pollen. 3) margins 
distinct and slightly raised in semi-tectate pollen, 4) 
fasciculate massulae. and elongated tetrads, 5) rugose exine 
sculpturing, 6) secondarily tectate exine (psilate, striate, 



















3 5 __----'1--- Disa 
Huttonaea pulchra 
~__---1--- Huttonaea grandUnora














7 ------~-- Ceratandra grandUnora 
Evota bicolor 
Evota venosa 
13Characler 7 1085 11 121 4 62 3 90 
23 241 4 2 ');)Num ber of st ep!" 4 J0­ 4 26 
Unit character 
4050 50 16 25 J 00100 100 10050 50 50
consistency index (%) 
5.2.4.D. 
Nelsen strict consensus tree. character consistency indices, and 
number of for pollen morphology data for of the 
(exc Disperis) and outgroups. 
for equivalence. Characters defining nodes: 1) 
massulae elongated, 2) massulae rounded, 3) tetrads 
4) foveolate perforations in semi-tectate exine, 5) massulae 
fasciculate, secondarily tectate exine (psilate, striate, 
, granulate), 6) semi-tectate rugose or verrucose exine, 

7) secondarily tectate pollen with tetrad s 

raised, 8) baculate structural sculpturing elements (columella 

homologues), 9) 1, 10) rugulate exine in secondarily tectate 

















8 .... --'--- Berschelianthe 
Corycium nigrescens 
-~ Monadenia 
11 _..._--- Disa 
Huttonaea pulchra 
__----+-- Huttonaea grandiflora3 
Anochilus hallii 






















138 10 1 1 12Characler 4 6 7 91 52 30 
1Number of 8leps 4 24 4 1 2 2 32 2 612 
unil characler 
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6 ......--- Herschelianthe 
charac t er 0 I 2 3 4 S {) 7 tl 9 10 I I 12 13 
number of sleps 2 ) 2 4 1 0 0 ) 2 0 0 I 3 I 
UD l t c haracle r 
co nsiste ncy in d ex ( %) 
10 0 100 10 0 100 100 )00 100 )00 5 0 ) 0 0 100 100 66 )00 
Chafa c ler 13I I 12 7 9 10 6I 82 4 50 3 
Number of !I\eps I 2 0 I II 0 34 0 I 0I 22 
Unit charac ler 
100 66 10010 0 100 100 50 10 0 10010 0 10 0 10 010 0 100 co nsi st e n cy Ind e x ( 7. ) 
Figure 5.2.4.E. 
Nelsen strict consensus tree, character consistency indices, and 
number of steps for pollen morphology data for the genera of the 
Diseae and outgroups. Weighted and unweighted characters yield 
the same cladogram. Characters defining nodes: 1) massulae 
elongated, 2) tetrads elongated. 3) massulae rounded, 4) 
foveolate perforations in semi-tectate pollen, and hamulate 
variation of reticulate sculpturing, 5) semi-tectate rugose or 
verrucose exine, 6) baculate structural sculpturing elements 
(columella homologues), tetrad margins distinct and slightly 
raised in semi-tectate grains. 
Group and 
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Effects of character on the number of trees generated, 
tree length. and overall consistency indices. 
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the subtribe • and Whether this convergence is also 
structural. 
At the subtribal level however. a fair amount of resolution was 
obtained. and both weighted and characters yielded 
the same consensus tree (Fig. 5.2.4. E). although the tree was 
not fully resolved, and the taxa resolved on this basis do not 
coincide exactly with those in the postulated 
phylogeny. 
The of characters for equivalence has several 
which are summarized in Table 5.2.4.D. Firstly, it results in a 
less tree, with an increased number of 
each character. Since tree reflects the number of 
character changes in a tree. this increase. with weighting. 
indicates an increased number evolutionary events or 
character transformations from one state to another, and is the 
of increasing the number of characters used, 
also affects the number trees generated. This is 
particularly apparent in the analysis of the Coryciinae, where 
the number of trees is reduced in the 
data set (from 1904 to 105 trees). In addition, for 
resulted in an increase in the overall character 
index. In the 1 analyses of the Disinae 
89. 

and • this increase was from 1 to 23%, and 5 to 
73% In the generic analysis, the overall 
character consistency index increased from 88% to 92%. with a 
corresponding increase in tree length from 18 to 50. 
The showed a considerable increase in overall 
character consistency with weighting. This increase is related 
to reduced ratio of outgroup taxa to ingroup taxa, as resolution 
was not increased for of the as such. In the 
Disinae. this effect is greatly reduced and can be attributed to 
the large number of taxa used i.e. the ratio of characters to 
taxa was still low, producing more than a 
thousand equal parsimonious trees for unweighted and weighted 
data sets. At the subtribal level, the consensus tree has very 
indices in of being not fully resolved 
into branching dichotomies. This also relates to the ratio of 
characters to taxa used in the analysis and relates to the 
limited number of in terms of characters and taxa 
used. The fact that the tree is not fully resolved and yet has 
a high consistency index can also be expected since mostly 
non-additive characters were used for the analysis, and since 
evolutionary information is lost. resolution is 
diminished. 
Weighting for equivalence. rather than improving resolution of 




number of characters and number of trees generated; the more 
characters the less number of possible trees, increased tree 
the of characters to the tree i.e. higher 
Also. character weighting had little 
effect on the tree for the subtribal level 
This is due to the fact that relationships are 
• since the tree was founded on characters that do 
resolution at that level of the hierarchy. 
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5.2.5 	 SYSTEMATIC IMPLICATIONS OF POLLEN DATA AND POSTULATED 
EVOLUTION OF POLLEN WALLS 
Cladistic indicate that pollen wall morphology does not 
resolve taxa at the species level. In the Disinae, variability 
is too great and in the (excluding ~~~~) pollen 
is too uniform for taxonomic resolution. Pollen characters did, 
however. provide some apomorphies at the subtribal level. 
Pollen character distribution in relation to the 
phylogeny is summarized in S.2.S.A. Pollen data provide a 
suite of synapomorphies for the Coryciinae i.e. fasciculate 
massulae, tetrads (linear tetrad ) and a 
secondarily tectate exine. 
The elongated tetrads of provide some evidence of 
closer affinities with the Coryciinae, although the reticulate 
characteristic of this genus is plesiomorphic with 
to the study group. 
The shared 	 of a reticulate exine in and 
could provide evidence for a closer relationship 
between these two genera which are classified in 
different subtribes. 
Pollen morphology in the Disinae is either rugose or 
verrucose, and does not distinguish the genera Monadenia, 
Herschelianthe and This may part be due to the extreme 
<II to'" ,... " .'i = E c: .;:;.. .§. '" '" .." .. <II ::-.. " ~ ~ c:5 .., c '" .""0 
c £;:;; 0 " ~ £; " ~ N c ~ " ( "" " .. c.. '" '" c :: ,:' ~ t " " c:.. , 0~ :;:;'" , E 0 '" " E ~ " v r;.i " is 0.. \OJ U <I. '" u, '" '""" "" 
" j .. , ,,, . • q ,I ,} 
C\pO'"''''rh( (jOr-
S h", reol leI ail sr<Ct<..l, . 
'.. .. 
Figure 5.2.5.A 
Pollen character distribution in relation to the phylogeny of 
the Diseae. Characters are: lao massulae rounded; lb. massulae 
fasciculate; lc. massulae elongated; 2a. tetrads isodiametric; 
2b. tetrads elongated; 3a. semi-tectate exine; 3b. secondarily 
tectate exine; 4a. reticulate sculpturing; 4b. hamulate 
sculpturing; 5. rugose sculpturing; 6. verrucose sculpturing; 7. 
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Postulated evolution of orchid exine development. (modified 
from Burns-Balogh. 1983). 
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variation in elaborations and tectal perforations 
in these two exine types. However. Brownleea 
differs by reticulate and by being hamulate..;;;........-..;................=.;;:..:;...; 

Sculpturing in spp. may, in some cases, be hamulate (e.g. 
Disa triloba) or ornate (e.g. ). Such 
plesiomorphic exines can be inte as reversals. Disa 
section Micranthae form the only corroborated group; their 
rugose exines with free baculae and pilae often approaching the 
intectate state. len data may therefore support the 
separation of section from as a group on its 
own. 
Burns-Balogh (1983) has a evolutionary 
theory" on orchid exine deve from the work of 
Walker (1916) on the pollen of dicotyledonous 
angiosperms. The basis of her was reached through a 
cladistic study of column and pollen characters ( 
and Funk, 1986), and placing each exine to 
phylogenetic position. It is her opinion that in the majority 
of the Orchidaceae. the structure of the pollen wall 
derived. and for this reason she 
evolutionary models of dicot or even monocot pollen licable 
to that of orchids. 
In an to synthesize what is already known about orchid 
pollen ultrastructure into a possible evo • she 
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recognizes three evolutionary lines, all from a possibly 
tectate perforate ancestral type. trends are summarized 
in 5.2.5.B 
These lines culminate in a tectate-imperforate exine with 
columellae ( ), an intectate exine 
lacking a layer ( ~ ...~uu~u~a~), and a 
exine with globular masses of sporopollenin (Vandoid 
Epidendroideae). 
She postulated that the most modified and unique type of monocot 
exine in the orchids was found in the Cypripedioideae, higher 
Epidendroideae and Orchidoideae. She also a trend 
towards a loss of the exinous basal (foot) layer. This loss is 
confirmed by observations in this study. She attributes the 
loss of the and columellae to the ized life 
habits of orchids, without testing or specifying further the 
adaptational inferences made. She states: lithe ized life 
habits and in which orchids live have resulted in the 
loss of the foot layer, the loss of a well defined columellate 
structure and the secondarily derived exine types of the higher 
orchids". She ifies these statements by that the 
most primitive exine types are found in the primarily 
terrestrial orchid groups, while the more advanced exines are 
found in the epiphytic orchids, that the 
latter have a reduced or absent foot layer. This appears to be 
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a contradiction as the Orchidoideae are primarily terrestrial, 
have a reduced or missing foot layer and represent the 
culmination of one of her "evolutionary lines", 
to Burns-Balogh (1 ), the line which gave rise to 
the secondarily semi-tectate condition of the Orchidoideae and 
primitive Epidendroideae had a semi-tectate structure composed 
of only the tectum and endexine. with baculae. This 
postulate is not confirmed by TEM observations in this 
where semi-tectate exines are composed of columellae (or 
baculae) a tectum layer, She 
that the secondarily semi-tectate condition then gave 
rise to the intectate condition the Orchidoideae, including 
an SEH micrograph of a Disa sp. to illustrate this point. 
of this study that the exine of is in most 
cases semi-tectate; intectate forms having been observed only in 
some species of section Hicranthae. where the rugose-foveolate 
structure appears to have rise to an condition 
with free baculate columella homologues. Schill and Pfeiffer 
(1977) also report that intectate forms occur almost exclusively 
in the Orchidoideae. In pulcbella the reticulate exine 
has reduced muri and the structure approaches the intectate 
state. In general. intectate exines are the exception and not 
the rule in the study group. 
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With regard to the evolution of the exine in the study group two 
lines are evident, one being semi-tectate with rugose or 
verrucose exines, rarely becoming as in some 
of Disa section Hicranthae. The other line the 
tectate exine of the 
Disperis), which in combination with tetrad configuration. 
tetrad shape, and massulum shape a suite of 
synapomorphies for the group. 
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5.2.8 FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATION OF POLLEN FORM. 
The st in pollen form in the and 
Coryciinae raise several questions. With the of the 
aregenus =.=..0;..==' the 
palynologically, by the possession of a secondarily tectate 
exine, tetrads, and fasciculate massulae. One may 
raise questions the adaptive of this 
combination of character states. In contrast. the 
Disinae have retained the plesiomorphic semi-tectate exine, but 
this speciose group manifests extreme variation and elaboration 
of mostly rugose or verrucose exine sculpture. 
In cladistic terms, can be regarded as apomorphic 
function, promoted by natural selection (Coddington, I ). In 
this context, it may be to relate the extreme 
variation of in the Disinae, and the uniform 
sculpture of the , to functional aspects in the 
determination the form of Nevertheless. several 
need be considered in addition to adaptational 
and selective forces in determining pollen form. The 
of functional morphology and adaptation are amongst the 
more controversial issues in modern evolutionary biology. 
Gould and Lewontin (1979) have criticised what they have termed 
the programme" which views the force of natural 
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se as an optimizing • with non-optimal resulting 
from t competing demands only. therefore 
mediated by natural selection. claim that adaptive 
explanations have overriden other potential influences on form, 
and criticise the trend amongst evolutionary biologists to focus 
exc on immediate adaptation to local conditions. through 
the atomization of organisms into traits which are tested on a 
one-to-one basis in relation to the environment. They stress 
that must be analysed as wholes, with 
so constained by phyletic heritage. pathways of 
development and general architecture that the constaints 
themselves become more and important in 
pathways of than the selective force that may mediate 
change when it occurs. n 
The lack of testability. use of loose analogies. and hoc 
rationalizations when theoretical predictions of adaptive 
analyses are not ful led. are major criticisms of 
explanations put foward by Fisher (1985) and Crane (1986). 
Fisher (1985) defines adaptation in terms of its contribution to 
the &au~~wIS current • by enhancing the reproductive 
potential of an organism bearing a particular adaptive feature, 
rather than resulting from the effects of natural selection. 
Crane (1986) points out that, so defined, adaptation becomes 
dependent on the ecological and evolutionary context 
in which it is viewed. This he to out the 
potential shortcomings inherent of 
pollen morphological features. Crane (1986) stresses that 
grains are not optimally designed for a specific function. but 
are merely structures that work with varying efficiency in a 
specific and evolutionary context. He a 
need to knowledge of floral • phylogeny 
ecology in to disentangle the relationship between 
pollen form and function. 
Several functional factors have evoked as inf 
len form, and exine sculpturing in Genetic 
factors, however. a phylogenetic constraint which is 
embodied in the ontogenetic process. This historic component 
undoubtedly encompasses many aspects relate to pollen 
function, and is probably the overriding factor determining 
pollen form. As Punt (1986) points out, the response of a 
len grain to functional factors is by the original 
gene pool present. Blackmore (1981) views the interplay of 
three main functional aspects of the exine, and possibly others. 
as lected in the form of pollen. These are harmomegathy. 
pol biology and the role of the exine as a repository 
for phYSiologically substances. The columellar 
interstices of the chambered exine function in the storage and 
release of sporophytical and gametophytically derived 
substances (Helsop-Harrison. 1976) which become physiologically 
active in pollen-st interactions. Exine substances 
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include the superficial pollenkitt and ( ) 
lipid fraction which seal the pollen during In 
addition. wall-held proteins which are released during 
period of attachment to the stigma, are recognition substances 
which a in compatability mechanisms. Since there is 
no way to assess these complex biochemical factors in the 
• I shall not discuss them any further. Bolick 
(1978, 1981) evokes factors such as mechanical efficiency 
with 	economy of materials as having a role in 
pollen wall morphology. 
Pol is regarded as a potential selective factor 
in to the adaptive significance of the 
exine. (1986) views pollinator type as a potent 
selective in the evolution of exine sculpture in the 
Araceae. and Skvarla (1982) found very significant 
correlations between len mode and exine sculpturing in 
llionoid • to the extent that distantly related 
genera with the same pollination syndrome exhibited strikingly 
similar exine Correlations have been noted between 
anemophyly and exines, and sculptured exines 
(Fisher, 1890. Chaloner. ). However. there is a paucity of 
data on pollination. 1986) this 
generalization in the case of zones, it 
needs to be reconsidered for 
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In the study group, as in all Orchidoideae, adhesion of pollen 
to pollinating agent is through the sticky viscidium. A direct 
relation between surface ornamentation and pollinator would 
therefore not be expected. There is, however, a fundamental 
difference between the Disinae and Coryciinae (excluding 
Disperis) in their pollination biology. Species of the genus 
Disa are pollinated mostly by flies (Vogel. 1959). or 
butterflies as in the case of ~. uniflora (Marloth. 1915). 
Certain species of Disa, in the Drakensberg region, are bee 
pollinated (K. Steiner pers. comm.). The Coryciinae, in 
contrast, with the exception of Disperis. are all bee 
pollinated. Flies and moths have been noted to pollinate 
Satyrium and Habenaria respectively (Vogel, 1959). 
On the basis of these observations one could speculate that the 
presence of a secondarily tectate exine may confer additional 
strength to pollen of the Coryciinae, and that a requirement of 
additional mechanical protection may be associated with 
mel itophylous pollination. 
Another factor which is recognized as influencing pollen form is 
the requirement for harmomegathic mechanisms which accomodate 
volume changes in the cytoplasm, in response to hydration status 
of the pollen. The term harmomegathy was introduced by 
Wodehouse (1935) and is probably one of the most studied 
functional aspects of pollen. Harmomegathic mechanisms are 
considered as essential for the extended survival of pollen in 
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air (Barnes and Blackmore, 1986). These mechanisms involve the 
reaction of the complete wall to turgor pressure in the 
cytoplasm. The in size and shape reflect 
localized variations in the of the pollen wall to 
or to resist changing pressure. (1981) regards volume 
change one of the main determinants of pollen form. This 
is related to characteristics (in 
pollen) • structural features of the exine 
(Grayum. 1986) and to some extent exine sculpturing (Payne. 
1981). 
In considering the differences between the len of the Disinae 
and the Coryciinae in the light of harmomegathic mechanisms, the 
of harmomegathy must be framed different Rather 
than individual • the should be 
as the basic "harmomegathic unit". Consequently, the 
entire massulum would expand and contract in relation to 
status. If one relates features the exine and 
tetrad to the structure of the one expect 
that the two subtribes differ considerably in their 
harmomegathic response. In the Disinae, which have fairly 
• isodiametric tetrads. and are semi-tectate. 
would an expansion of the massulum in all directions, in 
response to hydration. In contrast. the Coryciinae. which have 
fasciculate massulae. tetrads and a tectate exine, 
might expand ly upon hydration. Low Temperature SEM 
I 
(Barnes and Blackmore, 1 ) be required to observe 
harmomegathic responses massulae, although a preliminary 
assessment might be obtainable a light microscopy. 
This postulated difference in harmomegathic response could then 
be related to the tectate nature of the exine in the bee 
pollinated On this basis a pollinator set 
of interactions could be evoked in partly explaining the 
observed differences in pollen form between the Disinae and 
Coryciinae. 
In terms of • ecological context may also be a 
factor to which pollen form is related. Barnes and Blackmore 
(1986) point out that as whole plants in their 
tolerance of water stress, there may also be or 
mesomorphic pollen They do point out, however, that 
there is little evidence of a correlation between harmomegathic 
mechanisms and the natural environment of ants. 
Questions the extreme variability in the taxically 
Disinae are more difficult to to answer. There 
is insufficient information pollination biology. and 
whether the diversity in exine sculpturing in this group is 
related to pollinators is not known. The observed diversity may 
be related to compatibility • but this also cannot be 
Van Campo (1916) points out that intraspecific 
len polymorphism occurs in addition to the variability 
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encountered at all taxonomic levels. She adds that theII 
of pollen variation within a assemblage 
, in some cases, the pollen types within an 
higher in the classification. II 
On the basis of ontogenic studies of pollen spores, 
Blackmore Crane (1988) conclude that len ontogeny is not 
a structured and contingent process in which the 
modification of one structure into another can very frequently 
be It is instead continuous itself controlled by 
the and rate of predominantly intracellular processes 
operating at the level of organelles and molecules." 
For the above reasons and the interplay of factors determining 
pollen and exine sculpturing in is not 
surprising that the sculpturing in the Disinae may not provide 




Leaf data has little systematic value in the Diseae. 
Morphometric • when used exclusively. produced a 
chaining effect in the cladograms generated, and are 
thought to phylogenetic information. 
Sclerification associated with vascular bundles is the only 
useful source of in the leaf anatomy 
data set. It for section 
Stenocarpa. and supports of Herschelianthe in this 
section. The presence of caps at the poles of vascular 
bundles of serve to this genus from 
Evota. 
The Disinae show a high degree of heterobathmy. or differential 
character evolution, which may reflect the history 
of this speciose group. In contrast, in the Coryciinae, 
Pterygodium, Anochilus and Corycium are virtually 
indistinguishable on the basis of Data from this 
source does not support the removal Anochilus from 
Phenetic analyses did not force the of similar leaves, 
and the hypothesis that environmentally rather than 
lOS. 
phylogenetically determined "adaptive syndromes" were present, 
was refuted. Most characters were found to be independent of 
each other, and where they were correlated, they were mostly 
found to reflect the same feature, and should have been coded as 
a single character. 
The large amount of taxa, use of "bad" characters. and problems 
relating to the polarization of character states contributed to 
the lack of resolution of cladograms based on leaf anatomy data. 
Cohesion of compound pollen in the Disinae and Coryciinae is 
achieved through simple cohesion of the tectum, and crosswall 
cohesion through intine wall bridges. 
Stratification of the exine in the Diseae is uniform, with the 
pollen wall composed of the sculptured exine and the endexine 
overlying the intine. The foot layer is absent. 
The structure of the exine varies, with semi-tectate forms in 
Orchideae, Satyriinae. Disinae and Disperis. The Coryciinae 
(excluding Disperis) have a secondarily tectate exine 
structure. Some intectate forms occur in Disa section 
Micranthae and in the Orchideae. 
Cladistic analyses indicate that pollen wall morphology data 
does not resolve taxa at the species level. The Disinae are too 
diverse. with only species of Disa section Micranthae remaining 
grouped, and the Coryciinae (excluding Disperis) are too 
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homogeneous for taxonomic resolution based on pollen characters. 
Weighting characters for equivalence. rather than improving 
resolution of taxa, highlighted the relationship between the 
numbers of characters and taxa used in analyses using HENNIG 
86. Weighting resulted in longer and fewer equally parsimonious 
trees with higher consistency indices. 
Pollen data does provide evidence for the inclusion of Huttonaea 
in the Coryciinae. Elongated tetrads are found only in these 
two groups. 
Two evolutionary lines are recognized for the exine of the 
Diseae. The plesiomorphic semi-tectate reticulate exine is 
thought to have given rise to 1) a semi-tectate rugose or 
verrucose exine, rarely becoming intectate (Disinae), and 2) to 
the secondarily tectate exine of Coryciinae (excluding 
Disperis). for which the linear tetrad configuration. elongated 
tetrad shape and fasciculate massulae provide a suite of 
synapomorphies. 
Structural-functional interpretations of compound pollen differ 
from those applicable to single grains. The massulum is 
interpreted as a single "hanoomegathic unit". The Coryciinae 
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Vouchered used in leaf anatomy and pollen studies. 

SPECIES SEM TEM ANATOMY 
Schl~oc hilus fle xuosus Llnde~ 4661 
Bo nat ea pulChella 
Habena~la laev igata 
.., 
? Linde~ 4670 
S a t y~ ium b~acteatum ? 
Saty~i l.'m e~ectum NBG30785 
Huttonaea pulch~a Ge~s tne~ 55·3 





H.8ol u s 
H.Bolus 
43 36 
9938 Linde~ 4396 
Monadenia sabulosa Linde~ 1508 Ha II 1208 
Monadenia b~ev ico~nis Boa~dman 49 
Monadenia densi1lo~a Page 16232 
Monadenia oph~ydea ? 
Mon adenia comosa Linde~ 4409 
Monadenia b~ac teata P.Chesselet 
B~ownleea galpinii 8oa~dman 55 
B~ownl eea coe~ula McLoughlin 68 Linde~ 4639 
8~ownleea pa r viflo~a NBG s.n. 
Sch i zodl u m o bliquum P.Chesselet 2 4 P.Chesselet 2 
SChl 40dium bifidum Boa~dman 1158 Hall 10,34 
SChlZodium inflexum Linde~ 4398 Linde~ 4396 
Sc hi40dium cornu tum Hall 1051 
Disa we l wi tsch ii Mic~anthae Best 1255 
Disa L,k ingensi s Mic r anthae La C~oix 996 
Disa engle~ana Mic~anthae La C~oix 1008 La C~oix 1008 
Disa och~ostachya Mic~anthae Stolz 2450 
Disa o~nithantha Mic~anthae Williamson 1397 
Disa c hrysos tac hya Mic~anthae Boa~dman 297 Cou~tney-Lati 
Disa f~ag~ans Mic~anthae Linde~ 960 Linde~ 4638 
Disa sankeyi Mic~anthae Hall 1090 
Disa bi val vata Disa ML,i ~ s. n . ? 
Disa at~icapilla Disa Vlok 90 H. Ku ~ zweil 98 
Disa ~i c ha~dian a Disa McLoughlin 5 
Disa uni1lo~a Disa Leipold 602 P.Chesselet 3 
Disa v enosa Di s a I(eet 1057 
Disa filico~n is Dlsa s.n. 
Disa ~osea Disa Linde~ 4406 
Disa pillansii Disa Olivie~ s.n. 
Disa fasciata Disa P.Chesselet 2 
Disa patens Disa H.Ku~zwell 10 
Disa filico~nis Disa Linde~ 4399 
Disa Inaculata Phlebidia Linde~ 1675 Linde~ 4405 
Disa longico~nis F'hlebidia Linde~ 1675 P.Chesselet 8 
Disa tenuis Amphigena Schlechte~ 7550 
Disa salte~i Amphigena Este~huysen 352(10 
Disa sa :<lcola Stenocar-pa Hall 930 La C~oi x 98·3 
Disa gladioliflo~a Stenoca~p_ Linde~ 1766 
Disa ni v ea Stenoca~pa Linde~ 4647 
I
Dlsa o~eophila Stenoca~pa Linde~ 4666 ..,Disa cephalotes Sti!noca~pa 
Disa cephalotes ssp f~igiStenoca~pa Linde~ 4690 
Disa sagittalis Co~yphae·a NBG 450/82 NBG 456 / 82 
Disa vaginata Co~yphaea Linde~ 4515 
Disa cyl ind~ica Co~yphaea Linde~ 44 0 1 
Disa d~aconis Co~yphaea P.Chesselet 1 
Disa glandulosa Co~yphaea P.Chesselet 9 
Disa ma~lothii Co~yphaea Este~huysen 27406A 
Disa t~iloba Co~·yphaea Este~huysen 30017 
Disa patula Ema~ginatae Widdicombe 3 1 M.Rutge~s 3 0 
Disa stachyoides Ema~ginatae Rutge~s 12 
Disa alticola Ema~ginatae Linde~ 2063 



































































































































































P.Ches5elet 16 Linder 4227 
Linder 4665 
Linder 4666 










Homogeneous subset grouping for leaf anatomy measurement data. 
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Descriptions of leaf anatomy. 
An atomy Descriptions 
Ha benaria laevig a ta 
Epidermis and cuticle 
Leng t h of adaxial epidermal cells 0061 mm; width of adaxial 
e p idermal cell s 0.103 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
epidermal cells 1 . 563 length of abaxial epidermal cells 0.09 8 
ffi ffi : width of abax i al epidermal cells 0.0S9 mm; length to width 
r a t i ~ of abaxial epidermal cells 1.42; depth of adaxial epidermal 
c e lls 0.119 mm; de p th of abaxial epidermal cells P04 mm; 
reticulate cuticle sculpturing; striate cuticle over anticlinal 
walls of adjacent epidermal cells. 
S t l matal apparatus 
Hypostomatic; superficial stomata: l e n g h of abaxi al stomata 
0.051 mm: width o f a b a xial st oma ta 0.051 mm; le ng th to width 
r8t~r of abaxial s t omata 1. 
Vas,~:-, la r bundle s 
Primary vascular bund l e with parenchymat ous bundle sheath; 2 
secondary vascular bundles with parenchy matous bundle sheaths; 18 
tertiary va s cular bun d les wit h parenchymatous bundle sheaths. 
Leaf articulation mech a nism 
Ex pansion cel l s pre s e n t at midrib . 
Phctr .synt hetic tissue 
Heterogenous chlorenchyma; 2 tiers of p a lisade cells; we]l 
d eve1 0p?d arm cells in mesophyll; length of long e st axis of 
- 125 ­
mesophyll cells 0.058 mm; length of palis ade cells 0.077 mm; 
width of palis ade cells 0.041 mm; length t o width ratio of 
ralisade cells 1.878 . 
Satyrium er ec tum 
Epidermis and cuticle 
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.456 mm ; width o f adaxial 
epidermal cells 0.35 mm; length to width rati o of adaxial 
epidermal ce lls 1 .303; length of abaxial epi d e r mal cells 0.22 mm; 
width of abaxjal epidermal cells 0.116 mm: length to width ratio 
of abaxial epidermal c8115 1.897; depth of adaxial epidermal 
cells 0.43 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.076 mm; striate 
cuticle sculpturing 
St omatal ap p a r a tus 
Hy p 0 s t 1:) mat i c; s 1 i g h t I y r a i sed s tom a t a; 1eng t . 0 f a b a x i a 1 s t Cl mat a 
0.079 lIun; wi d of abaxial stoma a 0 . 06 3 mm ; len g t h to width 
ra tio of a ba ial stomata 1 .254 
Vascular bundles 
Primary vascular bundle with parenchymatous bund le sheath: 8 
secondary vascular bundles with paren c hymatous bundle sheaths ; 24 
tertiary vascular b u ndles without bundle shea th s. 
!?h c tosynthet~.' tissue 
Homogenous chlor~nchyma; well developed ar m cells i n mesophyll; 
leng th o f lon~est axis of mesoph yl l cells 0.093 mm. 
- 1 26 ­
Schizochilus flexuosu s 
Epidermis and cuticle 
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.15 mm; width of adaxial 
epidermis cells 0.116 mm; length to width r a io of adaxial 
epid ermal cells 1.293 mm; length of abaxi al epidermal ce l ls 0.13 
mm; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0.065; length to width ratio 
of abaxial epidermal c ells 2; depth of adaxial epidermal ce lls 
0 .1 3 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.054 mm; papillose 
cuticle sc ulpturing . 
Vas c ular bundles 
Primary vascular bun d les with parenchym at ou s bundle sheath; 2 
se c o ndary vascular bundles with parenchymat ou s bundles sheaths; 8 
tertiary vascular bundles without bundle sh paths. 
Ph o to synthetic tissue 
Homogenous chlorenchyma; rounded cel l s In mes oph y ll; length of 
longest axis of mesophyll cells 0 . 04 mm. 
Co ryci um bicolorum 
Epi d e rmis and c uti cl e 
Length of adaxial epidermal cel ls 0.445 mm; width of adaxial 
epidermal cells 0.194 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
e p idermal cells 2294; length of abaxial e p i dermal cells 0.276 
mm ' width of ab ax i a l ep i d erm a l cel ls 0.1 0 1 mm; leng th to widt.h 
r a t io of abaxial epidermal cells 2.733; d epth of adaxial 
- 12 7 ­
eridermal cells 0.16 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.116 
mm; striate cuticle sculpturing. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Hypostomatic; slightly sunken stomata; length of abaxial stomata 
0.067 mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.065 mm; le~gth to width 
ratio of abaxial stomata 1.031 . 
Vascular bundles 
Prim ry vascular b~ndle with parenchym a tous bundle sheath; 2 
se cond a ry vascular bundle~ with parenchymatous bundle sheaths; 10 
te rtiary vascular bundles with with parenchymatous bundle 
shea ths 
Le af articulation mechanism 
Ad axial epidermal cell size reduced at midrib; ad a xial epidermal 
cell size reduced at s ec ondary veins. 
Phot o syn thet i c ti ssu e 
Homog _no u s chl o renc hyma; rounded cells in mes o p hyll; length of 
longest axis of mes ophy ll cells 0.071 mm 
Coryci um orobanchoid e s 
Epid e rmis and cuticle 
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0517 mm; width of adaxial 
epidE~mal cells 0.104 mm; length to width rati o of adaxial 
ep idermal CElls 4.971; length of abaxial epider mal cells 0.249 
mm; wid th of a bax ial epidermal cells 0.075 mm; length t o width 
ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 3.32; depth of adaxial epidermal 
- 128 ­
cells 0.151 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.051 mm; 
striate cuticle sculpturing. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Hypostomatic; superficial stomata; length o f abaxial stomata 
0 . 075 mm; width of abaxial s tomata 0.051 mm; length to width 
ratio of abaxial stomata 1.471. 
Vascular bundles 
P r i mary va s c ular bundle with pare n c hymatous bundl e sh e at h; 2 
se c o ndary v a s _ular bundles wi h pa r e nc hy matous b un d le sh e a t hs; 8 
tertiary vas cu lar bundl e s with pa r e nc hyma to u s bundle sheaths, 
Leaf arti cu lation mechanism 
Adaxial epidermal cell size reduced a t midr i b ; adaxial epidermal 
cell size red uc ed at secondary ve ins . 
PhD osynth~ ti c ti ssu e 
Homog en ou s ch J o r e n ch ym a ; mes,:)phy J 1 _e lls ar m-l i kE: ; le ng h of 
l a, ge 'O" t ax is o f me := c,ph lJ c ells 0 . 08 7 mm. 
Co ry c iuTI: dr a c omon tanum 
Ep id ermis and cuti c l e 
Ll eng th of adaxi al epidermal ce lls 0.254 mm ; w' d t h o f ad ax ial 
e p iderm a l cells 0.12 mm; length to width rati o o f adaxia l 
epi dermal cells 2.117; length of abaxial epider m I ce lls 0. 16 mm; 
wi d h of a bax i a l p idermal cells 0.0 8 6 mm; le ngth to wi dth ratio 
of abaxial ep i dermal cells 1. BS ; de pt h of a d axi a l epidermal cells 
0 . 10 5 mm : dept h of abaxial e p i der a l c ell s 0.0 6 8 m; Psilate 
- 129 ­
cuticle; anticlinal walls of abaxial epidermal cells slightly 
u ndul a ed. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Amphistomatic; slightly sunken stomata; length of adaxial stomata 
0.086 mm; width of adaxial stomata 0.077 mm; length to width 
ratio of adaxial stomata 1.117; length of abaxial stomata 0.082 
mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.07 mm; length to width of abaxial 
stomata 1.171. 
Va s cul ar b und l e s 
Primary va s cul ar bu n Ie with parenehyma t o u~ bundle sheath; 2 
se condary vascular bundles with pa renchymato u s ~ u ndle sheaths; 14 
tertiary vascular bundles with parenchymatous bundle sheaths: 
leaf ribbed. 
Leaf art i cul a tion mechanism 
Expansion cells present at midrib: aciaxia} e p id ermal cell SIze 
reduced at mi d rib; adaxial epider mal cell size reduced at 
se condary v e i n. 
Photosynth e t i c tissue 
Homog-e no u s e h lo reric- hyrna; arm-l ike me- so p hyll cel ls ; length of 
l ongest axi s o f mesophyll cells 0.102 mm. 
Co r yrium ni g re s c ens 
Ep idermis and cuti c Je 
Len g th of adaxial epidermal cells 0.12B mm; width of adaxial 
epi d e rmal cells 0.110 mrn; length to width ratio of adaxial 
- 130 ­
epidermal cells 1.145 mm; length of abaxial epidermal cells 0.161 
mm; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0 . 115 mm ; length to width 
ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 1.4; de p h of adaxial epidermal 
cells 0.14 2 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.094 m~; 
papillose sculpturing of cuticle. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Amphistomatic; slightly raised stom a ta; length of adaxial stomata 
0.070 mm; width of adaxia l stomata 0.067 mm; length to width 
r at io of adaxial st omata 1.045; length of abaxial stoffiata 0.074 
mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.066 mm; length to width ratio of 
a laxial stomata 1.121; 
Vascular bundles 
pr imary vascu l ar bund l with parenchymatous bundle s hea th; 6 
secondary vascular bundles with parenchymatous bund le sheaths; 2B 
tertiary vas c ular b un dl~ ~ with parenchym a t o u s bundle she at hs: 
l e a f ribbed. 
Leaf articulat ion me ch anism 
Adaxial epidermal cell ~ize reduced at midrib: adaxial epidermal 
cell size red uced at secondary veins. 
Pho tosynthetic tissue 
Homogenous c~ 10 re n ~ hym a ; arm-like me s ophyll c ell s; length of 
longest axis of mes o ,hyl l c el ls 0.082 mm. 
Co rycium ru bigi flo s u 
Ep idermis and cuticle 
- 131 ­
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.124 mm; width of adaxial 
ep idermal cells 0.0~1 mm; length to width ratio of adax i aJ 

ep idermal cells 2.431; length of a b a x ial epidermal cells 0.044 

mm ; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0.041 mm; length to width 

ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 1.073; depth of adaxial 

epidermal cells 0.057; depth of abaxial epidermal ce l ls 0.086 mm; 







Amrhistomatic; slightly sunken stomata; length of adaxial stomata 

0 .044 mm; width of adaxial stom at a 0.041 mm; length to width 
ratio of adaxial stomata 1.073 mm; length of abaxial stomata 
0.138 mm; width of abaxi a l stomata 0.048 mm; length to width 
ratio of abaxial stomata 2.875. 
Vas c u lar bundles 

Primary vascular b un d le with parenc},yrr,cltr;us bundle sheath: 6 

s ec on d& ry vascu l a r b un dles wit!: [?renc-nymatous bunGle sl-e?~hS; 4 

tertiary vascul ar b und l e s with parenchymatous bundles sheaths. 

Photosynthetic tis sue 

Homogenous chlorench y ma; mesophyll with well developed arm cells; 

length of longest axis of mesophyll cells 0.074 mm. 

r o ryciuID crispum 

E~ ider m is and cuticle 
- ]32 ­
length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.269 mm; width of adaxial 
epider ma l cells 0.113 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
epidermal cells 2.381; length of abaxial epidermal cells 1.195 
mm; width of abaxial epidermal ce lls 0.097 mm; length to width 
ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 2.01; depth of adaxial epidermal 
cells 0.092 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.065 mm; 
striate cuticle sculpturing; striate cuticle over anticlinal 
walls of adjacent epidermal cells. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Amphistomatic; slightly raised stomata; length o f adaxial stomata 
0 . 079 mm; width of adaxial stomata 0.068 mm; length to width 
ratio of adaxial stomata 1.162; length of abaxial stomata 0.074 
mm; width of abaxial stomata 0 . 066 mm; length to width ratio of 
abaxial stomata 1.121. 
Vascular bundl~s 
r imary vascular bundle with par en c hymatous bundle sheath; 8 
t er tiary vasL~lar bundles with pare n hyma tou s bundle shea hs. 
Leaf articulation mechanism 

Ad axial cell size reduced at midrib. 

Ph o tosynthetic tissue 

Homogenous chlorenchyma; less rounded mesophyll cells. 

Pteryg d ium caffrum 

Epi de rmis and cuticle 

- 133 ­
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.209 mm; width of adaxial 
epidermal cells 0.137 mm ; length to width rati o of adaxial 
epidermal cells 1.526; length of ab axial epidermal cells 0 . 135 
mm; width of abaxial e iderm a l cells 0.06 8 mm; len g th to width 
ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 1.985; depth of adaxial 
e iderrnal cells 0.117 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells0 . 0 6 8 
mm; s triate cuticle sculpturing; anticlinal walls of adaxial 
epidermal c ~lls slightly undulat e d; anti c linal walls of abaxial 
epidermal cells slightly undulated . 
Stomatal apparatu s 
Hypostomatic; slightly raised st omata; length of abaxial stomata 
0.063 mm; ~idth of abaxial stomata 0 . 065 mm; length t o width 
rati o of abaxial stomata 0 . 969. 
Vascular bund les 
Primary v a sc u l ar bundle wi th paren ch ymat ou s b und le sheath; 4 
se cond a ry va sc u lar bundle s wit h pa re n c hyma t ou s b u nd le sheaths; 16 
t e rti a ry va s cu l a r bundle s wi th pa renchyma t ous b u ndle sheaths . 
Le af art i c ulation me c hanism 
Adaxial epidermal cell si z e redu ced at midrib ; adaxial epidermal 
cell size reduced at s eco ndary veins. 
Ph ot osynthetic tissue 
Homog pnous chlo r enchyma; me s ophy ll wit h a rm-lik e cells; lengt h o f 
longest axi~ o f me s op hyl! c ells 0. 0 4 5 mm. 
P l ervgodi u m alatum 
- 1 3 4 ­
Epidermis and cuticle 
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0241 mm; width of adaxi a l 
epidermal cells 0.123 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
epidermal ce lls 1.959; length of abaxial epidermal cells 0.212 
mm; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0.057 mm; length to width 
ratio of abaxial epidermal cf:dls 3.719 IT!rn; derth of adaxial 
epidermal cel ls 0.118 mm; depth of abaxial epid~rmal cells 0.054 
mm; striate cuticle S u lpturing; anticlinal walls of a axial 
ep id ermal cells und u lated. 
St ma ta l apparatu s 
H y~ o stomatic; superficial stomata; l ength of abaxial stomCii. a 
o . 0 6(\ mm; wid tho f a b a x i a I s t o m a t a 0. 06 1 mill ; len g t h tow j d t h 
ratio of abaxial stomata 1.115. 
Va s c ular bundles 
Primary vascular burd l e with pare n c hYf11 3 tc' ll S bu nd le she2th; -4 
'-- ec on d a r y va sr.u lar bundles wit h p a rench yma t ou s b undle sht"aths; 10 
t er t iary vascular bur dle s with pare nchyma to s b un dle sheaths; 
Leaf arti cu lation mechanIsm 
Adaxial epidermal cell size reduced at midrib; adaxial epidermal 
c ell si ze reduce d at se c ond ~ ry veins. 
Photosynthet ic tis su e 
Homog en o u s chlor en chym a ; a r m- l ike ~ el 15 in mesor hyll; length of 
l o nge s t axis of rn e s op hyll c ell s 0. 0 5 1 mill. 
P t erYb ,d iu m v o lucris 
- 1 3 ~ ­
Eridermis and cuticle 
Length of adRxial epidermal cells 0. 28 , mm; wjdt L r f adaxial 
epidermal cells 0 . 149 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
epidermal cells 1.919; length of ab a x ial eri d e rmal cells 0.172 
rom; width of abaxia l epiderm a l cells 0.095 mm ; length to width 
ra t i 0 0 f abE, X i a I e pi d e r m a lee] Is 1 . 8 11 ; dE: p tho f ad ax i a 1 
e~idermal cells 0.194 mm; depth of ahaxial er-JiG ~ ' rrrlal cells 0.063 
rum; psilate cu ti c le. 
kto malal apparatus 
Hypostomatic; superfi c ial stomata: len g th of aba x ial stomata 
0 . 061 mm; width of abaxial s tom at a 0 . 05 7 mm; leng t h to width 
ratio of abaxial stomata 1.07 mm. 
Vascu lar bundles 
Primary vas cu lar bundle with pa r en r hy ma ou s bundl e she a th; 4 
secondary vasc ' ]a r bundles with p a renc hymatous un dl e sheaths; 10 
t e r tiary vasc u lar bundles with p a re c h yma to us bun dle sheaths . 
Le a f articulat io n mechanism 
Ad axial epidermal cel l size reduced at midrib; adaxial epider mal 
cell size reduced at sec on d ary ve ins . 
Pho osyn thetic ti s ' u e 
Homog enous c hlo re nc hyma, arm-l ik e c e ll s i n m_sophyll; leng h of 
l ong est axis of mes ophyll cells 0.0 52 mm. 
Pte ryg odi um acutifolium 
E~' d ermis and cuticle 
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.365 mm; wid t h of adaxial 
epidermal cells 0.12 mm; length to wi d h ratio o f adaxial 
epidermal cell 3.042; length of abaxial epi d e rm a l cells 0.350 mm; 
width o f abaxial epidermal cells 0.115 mm; l - ng t h to width ratio 
of abaxial epidermal cells 3.043 ; d h of a ax i a l epidermal 
c~lls 0.13 mm; depth of abaxial e piderm a l cells 0 .1 mm; psilate 
cuticle. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Amphi stomat ic ; slightly su n ken st o m2. ta; l e n g th o f adaxial stomata 
0.08 mm; width o f adaxial st omata 0.07 mm; length to width ratio 
of adaxial stomata 1.14~; length o f abaxial st omata 0.072 mm; 
width of abaxial stomata 0.06 mm ; length to width ratio o f 
abaxial starn t a 1.2 mm. 
Va sc ular bundl es 

Primary vas cu lar bundle with par e chym atou~ lu nd le sheath. 6 

ce co ndary va s cu lar bundles with 31' enc hyma touE b undle sheaths; 6 

t rl iary vas c u lar bundles with par e. c hy ma t: ous bundle sheaths. 

Leaf articulation mechanism 

Adaxial epidermal cell size reduced at midrib ; adaxial epidermal 





Homogeno~ s chloren c hyma; well d e ve lop ed a m cells In mesophy J l; 

1 ngth of longest axis o f me so phyll cell s 0 . 0 Q mm. 

AnQ chilus han i i 
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Epidermis and cuti cl e 
Le ngth of adaxial epidermal cells 0.50 2 mm; wi d 'h of adaxial 
epidermal cell.s 0.122 mm; length to wid th ratio of adaxial 
e p idermal cells 4.115 mm ; length of abax ial e pider mal cells 0.271 
mm ; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0.087 mm; leng t h to width 
rati o of abaxial epidermal cells 4.045 mm; de p th of adaxial 
ep i dermal cells 0.156 mm; depth of abaxial epi d e rm'l cells 0.067 
mm ; striate cut:iele sculpt.uring; striate c uti (' l e (WeI anticlinal 
wa ll of adjacen t epid e rmal ("<::lls. 
S to ma a l apparatus 
Hypostomatic; slightly raised stomata; l en g h of aLaxial stoma t a 
0. 07 1 mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.0 65 mm; len gth to width 
ratio of abaxial st.omat.a 1.092. 
Va s c ular bundles 
P r i IT! a r y va s C' u 1 a rbu n dI e wit h par e n c' hy mat C' u S 1-, l.l ndI e ::: heat h; 6 
sec ondary va s c ula r bundles with pare n c hyma ou s bu nd le sheaths; 18 
tertiary vascular bundles with paren c hym at ous bur d e sheaths. 
e af articulat I on mechanism 
Adaxial epidermal cell size reduced at mid r i adaxial epidermal 
c e ll size redu ced at secondary veins. 
P h«; osynthetic tissue 

Ho oge n~ us chlorenc hy ma ; well devel o p ed arm cell s In mesophyll; 

l e ngth of l on g es a x i s of me s o phyll cells 0.073 mm. 

Ev ota bico lor 
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E~idermis and cuticle 
Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.127 mm; width of adaxial 
epidermal cells 0.039 mm; length to width uf adaxial epidermal 
cells 3.256; length of abaxial epid ~ rmal cells 0.120 mm; width of 
abaxial epidermal cells 0.030 mm; length t o wi dt h ratio of 
abaxial epidermal cells 4; depth of adaxial epidermal cells 0.036 
mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.0:':4 mn: ; psilate cuticle ; 
anticlinal wall sof adazial epidermal c:eJ}s ' ~ ndulated 
a n t i cli na l walls of ab a xial epi C~ fT.rrl3.1 r t:.,lls undulated 
Stomatal apparatus 
Am~histomatic; superficial stomata; le ngt h of adaxial stomata 
0.052 mm; width of adaxial stomata 0037 mm; lengt h to width 
ratio of adaxial stomata 1.405; length of abaxial stomata 0.058 
mm; width of abaxial st2mata 0. 039 mm; le ng th t o width ratio of 
a bax i ~ st om3ta 1 . 438 mm. 
Vas c u la r b lin d es 
Pri ma ry vascular bundle with par enc hy m t ous b' ndle sheath; 2 
second a r y vascu lar bundle s with p[ arenchym atous b u ndle sheaths; 4 
terti a y v as c u lar bundles with par 9n chymatous bundl8 sheaths. 
Ph e.to synth e t ic tis ::O"'.le 
Homogenous chlorenchYffi 6: arm-like cells in me s ophyll; length of 
longest azis of mesophyll cells 0.0 83 mm 
Evc·ta b i cc"ll , r 
Epidermis and cuti c le 
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Length of adaxial epidermal cells 0.107 mm: width of adaxial 
epi de rmal cells 0.049 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
epidermal cells 2 . 184 mm; length of ab a xial epidermal cells 0 056 
mm; width of ab a xial epidermal cell s 0.051 mm; length to width 
ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 1.09B ; de p th opf adaxial 
epidermal cells 0.044 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.047 
mm; psilate cuticle; anticlinal walls of adaxial epidermal cells 
undulated; antic l inal walls of ab axi al epidermal c ells undula ted. 
S oma ta l apparatus 
Amphistomatic; superficial stomata; length of adaxial stomata 
0.056 mm; width of adaxial stomata 0 . 051 mm ; len gth t o width 
ratio of adaxia l stomata 1.09 B; length of abaxial stomata 0 . 063 
mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.040 mm; length to width ratio of 
ab axial stomata 1 . 575. 
Va~cul ar bu ndle s 
P rim a ry vas c ula r bu ndle with parenchymatous bund l~ sheath; 4 
ec onda ry vascular bundles with parenchymatous bundle sheaths; B 
tertiary vas cu lar burldles with parenchymat ous bu ndle sheat hs. 
Photosynthetic tissue 
Homogenous chlorenchyma; arm-like ce lls in mesop hyll; length of 
longest axis of mesop hy ll cells 0.077 mm . 
Ce r at andra glob o sa 
Epide rmi s an d cu t i c le 
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Pa pillae present on leaf margin; l~ngth of ad ax ial epidermal 
cells 0.268 mm; width of adaxial epidfcrnlal cell s 0040 mm; length 
to width ratio of adaxial epidermal cells 6.70 mm; length of 
ab axial epidermal cells 0.190 mm; width of .,d;<";xial epidermal 
ce lls 0.048 mm; length to width r a io of ab 2xial epidermal cells 
3.9SR mm; papillose sculpturing of cuticle; anticlinal walls of 
ab axial epidermal cells undulated. 
S tomatal apparatus 
Amr·t,istomatic; slightly raised stom a t.a ; len g h of adaxi 1 sto ma t a 
0 . 051 mm: width of adaxial stoma ta 0 . 03 5 mm; length to width 
ratio of adaxial stomata 1.457; length of abaxial stomat 0.055 
mm: width of abaxial stomata 0.051 mm; length to width ratio of 
abaxial stomata 1.078. 
Va s cu lar bu nd le~ 
ri ma r y va s c ul ar bundle with paTene' l)' aLou s bu ndl e heath; 
adax i a l and abax ia l schler enc hym a c a ps at poles of prIm a ry 
vacc u lar bundle; 2 secondary vas cu lar bundles with pa r e nc hy ma t ou s 
b undle sheaths; s chl erenchyma c ap- at adax ial p o le of secondary 
vascular bundles; 8 tertiary va scu lar bundles with parenchymatous 
b undle she a ths. 
Ph oto synthetic tiss ~e 
Homogen~us chlorenchyma; less rounded cells In me sophyll; length 
of longest axis of mesophylJ cells 0.0 58 mm . 
Ce ratandra atrats 
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Epidermis and cuticle 
Papillae present at leaf margins; length of adaxial epidermal 
cells 0.310 mm; width of adaxial epidermal ('ells 0.067 mm; length 
to width ratjo of adaxial epidermal cells 4.B27; length of 
abaxial epider ma l cells 0.170 mm ; width of abH xia l epidermal 
cells 0.05 8 mm; length to width ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 
2 . 931; depth of adaxial epidermal cells 0.068 mm; dep th of 
abaxial epidermal cells 0 .050 mm; papillos e cuticle sculpturing . 
S omalal appar a u s 
Hypostomatic; s upe rficial st omata; length of abax i a l s omata 005 
mm; width of ab a x ial stomata 0.040 illm; length to width ratio of 
abaxial £tom~ta 1.25. 
Vascu l ar bundles 
Primary va s c u lar bundle with pa renchymatous bundle sheath; 
adaxial and a Y. i. el schleren c hyma c a ps present at the pole s '~f 
the primary va scular bundle; 2 s e c ondary vas cu lar bundles with 
parenchymatous bundle sheaths; adaxial and aba xia l s0hlerenchyma 
caps present at poles of secondary vascular bundl~s; B tertjary 
vascular bundles with parenchyma tous bundle sheaths; adaxial 
schlerenchyma caps present at p o les of 2 of the 6 t~rtiary 
vascular bu ndles . 
Photosynthetic tissue 
Ho m0 g e fl~ usc hlor en c h y In a; (3 r In - Ii k e cell s j nth Eo- me:::>, p h y 1 1; len g t h 
o f longes t axis of me s ophyll cells 0.066 mm . 
i s p e r is fanniniae 
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Epidermis and cuticle. 
PapUlae on adaxial epidermis; length of adaxial ep idp rm al ce]]s 
0.082 mm; width of adaxial epidermal cells 0.054 mm; leng t h to 
width ratio of adaxial epidermal cells 1.5J9 mm: length of 
abaxial epidermal cells 0.074 mm; width o f adaxial epidermal 
cells 0.038 mm; length to width ratio of ab a x i al epidermal cells 
1.947; depth of adaxial epidermal cells 0.037 mm; depth of 
abaxial epidermal cells 0.021 mm. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Hyp ostomatic; slightly rais ed stomat a; length of abaxial st omata 
0.0.52 mrr,; width of abaxial stomata 0.044 mm ; le ng th to wi·j th of 
a baxial stomata 1 . 182. 
Vascular bund les 
Primary vas c ular bundle with par e nc hymatou s bundle sh e ath; 2 
s e condary vascular bundles with parenchymatou s _undle sheaths: 6 
tertiary vas c ular bundles with parenchymatous bu n d le sheaths. 
Leaf articu la tion mechanism 
Adaxial epidermal cell size reduced at midrib. 
Photosynthetic tissue 
Hom og eneolJs chlorenchyma; l e s s r llnded cells in me s ophyll; length 
o f longest axis of mesophyll cells 0 . 035 mm. 
Di speris vil lo sa 
Ep i dermis and cuticle 
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Hairs present on leaf margin; length of adaxial epirlermal cells 
o . 184mIn; wid thofad a x i a I e p ide r rna] c e I I s 0. 118mrn; len g t h t (I 
width ratio of adaxial epidermal ce ll s 1.559; leng~h o f abaxial 
e ):i dermal ceJls 0.179 mm; width of abcnjal epidermal cells 0.07~ 
mm; length to width ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 2.387; d epth 
of adaxial epidermal cells 0.105 mm; depth of aba x ial epidermal 
cells 0.040 mm; ps il a e cuticle: anticlinal walls of adaxial 
e pidermal cells undulated. 
Cl omat a l apparatus 
y p '::! s t 0 ITl a tic; sup e r fi e i a ] s to ITl a t a; 1~ n .tho f a b a x i a 1 ~: t c.1 m8. t a 
0.054 mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.0~0 mm; le ng · h to width 
rati o of abaxial stomata 1.08. 
Va s ~u lar bundles 
Frim a ry vascular bu n J.e with par e nchy ma ,ous bu nd l e sh e at h; 2 
se onds y va2 ~ Ll lar b ~ n d lps with pare n c: hyma t nus Jddle sh ""at hs; 10 
t er tiary va s c ular b u nd les with pare n d ;yma Lo us b u Idle s! eat h::o. 
Ph o t osynthet· c t i ssu e 
"Hete rCl g er~us" ch] ':> r e n chy ma; sing·1EO tier of ta[,ered palisade-like 
cells: wFlI developed arm cells in me s ophyll; length of longest 
ax is of mer ~ phy=l cells 0.122 mm; length of pa li sade c e lls 0.1 08 
mm ; wjdth of r:.~ li.s~rje cel ls 0 . 042 mm ; length t o "lidth r atjo of 
p a lisade ce J Is 2.524. 
Dic:pp ri ~ ca pe r1 si~ 
Epid E- ullsand cu t i c 1 e 
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Len gth of adaxial epidermal cells 0.138 mm; width of adaxial 
ep idermal cells '~'-056 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
eri d ermal c~lls 2.464; length of abaxial epidermal cells 0.107 
mm; wid tho f a b a x i ale p ide r IT! a I C' ell s 0. 04 0 mm; 1eng t h t (J wid t J I 
ra tio of abaxial epidermal cells 2.675; depth of adaxial 
e p id ermal cells 0.052 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0 . 035 
m; psilate cuticle ; anticlinal walls of adaxial epidermal cells 
undulated; anticlinal walls of abaxial epidermal ~ells undulat ed . 
S omatal apparatu~ 
Hy postomatic; superficial stomata: J e n th of abaxial stomata 
0 .065 mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.051 mm; length t o width of 
a axial stomata 1.27 S . 
Vascu l a r bundles 
Prim~ry vascular bundJe with parenchymatous bundle sheath; 4 
sec a ndary vascular bun dl es with parenchymatous bundle sheaths: 6 
te rtiary vascular bundJes with p a r enchym a t ou s bundle sheaths. 
P o t os y nt hetic tiss u e 
Hom og f nous chloren c hyma with palisade - like cells towards the le a f 
me. g in s; well deve-1 o['ed arm cells in th e me- s ophyll; le ngth of 
10 lge st axis of me s ophy}] ceJ Is 0 . 04::~ mm . 
Dj s pe ris s tenoplectron 
Epide rm i s a nd cuti Ie 
Epid e r mcd hairs pr e s ent; length of a cl flx ial epi d e rnlal c ..,lls 0 . 0 6 8 
mm; width of ad axial epidermal cells 0.054 mm; l en gth t o wid th 
ratio of adaxial epidermal cells 1.2 .1 9; length of abaxial 
e p idermal cells 0.070 mm; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0.038 
mm: length to width ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 1.842; depth 
of adaxial epidermal cells 0.058 mm; depth of abaxi~l epidermal 
ce lls 0.028 mm; psilate cuticle. 
Stom a t al apparatus 
Amphistomatic; superficial stomata; length of adaxial stomata 
0 .040 mm; width of ad axial stomata 0.0450 mm; len th to width 
ra tio of ad a xi al stomata 0.889 ; lenrth of ab az ja] stomata 0 048 
mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.042 mm; length to width ratic' of 
ab axial stomat.a 1.143. 
Vascular bundles 
Primary vascular bundles with pare nc hymatous bundle sheat.h; 6 
sec ondary vascular bundles with parenchymatous b undle sheaths; 14 
tertjary vascular bundles with paren c hymatous b u Idle s he aths. 
Pho t osynthe tic ti ss ue 
Hc' mog e nous chl ore nc hym a ; round~d mesophyJ 1 cells; lerigth of 
1 -)["; ,g- F S t. ax is of me s :' ph y I I cell s 0. 032 m m . 
Sc i z odium c o rnu tu m 
Ep -d ermis and cuticl~ 
Length of adaxial epidermal cell~ 0 . 075 mm; width of a~~xial 
ep iderm a cells 0 . 040 mm; length to 'Width ratio of ad .::' :ciol 
e jd ~ rma l c el ls 1 875 ; length of a baxial epide rmal ~ells 0 . 099 
HI ; 'W i d t he. f a b a x i 1 e p ide r ma l c e 11 s 0. 0 17 mm; 1e g t h t o 'W i d h 
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r a t i o of abaxial epidermal cells 2.676; depth of adaxial 
epid e rmal cells 0.0.38 mm; depth of abax ial e Fi dernla l c - lls 0.0.28 
mm; psilate cuticle; a nt iclinal walls of adaxial epidermal cells 
u nd u lated; anticlinal walls of abaxial epidermal cells undulated. 
S t omatal appara tlls 
Am histomatic; superfi cial stomata; leng th of adaxial 8~am a t 8 
0 .0 34 mm; width of adaxial stomata 0 . Wi':l mll,; length to width 
r a tio of adaxial stomata 1.030; length of abaxial st3mata 0.038 
mm; width of abaxial stomata 1.226; length ~ n width r8~io of 
a b axial stomata 1 . 226. 
Vas cul a r bundles 
P r imary vascular bundle with parenchymat ou s bu ndle shea th; 6 
ec ondary vascular bundles with paren c hymatous bundle sh eat hs; 
tertiary vascular bundles with parenchymatous bundle sheath s. 
Pho tosynthetic ti ssu e 
H_ terogenous chl o r e n c hy ma; 1 tier of pal i sade c ells: less rrunded 
m!?so phyll cells: length of l o nge s t axis of me so l:- ' Y 1 celJs 0. 02 9 
mm ; length of palisade cells 0 .0~~ mm; wi d th of pa lisade cells 
0. 02 3 mm; length t o width ratio of palisade cells 2. 104. 
\ 
Sch izodium obliq uuill 
Epidermis and coticle 
len(;h of n.day.ial E-"pider mal ce ll~ 0.094 mrn; width of ad a x i a l 
"'pi rie n ;2 :: cells 0.04 9 mm ; len gth to widt h ratic' of adaxia l 
E-riderm21 'E-ll ::· 1 q1F; len gt h of at '2xi al epidermal CE-lls 0.1.58 
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mm; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0.101 mm; l~ngth to width 
ratio of abaxial epidermal cells 1.564: depth of adaxial 
p idermal cells 0.056 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal c~lls 0.044 
mm; psilate cuticle; anticl inal walls of adaxial epid e rm, 1 cells 
undulated. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Amphis to matic; slightly raised stom a ta; length of adaxial stomata 
0.043 mm; width of adaxial stomata 0.039 mm; length tQ wi dt h 
ratio of a daxial stomata 1.103; l e ngth of abaxial stumat.a 0.0 S5 
mm; width of abaxial stomata 0.055 mm ; length to width of abaxial 
stom :..o; ta l.182. 
Va!:'-':':.ll :,,:c bund les 
Primary vascular bundle with parenchymato~s bundle sheath ; 2 
secondary vascular bundles with p a renchym a t ou s bundle she a t hs : B 
tert i a r y v as cular bu nd les with p a renchym atous bundle stleath ~ . 
ho t osynt e tic t i s su e 
He ter ogenou s c hloren c hyma; 1 ti er of palisade c~lJs; less rounded 
mesophyll cells ; length o f longest axis of mes ophyll cells 0. 03 5 
mm; length of palisade cells 0 . 0 5 1 mm; width of palisade cells 
0 .051 mm; length to width ratio of palisade cells 0. 05 1. 
Sc hiz od ium bifiduru 
E~idermis and cuticle 
Length ~ f adaxial epidermal c~lls 0. 0 76 mm; width o f adaxial 
e f.' i c' c r HI::I 1 c p 1 J. s 0 . 05 1 mm; 1 e r: ,r! t h t ( wid t h rat. i c, 0 f 3 cl 3 X i 1''1 
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epidermal cells 1.490; length o f abaxial epiderm a l cells 0. ]12 
mm; width of abaxial epidermal ce]]:::: 0.034 mm; length tCl width 
r a tio of abaxial epidermal ce lls 3.294; depth of adaxial 
epidermal cells 0 . 038 mm; depth of aba xia l epidermal cells 0.034 
mm; p s i l ate cuticle; anti r linal wa ll s of ad a x i al epic2erlllaJ c ells 
u ndulated; ant i c linal walls of abaxial eridermal cells uwiulated. 
~ iomat81 apparatus 
A p hi s tom a tic; sup E" ~ f i, : a I s t Co mat a; len g t h (1 fad a x j . a I s t (1 III 3 t a 
o . 0 '3 7 mIT!; wid t ho fad a x i a I s t Co III a t a 0. 04 3 rn m; J '=" n g t h tow j « t. rI 
r a ti o of adaxial stomata 0.860; length of abaxial st omata 0.043 
mm ; width of abaxial stomata 0.037 mm; length to width ratio of 
a b axial stomata 1. 1f2. 
Vascular bundles 
Primary vascular bundle with parenC'hymat.ous bu nd le sheath; :2 
secondary vascular bun d l s with parenchy ma t ou s bun d le sh ~a l hs; 2 
t e r t i a r y va 2' c' t.l 1arbun d I Eo ' S wit. h p ar en c h y III (1 t ( I u:::: t· un d I E: 2 he CI t h:: . 
P lo t o s y nt hetic tis su e 
He te oge nous ch lo re nchyma; arm-like m~ s o phyl l cells; 1 ti ~r o f 
pa lisa de cells; leng t h of longest a x i s of meso p hyll ~e : 5 0.0 30 
mm; le~ g t h of palisade c e lls 0.054 mill ; wi dth of ralis ~de c e l ls 
0 _015 mm; l eng th t o wi dth ratio of pali s de c e l ls 3.600 . 
~L' h i zco d ium irJfJ e xuf1"! 
Ep~Jermis and cutic l e 
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Length of adaxial erjdermal cells 0.19 2 mm; width of a d axial 
e p iciermal cells 0 . 088 mIll; length tel wi d h rati c· of aciaxiaJ 
"
ppidermal cells 28 24; length of abaxial epidermal ce lls 0.173 
111m; width of abaxial epidermaJ cells 0 . 0:::8 mm; Jength to width 
r a t i o of abaxial epid~rm31 cells 4 . 436; depth of adaxial 
ep[idermal cells 0.050 mm: depth of abaxial e pidermal c e lls 0 . 0 39 
mIn; psil ate cut i c le. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Amicl histomatic; superfi C' ial stomat a ; length of adax i a l sto fl1a ta 
0 . 0 ::,7 mm; wid .h of ad ax ial st o ma ta 0_0 : .5 rlJm; lerlgth t o wi d th 
rat j o of ad a xi al s to mata 1 _036 111m ; l ~ngt h o f ab ax ial st om ata 
0 _05 5 mm ; wi d t h o f s b _xi a } s t a rn a 0_045 mm; len~th t o width 
r at io o f abaxial s o mata 1 _222 . 
V a s~u la r bundles 
P:.r·i m'-;. ry vas ~: ular bu r 1clle wi th out dis tinc t bL1I1 ' I e "' h , r .h ; 2 
se co nd a r y vas c u la r b u Id les withou t di sl ' nc t b und l e sh e aths; 8 
t e rti ary v as c ul ar bu ndl es witj ;cJ 'lt d i st.. i ll _: t bund l e sh e a t hs . 
Ph o t os yn thetic ti ssu e 
He t e r o gen ous ~hJ. o re .. C' hyr 8 ; 1 tier of palisade cell!O-; le ss rounded 
mes (l [,hyll c e l l s; l e n t h of longE: st ax is of me sophyll cells 0.051 
rnm; len gth pa l is ade cells 0 . 065 mm; wi li :. h c.::' [,clli sa.-ie c e lls( I I 
0 030 mm ; leng t h 0 1-< 1 'th ratio o f palisc:cie eel1s 2.1 67. 
Brrwnleea p a r v if l o r a 
Epi der mis and cuticle 
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Len g h of adaxial epidermal cells 0.0R3 mm; width of adaxial 
e ~ id ermal cells 0.070 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
epi de rmal cells 1.186; length of abaxial eridermal cells 0.079 
mm; width of abaxial epidermal cells 0.032 mrn; length to width 
r a' i C1 of abaxial epidermal cells 2.468; depth of adaxial 
e pjde rntal cells 0 . 043 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0 . 0~0 
mm: psilate cuticle; 
S t n a tal apparatus 
HYP 0 s t omatic; snperfi('ial stomata; length of abaxial stOITlata 
0.0 3 ~ mm; width of abaxial st oma ta 0.037 mm ; len g th to width 
rat io of abax ia l stomata 1.054; 
Vas ula r bundles 
Prim a ry va~cular bundle with parenchymat ous bundle sheath; 4 
s e~o n d ary va~cu l r bundles with pa renc hym at ous bundle sheaths; 32 
if ti ary va~ ,:; u]ar bundles wjth r<iT l? nc-l"lyma tou s bundle sht'aths. 
e- f ar : ic ulati o n mec hanism 
Epap.:- j,,) , celJs r'resent at midrib ( n n l v e ry cJear); arl az 5a l 
epid e rrlla l (,8 ] 1 size recluc ed at mid rib; ad a xial epidermal cell 
si z ~ red u c ed at se c ondary veins. 
P hotos y t he tic tissue 
H(I IT' c· g e r I .j us c h 1 (1 r e n c h y IT' a; 1e s s r (1 U d e dee lIs i n me c--. () p hy 11; 1eng t h 
o f l ong est axis of mes ophyl} cells 0.047 mm; 
B ow Il ~e a c0 erula 
Ei=,iciPlmis and cuticle 
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Length of adaxial epidermal ce lls 0.087 mITI; width of adaxial 
e ~ .i(Jermal ce Jl~ 0.0 80 mm; length to width ratio of adaxial 
epide rma l cells 1 .6 17; length of ab axial epidermal cells 0.130 
mm; width of a axial epidermal ceJls 0.040 mm; length to width 
ra tio of ab xiH I epidermal cells 3.250; depth of adaxial 
e p id e r TIl ale e I I s 0. (21 .:, 1 mm; d e p t h c· f a h a x i a I e p ide r TIl a Ice lIs 0. 04(21 
mm; p8pil1 0s~ cut ic le; anticlinal walls of adaxial epidermal 
c el ls undulat f'd . 
?, tc ma L' 1 apparaLus 
Hyp os-t om a tic; slightly raised stc,mala; lerlgth of abaxial st omata 
0. 0 67 mm; wi d h of abaxi a l stoma ta 0.054 mm; length to width 
ra ')c' of a baxial stomat.a 1.241 ; 
Vascular bundl e ,=, 
p r inl~ ry vaS ClJ I ar bund lew i t h par en c: hyma taus bund 1e :::- hea t h; 2 
~e r_'(' 1 'ary v _5r'ul ar bundles with p cne nc hymatol ls bu ndle sheaths; 12 
~ r t i - ry va s~u lar bundles with p a r ~n c hymatous bund l e sheaths. 
Le a articulati o n me chanism 

Adax ial epid e r ma l ce ll size reduced at midrib . 

ho t o !:"yn ~ het ic· ti:" :3 11e 
HetiO'r oge IOUS C l ore nC'hyma. ; we]l devijlop e d a r m ce ll:3 In me8 ophyll; 
l en g th o f Ion es t a xis of mesophyll cells 0.057 mm ; 2 tiers of 
pB li :o-ade CE· ]lS; le ng th of palisade ce lls 0 . 049 rnm; width o f 
palis de c : l~ s 0. 0 3 2 mm; length t ~ wi d th ratio of p l isade cells 
1. 5 31 
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Ho naden i a orhrydea 
Ep i de rmis and cuticle 
Leng th of ad ax ial epidermal cells 0.184 mm; width of adaxial 
e i d r ms 1 c ells 0.09 2 mm; length t o width ratio of adaxial 
epi d er rr lEl l e l ls 2; length of a b x ia] epidermal ~ _ ]ls 0.180 mm; 
width o f 2~ax i a l epidermal cells 0.065 mm; length to width ratio 
of abaxial epidermal cells 2.769; depth o f adaxial epidermal 
cells 0.10s mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.075 mm; 
ps~late cuticle; striate cuticle over anticlinal walls of 
adj3 r ent ep ide rmal cells. 
Stomatal apparatus 
Am~histomatic; superficial stomat a ; length of adaxial stomata 
0.060 mm; width of adaxial stomata 0.060 mm; length to width 
ra io of adaxial stomata ]; length of abaxial stomata 0.057 mm; 
wid t h of ~bax ial stomata 0.059 mm; length to wi d th ratio of 
a b3xial st omata 0.968 . 
Vascul ar bun d le s 
Primar'y vascular bundle with p8renchymatou~~ bundJe sheath; 4 
s e e D dar vas c u l a r bund les with parenchymato us bundle sheaths; 20 
te rtiary vascular bundles with p~renchymatous bundle sheaths 
Lea f articulation mechanism 
Ad a x ial .. pid er m31 eel] sjze redu C'ed nt midrib; adax ial epidermal 
ce l l ~i 2e r e duc e d at 5 e ond ary veins. 
- ]~, ':. ­
Hpte rog e n0LJS rh l o re nc hyma; well developed arIll cells In mesophyll; 
length of longest axi s ('If mesophyll cells 0.066 mm; 1 tjer of 
p a 1i ~ ade cells; length of palisade cells 0.~::11 mm; width of 
palis a d E'! cells 0.036 mm; length to width rat~ (, o f paljsade ceJls 
2. 52 8. 
Mo arlen j.::2. co mo::: a 
Epidermis and cu .icl e 
Le Ig h of adaxi al ep id e rmaJ cell:::- 015'0 rnrr:: width of adaxial 
ep id r ms l cells 0 .125 mm ; len~th to ~irlth rati o o f ada x ial 
epi d ermal c e l ls 1.200: len gt h of abaxial epidermal cells 0.197 
mtE; w· d t h of abax i al epiderma,l cells 0.132 mm ; lEil g th to width 
ratio of at,?xicl ep ic ermal cells, l.LJ92 ; depth of adaxjal 
epidermal cells 0 .215 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.112 
mm; cuticle par tl y psilate. striate and reticulate. 
S t o m a t~ l app a a u s 
Am p h is t omatic alt houg h stomata are scarce on ~d?xjal surface; 
s uper fic ial S o ruata l apP Eratus ; len gth of a J axial st omata 0.070 
mm: wi d h o f adaxi 1 stomata 0087; mm; length t.o width ratio Df 
adaxia] s t omata 0.875; leng t h of ab ax ial stom:=: ; s 0.078 mm; width 
o f a bax ial st omata 0.082 mm; l en~th to width r~ti 0 of abaxial 
C" r) IT I2. t a 0.8 1. 
Vascu l ar bundles 
Pri ma ry vas cula r bundl e with par e n c hy ma t ous bu, I e s e a th; 4 
s e r Q dar y v a.~ c '1 1ar b u n d J e s wit h par en c h YIn a t Q us b LI n d IE' she a t h s; 24 
tertiary v a s c u l a r bu ndles with pal·enchym a tous b nd l ~ he aths. 
P h o n synthetic ti s _ up 
H ~t er 0 g e nous chloren c hyma; arm-like cells In mesophyll; length of 
lo ng est axis of me s ophyll cells 0.055 mm; 2 tiers of palisade 
cells; length of pali sade cells 0 . 070 mm; width of palisade c ells 
0 . 0 30 mm; len g th t o wi d t h ratio of palisade cells 2 . 33. 
Hona de nia atr C1 rubens 
Epidermis and cuticle 
Leng t h u f adaxia l e pi d e rmal cells 0.1ge, mIT,; width of adaxial 
e p i de :r rn a I c: 1 I s 0. 0 ,0 m[0 ; l e n g t h tow i d t h r at i 0 0 fad a x i a I 
epi de rmal cell s 3.16 7 ; length of abaxial epidermal cells 0.190 
ITI ITI ; wid t h c.' f a b a x i alep id e r 111 a lee 11 s 0. 04 9 m m; 1eng t h tow i d t h 
ratio ;,f abax:ial epidermal cells 3.878; dept.h of adaxial 
epidermal cells 0. 0 80 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.070 
mm; stria te cuticle; striate cuticle over anticlinal walls o f 
a d jacent e p i der ma l c ~ lls 
_,tom a h .. ] a lpa a t.us 
Amphis t omat ic; superf ic j al stomata; length of ad 3xial stomata 
006 2 mm; wi d h of a d a x :ial stomat.a 0.050 mm ; length to widt.h 
rati o of adaxial stom a ta 1.240 ; length of ab a x ial stomata 0.064 
mm: width nf ab axial s t o mata 0.050 mm; length to width ratio of 
a b a x ial stomata 1. 2 A0 . 
Va 2 cu l ar u n l es 
Prim a ry vasc u l ar b un d ~ ~ith parenchymatous bundle she a th; 2 
s e,-·o nd ar y v 3 s,:,u 13 r (I u nd l e=-s with na renchym a t o u s bundle sheaths; 8 
terti ar y v a c lli a r bundl e s with parenc hymato u ~ b undle sheaths . 
Le a f articulation meehanism 
Ex p a nsi o n cells prese t at mjdrjb (not very clear) . 
Ph o to s ynthetic tissue 
H(I m0 g f" n C' uS C' h } (> r e n C' h y m 3; r rl u n d e d c ell S 1 n m e 5 0 r' h y 1]; len g t h Cr f 
l o n g e st aX1S o f mes ophy ll ce ll s 0 . 061 mm; 
F ., . _, p 10 e rm 1 S and cuticle 
L~ngUj of adaxial epidernlClJ celLO' 0 . 199 mm; width e,f ~-l. daxial 
e _' idermal cell S' 0.12181 mm: len g t h t. o wid th rat io o f adaxial 
epi dermal cells 2 . 4',7; length 0f abaxia] epidermal cells 0.1S1 
m .. : widt h r>f a b axial ep i d pr ma l c e ll s 0.050 mm ; len g th t r.) ,,1idth 
r a i o n f abaxial epiderm,!} cells 2.517 ; depth of adaxial 
e F ide r ma l e ll s 0. 0 q ? IT ! :!~; deL' th o f a b a x i alep ide r m a J cell s (11. 106 
mm; pnp i Jlose sculpturing (,f c uti clC" . 
0 . 059 mm; widt h of a d By ' sl stomata 0.054 mm; l e ngth t o width 
r t. j CI 0 fad a x j a 1 s tom a ta l. 09 3; 1 e fI JOf t ho f a b a x i a 1 s t ( I m a LJ. 0. 04 , 
mm; width of 2[,2x ;.a1 stom~ta 0 . !2l::d mm; length to widt.h rati o of 
abaxia l s tomata 0.908. 
Vas C' ula r bundl e s 
P rim a r y v R S c· u 1arb u n d I e wi t h par en c h y ma t c., u sb II rJ dIe sh e a. t h ; 4 
s condB ry v ascu l a r b u n d l es with p r enchym a t.o u5 b undl e she at hs; 16 
te y-t i a r y v ac: c u ] a r bundle!::: with pa r e r: c hy rn at ous bundle s heaths . 
Lea f articulation m~chanism 

Exp ansion cells pre s ent at midrib a l tt;rJugh not very distinct. 

Photosynth e t ic ti s s u ~ 

Ho mog e nous ch l ~ren ~ hyma: rounded c~lls in mesophyll; length of 

Io n g est a xis (. r III e s o hy lIe e ll s mIT!. 

o na d ~ nia bracteaLa 
Epid ermi s and cuticl~ 
Leng th o f ad ax ial epi de rmal c ells 0197 mm; width of adaxial 
et:'iderm a l eel Is (3. 06 4 mm; Ie g th tC) width ratio of adaxial 
e~'iderrnal (ells 3.[178; length of abaxi a l epidermal Cf'lJ~~ 0 . 181 
mm ; width of ah~xi~l ep i dermal cells 0.048 mm; length to width 
rcd ::. li (·f abaxial epidermal cells 3.694; depth of adaxial 
epi r.1 F'rmal I; ells 0.06 e: mm; d ep th of abaxial epidermal cells 0.061 
mrr;; c uticle sC!llp ~ urjTlg reti c- u late; cuticle l~ verlying antiClinal 
wa l s u f ad jac e nt epid e r mal cel l s str' a te; anticli na l walls of 
a dax i al e~ i d e r IT! al cells und u latpd ; anticlinal WRIls of abaxial 
e~ider m 1 cells u nd G lal ~d . 
Stomatal appara .u s 
Am~hi~tom8tic; superfi~ial stomata; length of ada~i31 stomata 
0052 mm; width of a daxial stomata 0.048 mm; leng t h to width 
ratj G of adax ia l s ornata 1 .0 83; len gt h of abaxial stomata 0.054 
mm; wi dth of a ba xial 5 t o m ~ ta 0041 mm; l e ngth to width ratio of 
ab ax 'al stomata 1.317. 
Va ~ r.' II 1arbu n dIe s 
- 1 ;:, 7 ­
Primary vas c ular bundle with parenchymatous bundle sheath; 2 
· -.c on dary vascular bundles with parell c hyma t ous bundle sheaths: 12 
tertiary vascular bundl p ~ with pRren ~ hym a tous bundle sheaths . 
L af ar t iculation mechanism 
Ad a xial epidermal cell size sli g htly redu c ed at midrib; adaxial 
e pi d e rmal cell siz e sli g htly red u ~ p d at sprondary veins. 
P h0 tosynthetic tissup 
HG m0 g P rI 0 usc h lor en c hy III a ; r 0 U n d e d r..: e lJ s j n me sop h y 11; 1eng tho f 
l o nge s t axis of me s ophyll cells 0 .04 2 mm. 
i so_ f r a,fran~ 
Epidermis and cutisle 
Le llg th of adaxial epidermal cells 0.124 mm; width o f adaxial 
e ; rl e r In ale e 11 s 0. 112'1:3 mm; 1 eng t. h t (l W i rl t h rat i;:; c, f ad ax i a I 
e r id,;:. rm 3] ce lls 1.20 4; l e n g th ( if ab::i>:i a l epidermal cells 0.16 2 
mm ; wi 'th of a baxi a l epidermal c e lls 0. 0 7 4 mm; length t.:J widt h 
rat i o of ab axjal epid8r m ~ 1 c e]l ~ 2. ] 98 ; depth of ad a xi a l 
e pi d er ma l cells 0. 104 mlli; del,:·t h of a b a xi a epidermal cells 0 . 079 
m ~ ; r e ticulate and psilate cuti cl e ~cu lpturing. 
S o ma ta] a ppar a t u s 
Y I·J C' S c·mat i C'; SLIP e r f g i C' i Ci. I s tOnI 8 t a; 1 e [) g h 0 f a b a x i a 1 S tom <'1 t a 
0 .0 613 mm ; width of a 1a xia l s t cirn a t a 0. 0 El 7 !li m; length to width 
r a ti o o f a baxial st Dma .a 1.158. 
V s ell l eU b Uli d Ip :::; 
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P r imary vas cula r bundle with parenchym aLo us bundle sheath; 4 
spc ondary vascular bundles with parenchymBtous bundle sheaths; 40 
e rtiary vascular bundle s with paren c hym ::t t l' us bundle sheaths. 
Le a f articu)' t i on mechanism 
Ada xial epidermal cell size red uced at mi d rib; adaxial ep idermal 
rp ll size red uc ed at se co ndary veIns . 
Phot oc- ynthetic tis s u e 
He t 8 r 0 g e n (1 us c- h 1 c· r e r; c h y IT! a; we ] 1 de\' =, ~ 0 l- ' ,,' darm eel lsi n me S 0 [' h y 1 1 ; 
l eng h of lon ge st. dxis of me s~ p hy ]l cells 0.070 mm; 2 tiers 
!-= ' a li sad e ce lls; le n g the f p a ] i fO"'< i e c: ell s 0. \1 7:2 mT!I; wid 1 h 0 f 
pal i sade cel l 0. 02 Q m ; ler:;!th to wi ~:th rat.io of t:.a li s ade cells 
24 0 3 . 
i::, c sankeyi 
Er i d ermis a ltd::::u ticle 
Leng t h 0f adaxial e ridermal c el ls 0 141 mm; width of adaxial 
e i ' 6 m~-d cells 0.130, mm; le ngt.h t c· widt h r c U o o f ad axial 
epid ermaJ::E:'ll? 1.284; length o f ab c.x i"d er:oiderlTJal cells 0 . 1.50 
mm; width of abaxial epidermal cel]s 0. 082 mm; length to width 
ra t io c·f abaxial epidermal cells 1.829: dppth of adaxial 
e p i d e r m8 ] ce l ls 0119 l!!!1I ; de p t h (I f a bayial e pide rmal cells 0.089 
mm; reticulate c ut i c ]", scu lpturing: striate c u t i c l e ov er 
~ n t " '::' l in 8 ] wa I 1 ~ 0 f arl j a c; en t e [' i de r ma l C' e ll s 
S oma tal a pr aratus 
Hy p r.,st ma tiC'; slightly sunken stc1 rnatp.; length of abaxial stomal8 
0 . 073 1TJ 1ll ; width o f ab8xiaJ stom a a (7I. 0 r'~1 mIT!: len rt h t el 'I-.'idth 
r a tio of abaxial st o mata 1 . 327. 
Vas c ular bu nd les 
lP r i IT! a r y v a s c u 1 8 r u n dIe wit h par e n c h y IT! a Lo u s b U f l .1 1 e she at h; 2 
e (. (' n d a r y vascuI arb II ndIe s wi t 11 p & r e n c h y mat 'J L1 su n d Ie she a t hs; 28 
t e rtiary va - C' ular bundles with paren c hymat o u ~ bun dle sheaths. 
Lea f a rticu l a t. ion ms _hanism 
Adax ial ep i c rm ~ l ('e ll si z e redu ':: . ' a midrib; adaxial epidermCiI 
ce ll size r ed uc e d at secondary veins. 
P Iv -, t 'J S Ynth e t i r . tis ~ II e 
Het erofenolJs chlorFnchyma; less r ou nded cells in mesophyll; 
lengL h of long pst axis of me sophyll ce lls 0068 mm; 1 tier o f 
3 1i sade cells: length of pali sadp c el ls 0.085 mrn: width of 
a li ~ad e c eJls 0.030 mm; IAngth t wi th ratio of p a li s ade c ells 
Dis engle r a na 
Ep idermis and cuticle 
Le n th of adax ia l epidermal cells 0 . 140 mm; width of adaxial 
ep i d ermal ceJls 0.068 mm; len g th to wirlth rat iQ of ad axial 
e ide rm a l ce l l s 2,05~; len~th of abaxial epi de rmal ~ells 0.10 6 
mm ; ",idth r_'f aba xial ep ide rmal c e lls 0. 0 2 mm; le ng h t , o width 
rati o o f abrx ial epi d er ma l cells 2 .0~8 ; depth n f a d a ~i31 
epiri rma1 ce l ls 0.100 lllm: d ; [=-, th o f aba xial e~) idE-rm a l r-e lls 0064 
mm; r . ticulale cuticle sculpturing; striate cuticle over 
arlticlinal walls of adjacent epjd".,rms] c e lls. 
St em 81 a p pa ratus 
Hyp os t o matic; s l ightly rais e d stomata; lengt h a f abRxial stomata 
0 .060 mm; wid th n f a baxial ~t("[lJ 3L8 0.0 '1 ;:1 rnm; l en.c t. h to width 
ratio of ab a xial stom at a 1.]32. 
Va scl.1 1ar bu n Ies 
Pr imary vas cul a r bun d le with parenchyma o us b unjl e sheath; 6 
se co n da ry V B _c ' l] a r bundle::; with p a renchymatous bun dle sheaths; 28 
i (='rti:,, :'y vs sC'u Jar 'lln dles with parenchymatc'us bundle sheath=,.. 
Ex pan s i CI JJ eel I s presen tat mid rib; a d a x i a I e p j d e r TTl ale e I I s 1 Z f' 
reriu " ed at midrib. 
P h 0 0 S Ynth E' j (' tis 5 U E 
He t f' r c, g e nO LL C' h lor en c h y mi3; I e s s r D \.l il d p dee l Is j n me =" (1 ph y I 1 ; 
l e ng h of l ong e s t ax i ~ of me s op hyll ce l ls 0.045 m;li ; 2 tier s o f 
p~ lj sa de ce l l s; le n gth of palisad e cells 0. 06 7 mm: width of 
p a l i~ ad e cells 0.021 mm; length to width rati o of palisade ce ll s 
3 .180 . 
~ chry s os ta cb ya 
Ep j c.Jer mi s af, d c' u ti c le 
L " .. I ~ h o f a d a x ial t' p j de rmaJ cells 0.348 mm; wid th o f adaxial 
e ide r mEJ cfo ll s 0.1:::2 rn m; length to widlh rCltic· of a d axia] 
e j de r rlJ a l ce l l s 2.8~:~ ; le ng t h of a[ la xial epi df-T'ls I C'eJls 0.190 
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mlTJ; wi d th of abaxial epidermal c e l l!':: 0.068 mlTJ; lenE't.h to width 
r a t io o f abaxial epiderma l eel Is 2.7.54; d e r' h of a d a xial 
e pidprmal ceJls 0.112 mm; depth of abaxial epidermal cells 0.072 
mm; reticul a t e cut i cle sculpt rin g . 
f tomataJ app a r atus 
Hypostomatic: slightly sunken stomata; length o f abaxial stomata 
0.077 mm; wi d th of abaxial st omRta 0 . 0RG mm; length to width 
ratio of a axial s t omata 1.167. 
Va scu l a r h Ul dles 
P r i lTJ a r y va s (' II 18 r b un d lew i t h ~,q r en c hymat 0 usb lJ n d 1 8 sheat h; 4 
s ec o nd a 'y v 8 :3culR r bun d les wjth p t:lr E l c fiymat .Qus ' ;. l nd Je sheaths; 18 
,e r t i a r y vas c u ] arb u ndIe s ,,1 j t h par e' n c hy mat c' us b u n d 1 e 5 heat h s . 
Lea f arti c ulation me chanism 
Ad ax ial epide r mal cell size reduced at midrib; adaxial epidermal 
· ~ ll si z~ reduc e d a t sec ondary ve i ns. 
Phot os y n thetic ti- s u e 
He te r c.,g e n(lus c-hl C'rE:'n c hyma; less r r: ,u nded cel l s In rn e s ophy l l; 
l en g t h of l onges t aX IS of mesophyll sells 0. 0 37 mm; 1 tier of 
palisade c e ll ~ ; length of p a lj saL e ceJls 0.065 mm; width of 
lis Clde c :: l ls 0 .0 24 mm; le ng t h to r,."idth rati o o f p a lisade ce l ls 
2 .708. 
(;', j r nl i s a T1 d ut i c: 1 e 
- Ie? ­
Length of ad ax ial eridermal cells 0.172 mm; wid h of adE'I)-::jal 
epidermal c'e- lls 0.142 mm; length te, width ratic' of adaxial 
erid e rm a cells 1.211; l~ngth of ab a xial ep j ~ e rm a l cells 0.165 
mm; w ~ ,:1 t h ( . f abo x ~ "'. ] e p ide r mcd c e J 1 s 0. 0 7 9 mill ; len g t h tow i d t h 
r d .. j 0 : ~ , f a b cD: i a le[, i ,--j e r m Ci. J cells 2. 0 8 g ; rl th o f a d axial 
e rid e r IT! C' 1 CEll s 0 . 1 82 In lTl.: de fl t h <' f a to a}: i alE' p id e rrr, 1 c e 1 ] s (2). 089 
mm; reticul ate cuticle s c ulrtur i ng. 
StolTlata l arparatus 
0. 0 88 mm : I--' i dl h of abaxi a l s l o m::l ta 0.008 mm ; ]", r g th to wi dth 
r a t . (.1 " f a I a x i a J s torn a tal _24 6 _ 
Vascu l ar [ u n d I es 
P r im (3 r y v as c u 1 arb Ll n d 1 e wit h par en c h Y IT a Cl LJ ~ I LlTd I e sh e a t h; 4 
s ec o n d a r y vB? cu lar b u nd1es with [, 8. re n c hy ma t oIJs !:> u n d l e sh ea ths .: 16 
t e r t i a ry v 3~cu l a r' bun d l e s wi t h t:,ar en ch yma (. u s _,und1 8 sheath -=:; . 
p. ch n l S n! 
c 1] SI z e r due- cd at s C'o n ri ary ve :i[l~: . 
He t e r or en ou s 0 hl oren c h ym a ; arm-]ik~ ~pl ]~ In me? ophylJ; l eng ~h of 
l o nge s t aXl ~ o f m_so p hyl] cel ls 0.0 Rl mm ; 
o _0 2 J In: ; 1 p -1 6 h t ') W i cl t h r <'I l i ,-, n f p ;::l i s q d.... ', ' . 1] s 2. f. 8 . 
D j!"-a Cltr j ca r i} la 
Epidermjs arid cutiC'le 
I. e Tl g t b CJ fad a )~ j ale 1-' i d (~ r m a ] C' e 1 ] s 0. 2 2 [; mIT!; W j d t h C! f ,H" a x j =, J 
epjderm :.:;} cells 0.0.56 mITI; ler lg th t o width rCi l j i_' (j f ad axi l:l1 
"'j:)jder-rr; ~t1 ('e}]s 404 8 ; len g th r, f aba :d al e p id e rm c, J celJs 0 .1 48 
m m; wid f , h 0 f a b a x j OJ 1 e r 1. oj F; r TIl a ] (' ~ lIs 0. 0 5 2 mIT!; 1~ n g t h t O W.l d l h 
ratio .-J a b xi s ] ep j d~ T' nla l ,p11s 2 .B4(;; d e pth e,f ad Ci x ' a J 
erirlpr~ ~ l cells 0. 0 5 6 mm; depth of abaxial e rid pr ma l cells 0. 0 54 
mIT!; ~tY'iate cut:icle s('ulpturjng; anticUnCl] \oJ I J ~ of abej)' jal 
eplrlermal cells und ul a ed. 
AmphistoJ'1'3+-iC'; sU f\ erf i c ial stomata; 1ene: t h of ad b x ial stomata 
o 050 mm; wid th of , a x ia l st o ma. 8 0.045 mm: le ,j~ th t o width 
ratj ,) of ad8:--: ial stomata 1.111; length of abaxial s o mata 0.052 
mm; wid tho f a b a x 1. 31 s 0 mat a (0 . 0 4 0 mIT' : 1en g .h tow i d t h r a t: i 0 0 f 
a b axial stc;ITist o. 1.::; . 
Va~Gu l a r b u n d es 

Primary va s c u lar bundle wit h pB ,ench ymatous bl nd ]~ sh~ ~ th; 2 

Eec on d a , y vascu l a r bundles with p a renc hymat ous bllndle sh ea ths ; 

tertiary vascular bundle:::: with parenchymatous bundle sheaths. 

PhotCJsynthetic tiSS :18 

Homogefl f.us chl o renchyma; rounded c ells in mes ul, hy] 1; length of 

10ngest axis of me s op hy)] cp]ls 0.05 5 mm. 

Erid r!H i s and cuticle 
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Length of adaxial ep i dermal cell s 0.1~? mm: wid t h of ad a xial 
e p ide r m 8 I c p I I s 0 . 0 80 mm; ) eng t h t ("] W j d t h rat j (, C' f 8 d a x :i CJ. ] 
epidermal cell s 2.4; length of abaxial epiderm a l cells 0.1S3 mm; 
width of ab a x ial epj dp rmhl ~ell ~ 0.05] mm ; 1 ~ n2 t h to w5dth r a ti o 
of abax ia l e pi erm :3 1 cells 3. 0; d e p t h of adaxial er'ideruta l c e lls 
0.102 mm; depth of abaxial epid e rm a l ce lls 0. 0 58 mm; p s ~ late 
c uticl e ; 
Stoma t a ) app a ratus 
Hypostom a 1 (,; sl ightly raised stc1lTJata; len gt h 0_ a la xia] st oma t a 
0 .068 mm; wid h of a bax ial st o maL a 0.053 mm; le ng th t o width 
rati o of ab a x ial stonJa ta ] .302 . 
Vas c u lar bun d les 
Primary vas c ular bundle wit h parenchymatGus b undle sheath; 4 
se c ondary v as ~ ular bundl e s with parenchyma t ou~ bundle 
she a t h s ( r r (I min e n t par e n c h YTn ZI t O ll ~~ lTJ i d rib and s '? ,., 0 n d ar y rib s; 1 8 
e rti a ry va scul ar b un l e ~ \.) ith p o.rlO-nchYJII3 ou s o lJ nd le sh e a ths . 
P h o t oc:.yrt that j I~ tissu e 
Ho mog e n ous c h l or enc hy ma ; less r ound~d ce l J s in ru~~0 phy J l; l eng t h 
of l ong e st axis of meso phyJI c el ls ~ 058 mm. 
E p j d e r nJ i c:- and ell l. i c- 1e 
L elg h of ada x i a l epj de rmal cell s 0. 2 5 mm ; wid t h o f adaxi al 
e ['i d erlTi a ] ce lI e.; 0. 09 mm; lengt h tJ) width r a l i o or a 3 x ial 
e p i d e r ma l c- ell :: 1. 14 7; I Eo' n g h 0 f a b 8. X i - 1 e \""' i d 0:: 1113 _ C to 1 h· 0 . 140 
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m m ; wid tho f a b a x j ale p j d e r TIl al e ell s 0. 0 R B m m; 1 eng t h t c, wid t. h 
co p idE' r m a] ce lls 0. 1 34m IT!; d e p tho f a l J a Y. i a le-, i de r m a lee] ] s 0. 06 ) 
mm; p a pillose cuticle s 0 u 1pturing . 
S to ma l 0 1 ap~ ' ar(l tus 
HY P (I S tom a tic; s 1 i g h t ) y r a i s f' rJ s t ('\ mat a ; 1 en g t h c! f a b a x i a 1 ~~ t (I m3. ~ C 
0.0 [36 mm; width of abaxi~l :..; tc1m&ta 0 0 86 mm; length t o wi dt h 
ra t io of abaxial sto ma ta 1 
V a~r:' uJ ar un dles 
rimary vascular b ndle wi th paren ~ hy ma t n us b un dJ e sh e a th ; 4 
s ec' ( n d a r y va s cu I arb u n d } e ::: ; 14 t e r t i a r y va s c' u 1. a l' bu n d ] e s . 
P h o t o ~ ynt h etic tissue 
He" e ." g e n 01.1::: c h lor en c h y m a ; w." 1 Ide v e ] 0 p e 3T r m c- e] ] sin 
mes o phylJ; leni:"t.h o f longe := t axis of me sCl phyll cp l~s 0.08 ."! mTI! ; 1 .1. 
t i e r of p8]is~ d p r~ )l s ; le n g t h ~ f palisade c eJl s 0. 0 96 mm; width 
o f p ali sad e c el l s 0.04 5 mIT! ; I e g th to widt h ratio of pa. lisarJe 
('fo Ils 2.17E:. 
Di s a pillansii 
Epide rm i s and c u i c l e 
L nth of ad 8 X i :3 1 e r:' ide r m 31 eel J s (21. ) 21mm; w j d _ h 0 f ad ax i 8 1 
ep id ermal cells 0.079 mm; length to wjdLh r a t j o o f adax ial 
ep id r ma l cell s ) .53 2; le ngth of ab axial ep id e rm a l cell s 0.J13 
mm ; wjd t h of a b axia l e p ider ma l (':8 Is 0.0 2.~, mm ; ] e r·lg t h t o width 
ra tio o f ab axial epidermal cel ls 4. 5 2 0 : depth o f d axial 
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epidprmal c ells mm 0 . 098; d ept h o f aba x ial ep j~e rm8] cells ~.050 
mm ; papil l S p cu tjcle sc ulpturi ng 
Sto!'!IClLa] af'P8.ratus 
Hy [ 'os tu!'!i 2ltic ; slightly r a i s e d stomata; Jen f h el f abaxial stoma a 
0.0~4 mm; width of aba xi a l L0 m~ t a ('). 0 5 1 mIT l ' J en e t h tow i d t. h 
r st io o f ab ~Y iRl st0m a t a ] .0 ~8 . 
Va scular bun d les 
P r i !li a r y v. S G U 1arbun d lew j t h p a r en c hy mR t . =-~ h tL d 1 Co-' =- h E- a t h; 2 
s P I' c;n da ry vas cu la r bundle s wit h p a renchym a ou s bunjle sh es th :=: ; 2 
t e r t i R r y va s (; U ] R r b Ll n d ] e =: W j t h pa r en c: h y ITl 8. l. u us b u n -II e s he a t h s . 
P hotos y thet i c tissu e 
He ter o g e n uu s chlore nchym a ; well devel o p ed arm C ~]}S In me s ophy ll ; 
len .~t h of I C1n g e s t axis of mec;; o p hy11 cells 0.0 73 mm ; 1 tier of 
pa lisade c el ls; length of [l2 lj sad e ce lls 00Sl 8 mIT,; width of 
a li sade c e lls 0.04 3 mm; le ng th t o wi d lh ra ti n 0 f p a lis ad e cel J s 
2.27 9 . 
_is3 fa sei at a 
E~ider m i s and cu ticle 
Length of adaxial epidermal C f' )]~: 0.J~! 7 Ifd!. ; wid th e,f a daxi ",1 
epi derm a l c ells 0 .07:3 mm ; I F..··ng Ll! to w i d t h ra ti ci Cof a d axial 
e l' ide r ITt a 1 c:. 11 s 2. 1 5 1; 1eng 1. h 0 f a b a >; j al e p ide r m Ct le e Jl s 0. 1 7? 
mm; wi d h ' I f ab a xial ep id er11l 3 J (, plJ s 0 . 07~; mm : J f' l!g t h t o wid~ h 
ra ti o [I f a b a x i al epjrler!Ti~-?l c PJls 2 . 29 2 ; df'pt h c·f fl o2lxi aJ 
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mm; striate (pRpi]]o sf' in parts) cutic] s (' U 1r t II r i n g ; s t r j 8 t. e 
C'uticlf' c,ver ant:i :' linaJ waJl;:: of a d jcH' p nt ep id f.:.-r ma l cell s (more 
pr o n o u ce..J ad axially); anticlinal walls clf 8 1 axj ~J} epidermal 
c el l s un dulated; aldie-lillo] Wedls of abco:jaJ t' I ,j de r lll rtJ cell s 
undulat ed . 
Stomatal apparatu~ 

Amphistomatic; superficjal stomata; l e !lgth of a a xial stomata 

0 .064 mnl ; wi dt h of ad a xi '3. J stomaV'! 0. 0 ."'17 mrn ; len g th to wid t. h 
r a 1 0 (, f ad a x ial stC.J JTI=:l te, 1.J2~i; len g th ('I' a b a x .:?t 1 st cl!n3ta 0 8 f. 
mIT!; wi d th o f a b a x i R 1 s t I] m&. t a 0. 0 ~I 8 IT! fi l ; J ~ i I E5 t h t (J w j d t h r a t. i c, c' f 
a b ax i a l s tomat a 1.1::: 8 . 
V8 SC' U1ar u n ,_. le .­
Prim a ry vascular b un e'lle with paren c hym a tc'us b u n dle sh e 8 th ; 4 
s8co nd a ry v a s c u lar bund1 e:: with paren chym~t ('lu s L' UI!dI e sh e~"- ths; 4 
t e r t j R r y v . i c' U 1a r h 111 cl e s wj t h par f' 11 (' hy IT! ? ( I ~~ r ,1.1 n 1 e ;:: he ':l t h s . 
Ph o t osy n t hEti c- tiS ~ JE 
He ter oge T! (.1 1S c ' Jlo r e c hy ma; IE' s S l' Oll d e d c ... ll s I n mesop hyll; 
1 e ng t. h ( 1 f 1 ,:) I J g ps t. a : i S 0 fIn e so p h y] 1 r; E ] 1 s \II. 0 4 (::! m m; 1 t. i e r c, f 
pa l j s a d e c f:' ]} s; 1 e [J et h C) f p (1 li s Oi deC' e J 1 s 0. 0 6 ':' !Tl nI ; wid t h c' f 
p ali sad e c e lls 0034 mm; length to wid th rat j ,, ; o f J;' s Jis a d e cells 
1.912. 
Di s a p a en s 
Ep i d e rmi s a ll I c u i c "" 
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Length of 8daxia l epjcler maJ cell s 0 . 134 lTIrt l, wi d th of a.cl ~xia] 
e p idE, r lTI a lee I ] s 0. 0 7 ~1 III ITI; len g t h tow j l h r 2 t .i (1 ( 1 f a d <:1x j (1 1 
erid_ rrnal cells 1.69 8 ; length of a. h a xia ] e~jd _rm 1 cp l l s 0.137 
mm ; wi d h of abaxial eri de rmal c e lls 0 . 041 rn m ; J en .t h to width 
rat:ic o f abaxj a l e p j d rm a l c e lls 3 34 1; ri [ ' loh uf a d xi alo 
e p 1 d e :r rna] eel] s 0. 0 ~ :3 TIl nI; d . p t ho f a I ! a x j ',,] E"T i d p r m ] C' Eo l Is 0. G''i S? 
rHm; p apj] (·' S f' cuti cl e s c u l~ tL ri ng. 
S t () ITi a t a ] eq.' p a :r a t. u s 
HYr ' (1st c1ma J.C ; 5] i gh ly sun ken st r ' ITJ8 ' a ; lE.· ngt. h '~'f 8b a x i a 
0 .040 mIT!; wid h of a Ja xis] st OfT la tCi 0. 0~ 4 Ri m; l ,::'!!g t t " width 
rat ic' of 0 ,ax ial st c1mat a J .] 7f. . 
Vas c ul ar bundles 

Prim a ry vascul ar bun d Jt- with b'aren c hymct ou ~ [ 'L1 n dl o:-- sh ea th; 4 

se '. o ! . a ry v 8 C" c ul ar bUfl .. l es with b'ar en chy ma. +. ou2 b undl F:' sh ea ·. l1s; 

t e r t i a r y va s "" U 1a r' b U l! d 1 ' :'; wit h P O-I r E"' c h y 11m tJ. ' 11 f.: b \.J d] e she' . h 0': _ 

h cd .Cl ..:; y nLh li e t i ss u 
Ho rn 0 g n. U _ (' h l or en c h YTn a; r (0 U n d t-- u (' e 1 Ie.:: H j IT I P S u ~, h y 1 1 ; 1 e [] g t h .J [ 
o ng e s t ax i ::: o f I e s. q;dl . 11 C . l s 121.04 J mm. 
Ep i de.m j s and cu ti c l e 
Leng th of a d axial ep id t--r a l c~ lls 0] 77 mm : wid t h of ad axiaJ 
e p ide r m '3 ] c e J J s :3. 4 7 1: ] F' n £ t h ' f :3 . X ) Ci ] p ~ j d to r j ale e } I s 121. 1 2 4 c I r 




ra tio f abaxial ep i dermal cells 3 . 179; dellh of adaxia l 
e p :i derma] c-p]]s 0 .0.5 mm; deptr , c,f Cit)('<xja] r:-!, jd e rn J ~l C F'>] l::~ 0.0~,~; 
rn m; p s J I B t p C IJ t i (' 1 e; ~~ Lri a e c L1 tic 1 e 0 v eran t i r.· J in " J wCI ] 1::: CI f 
ad jac'e n t epiderma] cells. 
S t UlTia ta] ap p a ratus 
Hy p (1 S tom 3 ti c: s up f' r f j c ia 1 s t 0 IT! 2. t a ; ] e fJ g tho f a b H Y.. :i a] s _ c'nJ a t ~'3 
0 .049 rHlTJ: widLh o f abaxial stumala 0041 mrr:; J"? n g Lh I.u width 
r a ] ( I 0f a baxi al st clmata 1 . 1 9.r , . 
Vasc lJ a 1' bu nd l e s 
Prim ary V8~ (, U a1' bu ndJe wilh p n r :- n c· hYl!J a t.c.'us bu n dlp she:at h; 4 
s -co n do ry vascular bundles with parenchymalou :; bun d le s hea ths; 2 
te rti ar y va s cu lar bundl es with t"ar e n chymatous un d.1 e sheaths . 
Lea f arLic i.11atior: mechani.sm 
Epandi on c el ls present at midrib. 
P o tosynt ~ t i c t j ~ sue 
Heler c,gen cl u s c h l o renchyma: r o UT d8d cells in mc. : ·opll y ] 1; l e n gt h 1:1. 
10 g e st a X IS o f m e ~ G phyll cel ] ~ 0 04 4 mm; 1 t i QL o f p a li sad e 
cel]s; 1 ." 'h o f pal isade c:plh- 00 E", l mm; wid l:. h o f ['ali s a de c e l ls 
0 . 02 7 mnl; lengt.h to wiJ t.h r t ' c, 0f pC'l i.-·ad e cells 1.888 
'p i ermis an d ~u ticle 
L e ' E _h o f a da xi al epj --lerm o l c eJI :=' 0 . 164 m ; wj·:it h ( I f a d ax j 'l 
e pide . ffi a l c e ll s 0 . 0 70 mm; le ng t h t o width ra io ~ f a J t xia l 
e p :i ( r=- 'ITI nI l p Is 2. 34 :3; 1 f ' I Jg t h c' f a L, ci Y. j ;;; 1 Rl-' i :l _. r ni Ci ] ,_: : I s (0. J f; (1 
r ; Wi ,j l. li (,f 8t' 8X i:;] q'ir.i(' llTlcd l:C'lls 0. 0~";;j mIT;: Jength lcl wjcJtll 
n'! j ., o f ah i1 x l r-d ericierm a l cells 3 . 6; d p th rA rJd '-l Xjrj) e[)icifCrr. ,:d 
," e 1 ] s Q'I . 0 8? IT! m; de F t h CI f ab axi a] e p i d (;> r ITI a le e ] ]~: 0. 0.5 7 !Tl m; 
ps i 1ate c u t :i ~ Ie; 8 n tic lj n 8 1 w8 ] 1 s (; f " t ,(] x i a} P. p i d p r mal c':' J 1 ,­
s ljgh tJy !l lc1 llated. 
St o ma t a ] a~ p a r a tus 
Hy p (,s tom ati C' ; slightly raised stoffi c, ta; length elf alJaxjaJ stc)ma ·j- a 
0.0 66 mm; width of abaxial st0m a ta 0059 rum; length to w i~ th 
rat i o o f ab ax jal stc' mSl ta 1.118 
Va s cul a r bu ndl e s 
Prim a ry va scular bundle with par e nchym a t ou s bu ndle sheath: 2 
s - rQ l1d a ry v as cu l ::J.r bundle s wilh pa re nchyma l JlJS b und l e sh E:::J ths ; 6 
te r tiary v as cular bundle s with parenchymat ou s bundle sheaths . 
P hotosynth e ti c tissue 
Het. rop-e n otls ch l o '"f LchYIT!"'l: a rm-li Ke celJs jn mJ?s clp hy ll: len g th o f 
10 n g e c::- t cL : i s (; f me s :' p h y I lee 11 s 0. 0~· 6 mm; 1 t i e r () f pal i s a d ~ 
cel1s ; len ~ th o f ralisade cells 0.071 ITlfL: w:idth r,f r:disad e c ~ ll!O 
0. 04 2 mm; le ng h to wid th raho of p3Ii?~r1 '" ,; ells 1.68 . 
~ m"' ('u l .~ t~ 
Epi ~rml S and 8U j c l _ 
Le ngt of ad a x ial e p idermal c ~lls 0 .16S mm ; widt h o f adaxjal 
e ride rn Hl cp l ]~ 0 . 1 ~0 mm ; len g t h to wid th r ati o o f ad a x ia l 
p e r 13] c el l s 1.2 8 : IE:'ngth of a b ax j a l f:'pid er m=rl c ells 0 .1 5 0 
mm; w i rl th of ab a x ial epidermal c el ls 0063 mm; l eng th tn width 
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ra tjn of ab Rx ia l epid H' mCll CE'· JIs 7..381; deplh o f adaxial 
p p i ri e r m a ] eel 1 s 0. 1;:18 m m; d e p t h c' f a bay. i a ] e [:' j d f.:" r ITI 0 ] l . t' 1 ] s 0. 0 8 e; 
In IT. ; ~ t. r i L-'t. tEl" IJ l i C' 1e ~ (., U 1 p tt 1rill g; s t rj ate C' 11 i c 1 e 0 v eran tic 1 i r J3 ] 
w ~-j s elf a d j1'i"ent e~,jdprmal c~> ll~~ 
HYf-' (l S t 0 TIl a ti c ; r- a i s (:' d t-~ t (l mat a; 1en i,;': l h 0 f a bay. i a 1 ~. t (i mat a 0. 07') m m ; 

wid th of a b a xia l stomata 0.065 mm; lengt h to wiri t h ratio of 

aba.>; ia J s t o mat 3 ] .154. 

v · ;~c-u 1 8 r UL n o } e ::; 

P r i IT! '::i r y v as C Ll 1ar b un d Jew i t h par en c h y TIl a L c·u::. t · u n d 1 e !::; h eat h; 2 

seco n d a ry vascular bundlR~ with parenchym a t o us b u nd le sheaths; 4 

tertiary v a ~:ular bundles with p a r enc hym ato us bundle sheaths. 

P h (1 I. 0 y n t he L ic tissue 

H I erc' E::erl¢'LlS ch J or en chyma; well d,-ve loped arm eeJ 1s in mesophyll; 

1 r l g t h o f lo n f! s t 8 }: :i s 0 f mt:-; s,-, ph y 1] cell s 0. 08 _, m m; 1 tie r 0 f 

paJ:i::.a cl e cells ; leng th of pali s a de c el1 s 0 . 1J0 mm; width c,f 

palis a d e cel l s 0 . 028 mm; length to width ratio of p a lisad e cells 

3. 9')9 . 
Di s a ma c ulata 
Epidermis and c ut icle 
Lengt h of ad a xial epi d ermal ce]ls 0 165 mm; width of ada~ial 
cp >::lF"rm a l ce l l:::- 0.1 ~0 mm; len g r. h _ width r8t-i.(. of adax~:,l 
rid . r mal cells 1. 288 ; length of abazial e pidernj81 cells mm 
0. 150; wi d th o f a ba xial epidermal ce lls 0.06? mm; length to width 
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r a tio of a b a x ' al epidermal cells 2.381; depth of adaxi a l 
e p id e rm a l cells 0.158 mm; depth of abaxial e pi der ma l c~lls 0 . 080 
m m; s t ria te e U t :i c 1es c u 1p t l1 r in .r'; s t r i 3 t e c u t. i C' 1 r:: ;'_;veran tic lin a I 
walls of R rlj a c~ nt epid~rmal ~ells. 
S n rTIa a 1 app a r a. flls 
Hy po stomati c ; raj2 ~ d stomata; J ~ ngth of a b axial st om 8 tA 0 . 075 mm; 
wi d th of a .a. '181 s t o ma ta 0.0R 5 mm ; l en gth to width ratio of 
a axial st o mata 1 . 154 
v so l ar b u n d les 
Pr im a ry vascu l a r b un d le with p -rp n ~ hymat. ous bundl~ s he ath; 2 
s 8c-on d a r y vas c u lar b UI d l e 3 with pClrenchYIlI:i t ou s l1 11dle ::o:h e a t hs; 4 
t e rtiary va s c ul a r bundle:.~ wjttJ par e fi c hym a t cllJs bundle s h e aths. 
P h oto s ynl heti ~ ti5 s ue 
H et er ~. g e Il40 1 s c hl c, r en c·hyma; wel l developed arm c ells ][1 mes("1phyll 
I e gt h of lo . g ~s aY-i.s of lTie ::;()i~' hy ll cells 0.0 B8 mm : 1 ti e r of 
3 1 j ~a e ; l en g t h of palisade cells 0.110 mm; width o f palisade 
c-e l1 s 0 .0 28 mil' : l pngt h tu wi ri th r Gt i o o f pali . ,Rd e c e lls :1.828 
1 :: 3_ C" r a s ~ :i co r r; i 2" 
Er i de- mis and cu i c l e 
L e ngth of ad a x i3l e p idermal c ~ l l s 0.1 8 4 mm ; wjdth of adaxial 
ep i ' _ r ma eel s 0. 0 8 13 mm ; le n g t h to wid t h rati r) of a da xia l 
e · id.:: r mE! ] c :I I :=:- 1. 70 8; len g th o f a b a 'ial e l- jderm a ] cel]s 0.1 98 
mm; wid th n f a a X 1 31 ep iderm a l c JIs 0 . 060 rnm; l e ng t. h t " width 
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r e l J s 0, . 0 9 8 mm; depth of abax j 8. J E> ~ ' id ermal cell s 0 . 0GtJ mlTJ; 
wa lls o f adj a~ent epidermal ce lls 
. t. rn 3 t. ,, } a I' 1' 3 r 8 t II .. : 

Hy j:. ' ( ' S c' lTJ 8iic ; slightly raj C:; fc' d StO nJ Cit3 ; l eng t h of abaxial stolTJat a 

o .0 8:3 mm ; width of a I ,a x i a 1 s ~ : , mal a 0 . 065 m01 ; length t (\ W j d t h 
ra t i o o f abaxial sU,mRia 1. 2 77. 
Vas::'u I a r bu n d le s 
Pr i lTla r y v a s c.: ular bu n dl e wi .jl lo o r E-r! ,. ·h y nl 3t (ll1~: bU ll ~' slIea t l ; 8 
sE>c 0 lld a ry v B.C' lllar bu nd les with p r .:: n c hymato u ;:· bu rld le sheaths ; 3 6 
tertiary vascu la r bundles with p a r ~nc hynlaL o us h u ndle sheaths . 
ea f arli cu lat i on mechanism 
A axial epidermal c ell size reduce d at midrib; adaxial epiderm a J 
c e ll si ze reduced at se c ondary vein s . 
· hc,to s ynth e 1(' ti ss u e 
HE-' t e r o g eoou s chlorenc hy ma ; arm-like ce l l e:; H J m esQ ~) hy lJ ; length "", f 
1 'of mesophyll c eJ. 1S 0 . 07 4 mm ; 2 tj e r u f a 1 isad e 
c e ] L: ; 1en t ho f p 8 1 j ~: ad e (' e 11 s 0 . 0 7 2 mm ; W j d tIl 0 f p a J j s a d e eel ] ~ 
0 01 3 mm; len g h Lo wid t h ratio o f p a l i~ a rl ~ cP 11s 2182 . 
r' j de r nj j s an r· U t j c] e 
L~ ll /:: h o f adaxja e~ ) j de rm a 1 cell ::- 0 . mIT) ; WI t h of ad a x i 81 
€:,pjde r mal ce ll s 0. 0, 8 7 mm; len g t h t ('l wici'h r 8 t i o o f e axi e] 
e ·j d f- ma J C' p l ls 1.4 63 ; lp n g th of ~ ha yia] er,j ri e:- rm a l cells 0.086 
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mIT!; w "i:1t h 0 f a b a x i a 1 e~) ide r m8 1 c e 11 s 0. 08 \7} IT! IT!; 1 e fI g t h to width 
l'Hti.c' (~ Jf a t' a x ia l _p idermal ceJ l s 1.2; de r- th o f a d rxl i'l ] eridermal 
(e]]s 010:=:' mm; depth of 8l,axial er, jde r mal ceJ l~ 0. 0~ 7 ITlITl; 
reticl , ~3te cu t j(,] F sC' u l pturin r, . 
S tomatal ap~ a ra lu ~ 

Arn f' hi :..:; t (\ mat i c; ::; J j g h t 1 y r a i sed s t (' mat a; len g h ( 1 fa ' a x i a I s tom a t a 

0.07 mm; width of a ~ xial stom~ta 006 mm; length to width ratio 
of ab a xia l stoma t a] .187. 
Vasc u la r bU Il,l s 

P j ma r y vas C L1 1arb U 1d J ew i t h p c. T e r~ r: h r IT, 2 len) s bun dIe =' heat h; 6 

seconda ry v a s c ul a r b undle s with p ar e nchym a to u =, un d le s h e a hs; 

te r t i Rry v a cU] a!' hund les with pf're n ,· ' hymatcl us bundJe sheaths. 

Leaf a r t i cu lati nn me c hanism 

Ex a nsjon ce l ls present at midrib; adaxial epidermaJ cell SJZP 

r e d uce' at mi drib; 8 a xia l epiderm a l ce ll Si 2' r d iJCed at 

se conda r y vei ns . 

Ph o o s yn he ie ti s s u e 

He t e r r:, g 7' ~US C"h ]. r e rl chyma; less ro unrled celJs in mesor hyll; 

leng th o f l ong -·s t ax is of mesophyl l (·e l ls 0 . 048 mer: ; :2 ti er s o f 

a ] i ~a e ce lls; lengt.h of pa li sa p c pll s 0 .05 8 mm ; width of 
·a lisad CP11s 0 .0 30 mm; length t ~ wi dt h ratio o f pal isade cells 
1. 833. 
1"' 3 ~ dtjco18 
Fp i de l' mis a nd c utic l e 
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Length of ad ;:lxia l epidermal cell~~ 0.217 mm; I-Jidt h of ada xial 
epl rID a ] C"~l Js 00~,S mm: l e rlg t h t el width redic! of a d a xial 
epidermal ce lls 3.741; length o f abaxial epiJ s rmal cells 0118 
rnlTJ ; width of a baxi al er'idermal cells 0 . 0 2 r, mm; leng t.h t '.1 wi d th 
rati o of ab ax' a l epid eLm a] ceJls 4 . 72; depth o f adaxia l epid e rmal 
cells 0.057 mm; depth c,r abaxial e p idermal c~lls 0. 04 :5 llIlf1; 
striate cuticle ~ ~ul~tu rin g. 
St. -mata l arp ar atu s 
Hy p c' s tom a t j C' ; sup e r fi e i a J s t [I ma t a ; len g tho f a to a x i a ] s t l a La 
0. (152 mm; \-71 1 h of Rh a x j st.omdLc 00 38 mm; I e .g Lh to wi dth 
ratio of a a xia l st o mata .368. 
Vasc ular bund l s 
Primary vascular bum If with paren c hymatou s bU ll_ It- sh a th; 4 
s e .-: ("1 fj d a r y \' 3 S cu I ar b 1 r; rj S "./ i t h par e n c h y !l! 2 t 0 I I s h II 11 d I e site 0 t h::::; 10P 
tert. i aT Y va s c u l ar bund ] _ ~ with parenchymalcu s bund Je s t e at hs . 
L sf a rt i culation mp c lv3.fll...., ffi 

E X _8 ~j c'n c'elJ s pres C:'I Jl at mid rit. . 

Hom ogerl«JUS chJe,renchy 3 ; r ou nd ed cells lrJ mes o phyll; length of 
long es t axis of mesop h y ll c ells 0.028 mm . 
L - n g .h CJ fad a ): j ale~' i d f- r m 8. I (. e ] I s 0. 1 24mm; '.I i d t h (> fad a x j a 1 
eri d erm a 
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epid rmal c ells 2.138; length o f a buxia J ep iderm a l ells 0.069 
mm; wj d t h of a ~ axj a l er j dermB] c el ls 0 038 mm; length to width 
rati o o f a - a xisl p ·d er mal ce lls 1.816; d e pth of adaxial 
e p i dermal ce]ls 0.0B~ mm; d e rth o f ab ax i a l e p id~rmaJ cells 0 . 034 
ITI; [, s j l e cu tjele. 
Stuma i al appara t u s 
Hypo s umatic-; supprf.i(,jal stomatc!; len[th of abaxial s tomata 
0 . 042 mm; wi d t h of abaxial st o m:Jt 3 0 . 047 mm; If? n gt h to wi d th 
ra t io o f aL xi al st o mata 0. 8 84 . 
Va s u lar bun d les 
Primary vas c ular 'u ndle with rare n C' hymatous bundle shea t h; 
adax i a l a nd abax ial schl e r~ nc hyma cap s pr e se nt at po J es of 
prlm 3 ry va scular bundle; 2 se co ndary vascular bundles with 
pa r e c hym a ous bun d le she a hs; adaxial an d a b a x ial s c hlerenchYlli a 
caF's pre sent at poles I::<f sec0flCiary v C! ? (:· 1l 1ar buncl'?s; 12 tertiary 
vas c u 1 a rb Ij n d Ie s wit h p ;:t !' en c h y rn 8 t c, Ll S b in; d L s h e a t h s ,; s ct, 1 e r ,., 1 ,] a 1 
lea rn a fjn ~ p re s en t. 
Adaxi a l el , j d erm a J c . 11 sizE:-' r c·duced a 1. mi drib ; 8. ,j a x ial peidermal 
ce ll s i z 
P ho t o ,-y, iC' t i = l e 
H O ITJ ("l ge~ll~ chl o renC'hyma ; l" OUf ld ed cel ls Jfj . e~- c ' phyJJ; length c,f 
I o n E:::- t a x i s of me c:-o phy ll C' ·:. l ls 0 . 011·Q mIT!. 
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Epider mis and cuti c le 
n ;;. t h e,f adaxial er iderlTJa] Cf:'lJs 0.2J.'" n1l1 i ; wid h e,f - dRx iaJ 
[J i e r m a I '.' e ll s 0 \21 R~, mm; 11::' r J E~ L h tow .i d t. h r a j} (I I f tJ d fI X i cd 
e): i rJ _ r m 0. 1 C' 11 s 3 .3 0 8; 1 eng tho f a b :-:t Y. i 3 J E:' l ' id e r mal C" e ll ~' 0. 2 0 0 
mm; width o f a b a xi3 1 - ".. iderm a l cel ~ 2; 00, '') mm; ] e , ~: II t o width 
r a t. i o of a b a :-:ia J '?pid e rfTlaJ c e ] l ~: 4. 76 2; rJ .,'> p h of adaxial 
epi,..J e rma 1 cells 0 .0 6 '] llIm; d e r,t o f a 3 x i ~ 1 e [ . i d e r Ir ' 1 C" ell s 0. (2) 40 
a dja r e l t ppiri erm s l r e lls. 
~ L0m at 3 l a ~ p a ra t us 
Hy p ( I C' '- t m G ' J C"; ~: 1 i g h t 1y r 0 i _ e'" s to IT! 2; a ; J ~ 11 g t h c· f C:I a )', :i a 1 s t-.0 1lI 2f t a 
0 . 05~, mm; widt h elf abaxi a l stom a l~ 0. 0 ;';'/ mm; le ngt h t ,:, wi d Lh 
ratio of a a xial st o mat a 1.0 S8. 
Va sciJ l a r' h undles 
Pr·i rnary va s c ula r bundle with s c hIer- o ti c b u n Ie s he a ' h; abaxiaJ 
an d ad ~>, i ' 1 sc hler e n c hyma car's rr es e rl t a t. p o l f' o f l> r i llia ry 
v a s c uJ a r b u ndl e; s e c o ndary v .:::cuJar t tl ::-I les wjth paren c hymatous 
c a p s at [_,r. 1e =-: (I f s e ( . r, n d ~ )- Y V Cl :- '.' 1a r ~." , ~ d } e "" ; 1 f3 t e r t ja r y va s c u ] a r 

b u nd]~~ wit h p a re c hy mrt o u5 b und lp 5 h s th s ; ~ b ~Yi al 3ch er enc hyma 

c a i' s pre s: e n l ] I G' (I f t h '? 1 S t e r t . i i'J r Y J a 5 .~ . 1ar b lJ n d I e s ; 

sch l e r~lda l l e a f margi ns prp s ent . 

Leaf q r t ' c'u l a t iofl ITJf- C h8ni~::; r!l 
EX[.allsi o ll c e ] ] 5 p _ 5" pn t at rrn ri L' ; a dR Y. ::' 2 1 er jd e r ma l [' 13 1 ) si e 
m' rlrib ; a d a xi R I .pid e ma l C ~ 1 ~ j7 e r e d ucE d at 
s e C' Ct n r:I 8. Y vel n s . 
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P h o t (\ S Ynth e t. i ,-. li s s ue 
HO lTl oge TlOus chl c' renr:'hyma; r o unded ('e ll!::: In nI PC::'_'f.",hy ll; l eng t h c,f 
l Cll g s t aX 1S o f me s L[,hyll c Jls 0 .043 mm 
Dj~, a ni v e a 
Ep i 'h:, r fil i sand c u tj (' 1e 
Le n g th of adaxial epidprmal cel l s 0.1 30 mm; width o f adaxi al 
pici - ' ITl ::t l c"' lJ 0.043 mm; l erlr + t n width Tat io of a da x ia l 
epid e rmal r- ~l]~ :-, 171; le ng th of a bax i:" l e~ ' i de rlTl", J c: ~l] ,,". 0.112 
rn Ill ; wid t h c' f a b '" y. i ale r' i d '? r m" 1 cell =, 0. (.1\ 3 =, mIT! I pn g Lh to widt h 
r 8tio 0 f a b ~ xi 3l ep id erm 1 cpll~ 3.2; depth of a a x ial epidermal 
c e l ls 0 .0 30 mm; d e pt h (o f 8 bClY..i a l p icle r m3 l co.- ] 5 0,028 mm; 
s t r iaU.> cur.- Ie s cu lpt ur i ng. 
Stoma La l ap _ara us 
AIfl r h j f:-'. t-'."lIll a t i .:;; S 11 p e r fie i 2 ] s t ,_, !ll a t a ; 1e rl g t h (1 f a oj ;3 x i a 1 s - (". ma t a 
0 . 0 44 nlm; wi h o f 3d a xL Eil s c mata 0 , 0 8 mm ; 1 ng th t o widt h 
ra tio of a d ax :ia :;:t orrata 0 8 7 ]erlg th o f at' a xia) s rn a 8 10.04 5 
!lim; widt h o f aha;d3. :::-t c, ma a 0 04:::: mm; Je Tl g t h L eo wi t t il r ati .) o f 
b ba xi al s tnm a ta 1,071. 
Va~c l ar bun d l _~ 
, rimar y v o.:..:c uJ a r ~Ll ndle I-Jith ""C l er<.., tic b!l n c-I le she a th ; ad a xj al 
('I n c! a bax:al fibre r::ap ~ p r es en r a ' po l e s c,r prim a r y bun d le; 2 
:=:: E' ( ' C'l1da TY v s (": aT bundlp:=; wi th p a r ::- c"h yma t r >l..ls ana 2 c le ro tje 
undL s hea hs ; a d a xi a an d al-L x i a 1 fi b re C'Cl~ IS r' r s p n t at p ( . l,- ::o 
(' f se c: 0 fJ d 8 r y v C; ..>_"\J a r b u n d 1 e -: 10 t e r t i 3 r y v R S c u I a b 11 n d ] e _ wit h 
par e nc hym a t o us b undl~ sheat hs; a b ax i al fibre cars ~r e se n a t 
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[J u les of teriary vascular bundles; Schler _ida l l E' 3f ma.r g ins 
prps en l . 
Le a far t j c uI a. t jon me C' h 8 n is III 

Ex a nsl un ~ ells pr.::oenL at mid rib . 

Photoc:: y nth e tic tjs S L1 e 

Ho mo gerwr,us chJo r enchyma; rOllnd e.J C-~~~S Jf) ml?s C""' r-hyll; Jength of 

In n g e .: axis n f nlE'S Olc,hylJ cells 0 .028 mm. 

E r i d e I' III i s '3. 1I d c ut i c 1 e 

J,c' ng th o f adaxial f' 1- i dpr1lJ81 cells 0 J"J::; mlf! ; ..d ( th of adazi;:d 

e p idermal cel] s 0 .09 1 mn:; length t n widLh ra ti o o f a r:laxial 

mnl ; WJ ll , ,.rf ::tb a xial ep id p-r mCll c _lls 0.0.54 mm; 1"fILth to Hiolh 
rat j 0 C1 f at,0. X ~ Cl 1 e [:' ide r m 8 1 c e J ] s 1. '7 .58; d e p t h (I r r.l d ' .i a 1 
I; i d p r h 1 c ells 0 . 05 6 m m: d e r t h Co f a b r~ x .i : 1 e j;.. • r1>:' ." l!; ",> ] 12 e l l s 0 . (3 .5 ] 
mITI ; str j · t ('uti _·le s cul pi urin g , stric-Jt. ~ l ' ut j cJ e c,ver 3ntj ,~1:ina } 
wa ll:::: c, f ad j a c n e 1=' i d 0:' r m.::J 1 c e ] ] s . 
: , " me: 11 J ap"ba r a ll S 
mp hi s 0 mat ic; s ur erfic ja] stom a t ~ ; J png th Gf adA xi a l ~tomat a 
o . 0 54 III m; wid t h CI f a rl E X i a ] s L CIf[J a 8 0 . 0 .5 6 mIT!; 1 n g t. 1-1 t o wi d t h 
r- ] 0 of arlaxjal s t O:ITr;Bt8 0.8134: le n!-~t h of abaxj a l stomata 0. 05 3 
mnl ; \..,1 l h of a bs .· 1 a] st n mCii' o 0.0 .c,3 n IT'; len g . te' \J jd 1 l! r a tio of 
a t.. a ,: . cd _. [ I m2. ta l . 
V a.~. , 'u 1 a r bund 1 s 
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Prj m ;-I r y va s (..' u 1 8 r bun dIe 'W i t h s I j g h t I y s C: hl p r i f i -d bun d ] e s h '<3 t h , 
ada x ial an rl ah: lx ia J s ; ]j lE ren e- hyrn a car-'s prE--:.:;p nt a i f,(,l ~; elf 

p r im a r y v a :-' ,_; I , 1: , r b u rJ d 1 ,; 4 se c 0 n dar y va s (' u 18 r UU [ I r] 1e ::5 w i I h 

sli eh tly s , hlerifjed bund : e sheath s ; adax j ,;] =- C' h lE- ren '~ hynIZJ car':' 

p rese rl t I n 2 o f 4 s e c('1 l1da ry v8 ~' c u l a r bu n d l ps ; a Rx jl'1. l fibre ca s 

pr esen t In s eco Ti da ry v3 s,:ular l:l1.Jnd l e_' ; 8 t. er J Hry va sc u la r 

bundle s; ab a xial f ir-,re c ap s Frp ~' f' rd a t 4 (If 8 E- r ~ ~ ja r y va s cu I a r 

b undles . 

L a f a rti eu l 3.ti o n mec holi j sll! 

EXprH l s i o n e ll s [, es e n t a t mi i r ib . 

Ph o t o syntheti c tis su 
H0 Tn (I g e reD 11 S c h ] (l r E:' n c h y In' . ; J e s s r 0 \1 n cJ e rl to e I ] S In m'":' =- n ,h y I 1 ; ] e T! g t h 
o f ] o rees t axis of me sophy ll cells 0 . 040 mm . 
Di 5a cep ha lot. e s 
Ep :id e ":' !flis Cln d c u tj c le 
LE"n €" i h '::I f adax ia l e~ l jde Y lfl a l t:' elh::. 0 . 1 1 ~\ lTJ IT! ; wj ri h [I:' ad 3xiaJ 
e p jd E:rnl~~ l c ell s 0.04~, rom; len g th to wl d l h r a t i r., o f ad3y i : lJ 
mm ; wi d th o f a b axial F i' e r IT! 8 1 c e J 1s 0. 0 ,C", ? mIn ; } e n g r h tr) wid t h 
ratiD o f ab Ci xial ep i der mal C' E- lls 2., 7 4; d eF t I o f adR xia l 
ep i d er ma l c ells 0 . 042 mm; depth o f a b ~xia l ep i dp r m~ ] ce lls 0 04~ 
S t 1m3 a J ap F 3. r a \:5' 
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Am r hist.o ma tic;slightJy 10< i sed stomRt. Ci ; length of a d ."l x:ial stomata 
0 . 0 4 0 mm; width of ada xial sl o mcd o 0 . 0 .. 7 ITIIT!; l en . th t :'l wi d th 
r a Li n Clf adaxi a l s to . 1 1 . 08 1; 1 eng tho f ab o x i a 1 si c, III 21t. a 0. 0 ~, 0 
mm; wi rt h of abaxiaJ stc'IT!Rta 0.0~~1 mm; leneth to w ~ rlth ratici of 
abaxja) stom ati: 1.282 
Vasclj }ar bundle::: 

P r i mRr y vascular bundl~ with parenchyma tou s bundl~ s .e8 th; 

arl:1 .i81 and a ba xial s c hler er. chyma c aps present. at [, (',l es of 

P JOl l:i ry vascular und Je; 2 se cufJd a ry va s ~.u Jar bun dJ p. :=,· t-ljth 

~:I.r e I Jr': h y ma t 0 U s h u n d 1P spa Lh s ; a d H xi. a 1 3 d ~ r 8 x i f:l. ) s ._. 1e Y' i:: ' n c h y tn8 
C' H ~ ~. != r p S EO' n tat th e p (, 1 f:' 0.; 0 f ~; E' C' 0 rJ dar y v a s-' II 1"r b U lJ r 1 e s ; 20 
. 021' i ar y vascular b und les with E)(3 renrhy ms tous bundle she ;:d hs; 
8 b ~:z j 8 J s c h I e Y' e n ,_.h y mac a p s p r 8 ::: e n tin 8 u f 2 I) t e r t :i a r y vas C' ll1 a r 
b u rdJ . s' ; sc llereidal l ea f margins pr _s nt . 
Le~f cL 1 icuJati c' fi me c ha ,11 S!T! 
E ~Rn - i0 n c ells p r e~ er ~ t midrib 
Ph 0 t Gs ynt e i~ ti s s u e 

Ho mLI ~ P f"Uu s c hI 0 r e n c· lJ y III Cl ; r 1:-> U J rl e cl c p 1 ] ~. 

10 ~E S ax is of m~~ o p hyll cells 0. 037 rum. 

ss 
EJ., i dF ' r nJis a n d ('u tic )r­
1 ~ n g t h ':' . 8 d a :-: i a I e \=' i d r mfl J c- p lIs 0. 140, IT! .I ; wit rj ( f . d 8 X i a J 
er,ir.l""' rrrt 8. 1 cell~ 0 .(118 8 mill ; J e ngt I t. n wi , th Y' c. t io o f 3 ci a}:i a l 
e-~, jderriln l ~ el Js 7 ..r18 : l e n g th e,f a baziR J er i rL rm"<l C~ }]~ · 00 (~':, 
] R ? ­
r (1 t ; , . n f ,~ b ~; x j )'l J 
epj d- rm' } C'e)]~ 0.070 mm; depth of "haxjed PI,jderm ,'f1 C' ll s 0 . 0~3 
mm ; sl r jqie cut i c] p s c ulpturing 
Aml' h: s onJa t ic; sli ght ly rais pd st'=,m ~L 8; l e n gth of 3 d~J.):i8 1 SL0ITJata 
0. 0:00 mIll ; wi d j· h of ad ax ial stt ,mata 0 0~, 4 mm; length to width 
r a • i 0 ':"' f ad 3 X i ft 1 ". t CiflJ a 1 8 (I). 9 2 6; 1 en g t h o f a h a x i 0 1 ",: tr. , n a L a {3 _0 :0. 4 J
m! : wirt h (If al·,("o: i:;d s t r:'m a t.~-l 0 . 0 4~? mm; l ' r:e: t h to widlh I" c,Lj c> of 
a Co :3 X i ,'I 1 S t L' IT I a t a l. 10? . 
Va ~ ("" 11 1 ~-l r h Ll n oj 1e ::.' 
Pr ima ry v 3s C' Llla r t, nd le with p c ren c hY lT! o t (l Ll ~~ b u : !d ] ~ ::,:heat.h ; 
a d a>;i;:: } a nd ~h (l x ia l schl erenc:hyma ~aps at pc· 1 ~ s o f p rimary 
v ~ S .:, u 1 a rb L1 r ! d ] e; 4 s t> c·0 n dar y vas c u 1 a. r b L1 n c! J E ~ w:i t h ~' are n c: h Y IT! a t . 0 11 S 
bun d _ e '~ h"? a ths; a a xi A J and a b a x 1 ~.l sC'hler e nc . ly m'3 CHPS a t p n ]ps 
o f 2 i? L" . \ n a r y v as (' u 1 s r bu n d 1 e ~ ; 1 4 t f:-' r ti a T" y v i:l S ( l ' Ja r b un d 1 e s wit. h 
pare IC. Yrti~, ou :: ·und le sheaths: -"e ll er e i rla l ] a f In ::trgi IS present . 
Le~ f H! i ~u Jat ion mec hs ni sm 

Ex ·(l. , ==ion r; ·1 1s v r e:=:; e nt at mi drib. 

P hot o "' y . t. het i·,:: t i s su e 
H o ['] (" ,g ~' nQjl. ~: c- h ]c r r en c tiYl!1c;; r ounded ("e l l:=:; in n , p~ 0 p hy] 1; Jength of 
lo n ~est By i s nf. psnr hyll ~ el]s 0. 038 mm . 
lj!-'-"Ci ~]a: dulos r-:l 
Ep i d er mis an d cuti c le 
E[· j dp r rni s Hjth mu l t j r p]1u l 8r hair s and stRlkecl glflnd:::::; Jength of 
, I ) ; i 0 1 e p j d e r m C1 1 C' E.> 1 1!" (I). 11 7 ITl TTl; w j d t h C) f ;1d a)( 1 ;"1 1 f.~ rid .• ~ r mCl 1 
c p ] ls 0 . 0.=.·4 mm; 1,"' ng t.h ,~, wi.dth r a tio uf anaxi aJ eri d rmCll ce ll s 
2 ] f. 7 ; 1 _ T I b j h 0 f a b a x :i ,:31 e p :i d e r m 0 J c eIl s 0 . 1 2 f; IT! In; wid tho f 
aba>-: .i.a epid er nal ~ e ]] s 0.043 mm ; l ength 0 wi dth ratio o f 
a a x i a l e~ id ~rITlA] ce l ls 2.930; dept.h of ad a xja l epi de rm . c p] 1 s 
o . 0 6 IT! IT!; d e t. h 0 f a b n x i alep j d e r rn ale I? : 1 s 0. (04 1 mm; [. s .i. ] 11 t e 
cu tj c J e; an he l i n C'l J Wa lls of adaxial I?I,iderma ] cens un duJated ; 
an l i c li , .a l wa lL: uf abn xi.al e i der mi s u nr1 u l l ed . 
S j nm~ta l Rr ~ H r at u _ 
A l!-ll 1 ~ 0 I 3. t j C' ; r Cl j sed s t (', nI a t a; 1en g i h I;:> f c d:a x i C! 1 s t. 0 ma t. a (21. 0,:-, 1 
m l' ti n f a d axirl1 st n ncci .. 2 0. 0 4 8 mn:; l e n,§f 1 h te· widt.h ratio '..I f 
ad 0 :'-: :i a) s t ( I ma t a 1 . 0 63; ] e T! g t h (I f a b a :d a] s t 0 rrl a t. a 0. (71.5 ? IT1 TTl; w j d t. h 
o f abaxia 1 s t o ala 0. 04 8 mIT! ; length t o wi d h rat io o f ab a xia J 
st r' T! la 1 c 1 .0 8 3. 
V a s ~ l ar u d ~ e~ 

_ r lma ry V 3 SC U l aT bl1nd 1::- wj t. h par RfJ ( ' n ym a Q L = bun d j e hea 2 

secr n da r y vcscu l a r burt:j] p~: wi t pa r en c hYllio. u u ;:: b' n d le ~: h l.li s ; 6 

ter ijed' Y v a,5 c ul ar [,u ndl ':O· ~ with pCi.re n c ny ma b ..1 u s bundle shea th f' . 

P ho t os y ~~ h t ic t is? ue 
He r (t g~. nB.L C h 1 CJ r p n c h y mR ; 1e s s r C) II Ii d p d C' F- -: 1 s :i n me?: () r' } y 1 ] ; 
1 e . "': t h ('I f J on .e s t. a x j ::-- 0 f mf:: so p h y lI e p l I s 0 0 ,C, 4 mrr. ; 1 t j e r 0 f 
t='a li s adl"-- ('el ls; J en g th (, pali sade C'P]ls 0 .0:J ~ mm; wi dh of 
I=' !::f ] i S ~F ,- r ". _ 1 s 0 . 0? 8 Ul IT: ; 1 e TI g L h low l h r 8 t..j o o f [' 8 1 i SEJ rJe ce] I s 
1 . 87::' . 
- 1 0 

E [:'i d er m :i ~ an cuti cle 
irlt h r ~ li Q o f adaxial 
mm : wid ' h (1 f a b a. x i 3 J e [' idE' r IT I.) C i" 1 1 s 0. [Z, 4 q m[[I; 1e I! g t. h t (1 W j d t h 
o f a ha xial epiderm a l c ells 0. 05 1 
mm; ? t r j :~ 1. e (: 11 t :i . J 0:-- ~ l ' U J L"' t II !' in g 
S t oma t a l ap p a r a tus 
Vas cu l a r b Ull u Je s 
?
'-' 
~6CO a y v a~cu la r bu n dl e ~ w~ th pa r en oh ymB t o ls bun d le shea th s ; ] 8 
Cf- l1 S.l ?8 T f" UCe ?8 r:Cln ua r y v e in s. 
le ll g th n f l C1ng e O't. ax i:o o f mE'?np h.-ll ,-. l I s 0 .0:-10 mm ; 1 tie r o f 
PR 1iSRrif' C-(~ h ' ; leng t h o f p o li s Rd e c ells 0.060 mm ; width o f 
18C, ­
rIa l i sad ~' e l l s 0., 02 G m m; } en [1: t. h t n w j d t h r a t i 0 r If r' 8 Jj ~~ a de c p 11 s 
7 .30 8 . 
Ep i d ermis a nd (' u ti cl e 
Lpn gt h of Hd a xial epi d e rmal r e ] )s 0. ]48 mm : width o f adaxjal 
e p i de r In a leel l s 0. Vl I q mm; 1 e r J iiI I' rI j r , w' d t h rat i (i ('I f A ri 8 X i a I 
e[J id e r rn c .674; lpJgt h of a bCl x j a I epid f'rmal C' p )]s 0.].51 
mm; widt h of 3.8 x iCl l epiderm ;:) l r:: e l : '::, 0 . 0::18 mm; l pnf!~ 1 1 t Cl widt h 
r a ti e· c,f 0 '8 x i ?J e p id e mo l (' Ed ~. 2 F;02; d- p i. h ,~,f 8'l Fjx i a l 
p p j d I=; r)T, a 1 r e ] J~; 0 . 0 R 1 mIT! ; d p p t h c.' f a. , g x i ~ 1 e' i d _r m:3 J ee l] s 0 . 070 
mm; p ~ i J3 te (' uti I e 
St o m' l r 1 ap p al' 112 
Amb" r i s o rTI8i. j C' ; ~ ] i ehtl y r-ai s pci ~t (l ITl a t 8 ; l e ngth of ad 8. };j Cil ~~t O )T I :~t(-l 
0..0 7 4 mr., ; wi d th \I f a d~H i a ] s t o nr2l L , ~ 0 6 8 mm; } p n .:,<t h t·.., wi d th 
1' a j Q o f ad a xi ~ ] ~ t0rua t t 
mm : w ' ri t h o f a 2 xia l 
RbH x i a l st Q m ~ a 1 . 18 8. 
P r j ma r y v 0 ~, C' iJ 1 8 r b u n d I e wit h p:3 r <? r, f ' h y ITJ 2. t ::) us b: II d J e s h e- 0 l h ; 4. 
sp r -'n a ry v BE c u ] ar l ,u d les with -' Cir e n ('h y m a tou~ bun dl ~: sh e th s ; 4 
rtiary v a s('ul :::.r L1u n d lf's with p a r tcil chy mo t ou s bu nd 8 Sh f:' Bths. 
Phr lQsyn I II t j -:: i issu e 
H ,llD ( ,g';:-J1lZD UC" c· h l c·r,=,nc h y m8 ; rc,una,=,d =: 1: ; ir! rn C's c'I. ,h yl}; l c-r J£;t h of 
] n n~~ ~l a xis o f m e-n~hy ] (' 1 1 ~ 0. 04 mm . 
- ]P~; -· 
a 
E p i ' <> rm is alld c uti cle 
Ei., jd erTIlal hairs p r- s ent; leJlgth elf bja>:.ial epjder n ~"j. 1 CE-lh: 0.115 
mm; w i d t h (l fad a x j ,, } e r j d e r mal C' el l s 0 . (2'1 6 f, mnJ; ] P n g t h t r , wid j h 
rRti (, c, f ad axi a] epiderr:rtC'1] (' ~dl~· 1 . 74 7: Ln=. th ( If 3l1clx ia J 
E; p i d '= mo. 1 c e I I:=; (2'1. 0 9 6 nlln; wid t h (l f a b a x i 3 J e l-' i c .:' r m:. ] c- e 1 1s :;;,. (2'14 6 
mm ; l Rng th tr l w jrj th ratio o f at ' 3.xiaJ er·, j:ler mal C' ,=" ]l s 2. 08 7; depth 
(l f a ri 3 .r j a l e p i r:l e r 3 1 C' e 11 s (2'1 . 06 8 m m ; d P [ ' t h G f :3 ' ~l ~ x i a] e .. id e r m:=l 1. 
cpns 0 . 04q mm; std a tF- C' u UcJe ~ _· \1 1ri u .,.. ' n'-<; s riale c· u ~ic ]p over 
a n t i c-}il 1 I" cdl::: el f adja c e nt e . j denr:Cil ce]l::; . 
• t.0m o la ar' a ra tu s 
AIT! ..} i ~.l (!JTJ a t. j c' ; ~ 11 I ' f r- f i l: i R 1 s t (I In a t a; J e ; 1g t h CJ fa d i'i.Y. i ~ 1 s t c m:3 t a 
o . 0 :) -:; mm; wi d t it Cr f Cl d a x i a } s torn a a 0 0 4 2 mm; } e ll b. 11 tr.l \-] i d t h 
ratio c.,f Rd cu:ia l ~tr:'l mota 0.7c;I~:; J ent t h e, -· abn.xjcd :=:t '. l!iHt. a 10 .042­
mm; w j d 1.. h n f a b a :--; j a 1 s· t iJ ma t. a (2'1. (2'1 4 7 mtn ; J "" !lg .h t ("1 Wj d t h r a t i 0 (1 f 
V ~'lsi"'ular ' u , _ le~ 
Pr j n! C1 y \l a ~-'r-u }(lr t Jlr.d le with p l:t re rj('I YJ1! 8 ! ~r u s b tlld J - ,,· rE"Cl th, 4 
SE-i" . 'I1 G2t r y v Cl sr:,u l A f bunci le~ with f'3.r e nr~'h y rnatous b Lndl e sh c"2. t.h s ; 6 
l e r t i a r y v s ;U ) ar t 11 n d ] f'S W i i... h p 2 r Pi j (' h y IT! 3. ~ 0 U S 1, LI r I ci 1 e . : 1] r.' (-I Lh~· . 
L f <:t r I i [' 1i ] i3. t i CJ n me c.: h an i s (1) 

AClcl:>:ja l PI , id .;-o rma l ce ll s.l z e roo- u ':-'~d «1. midr ib; ad a x 'jClJ er\j dr::. rlTJ a J 

C' - 1 _ ::- i .?: F.:; e -/ u C' d <" t s EO' c' r! ;~ r y v t' j s. 

H(' III (1 ee neusC' h 1c' reI I '_' h YIII a ; r 0 Un d e d l' ( - 1 J sin I!J e s () [' h y 1 ]; 1eng t II 0 f 
E r id~ rmls and cutj ~ le 
e p 1 - r III al e ] 1 s 0, 0 RR mm; len g LIi t I) w j d t fir a tic 0 f ad 8. X i a 1 

prj _ e rma l cel ls 1,244 ; len(+h of abaxja] e p idermal c:( ' ]]s 0,0~~8 

film; wid Ii e, f aL'o.xia l i ! f' r rr , ' , 1 r:; f- ' : s e ,0 p; ~~ Hllll; 1 _w Lh L 0 ' i d +.. h 

_r , jderma l c lIs 0J 77 mIT. : d e Lh o f a b a.-\l (;l. J cp ld ', rmd c~ll s 0_ 8 1 

ul lt!ulaL e d , 
,04 4 mm : j d t I ! 0 f a h a y_ i c I ,_ to IT! C1. t a 0 _\:3 ::-; ,~ , IT! Ill ; I e fl g t h t n w i U t ! i 

ra t j 0 (l f a b (; x i a I s ( 1 ITl ed 0 1, 2 :' 7 . 

V as l' u1 2.!' b u ndle s 

P r :i ill r y vas C' u 1 a r- II U r: d 1 '=' w i t h p ~ r 8 r! C' h y m8. t c' lJ S bundes h '=' a t h; 4 

.:: e ;-: (l n da r y v s c u } f-l. r bu n d ] p ~ wit h [.1q r - n r ' 11 y rn ' j " '_.I S b un ri 1e s h p a t- h ~; 5 

t €' r i i R r y v a _,,', u 1ar b u n d 1 _ ~ ' w j t II r ar E-" n c' h y mat (1 U c; b II j Id _ p ~, h F' a t h~: , 

L i e r " f r' '31 is ad . 
00t · ' , 
__ 1 1s; ]enf h of [ ' ]i S8 de ce lls 0.084 rn m ; Wll th of p ;odi s aci p c p lls 
0 . 0 3 ~ mm; l e n~th t o width rat io of pa ]i ~ad ~ 0e J ls 2.4. 
Er: i d eo r IlS a nd cut ic l e 
J, pn g h of (1 daxiaJ e~ l iderm a J ce1ls 0?04 mm; wicith elf a d'-l'--:jcd 
e L' i d p r m <:! 1 C' ell s 0 . 07[3 IT! IT'; 1 p r t-. h tow 1 t 11 r 8 t j n () f ad;oJ " j [-l 
f:' Pl e , ITli'd ceJls 2,6 8 ·1; Je ngth ( If abaxial el) i cL r IT!r;] (,p I ;' 0.1 .s rll 
mm; Wl ' Lil ,::-· f aL Rx ia1 pid ' nl- l "': f'll s 0 . 0 4 (11 r. ' I I ; l en~ t I t n wi l., 1 L 
r :: L , !) f 8 b a. x i a 1 " 1 :i d I'In a J C td ] s 3. 7 .r., ; c.l ".' 1-' t h c, f a d ct x j b 1 ':' ! • j d ( r jJ! '" J 
(' "=' _ 1,:.; 0 . (1 Po 7 [l] m; d (-> -' t h r) f 8 b ;:: :{ i al e p i d p r mal r- ,~ J 1:-:; 9). 0:::; 7 mIT' ; 
)" . Ci ty C't t ic- I e :;r'U] b iL ri rlf, . 
St 0 m ~ a 1 apparatus 
HYI J(l s1. r 'ma t ic; sl i ght 1y r,"i ~; ed st omal a; l E- i lg th cd' a ba x jal ::.. t ( ' [fI r. , b 
0.0 66 mn;; width of a b a xi a l 5 ,(- 1,,8 1..80046 IHIII: 1 rl .~nh to w i ,' t h 
r hi.. :i c' n f a b a x i 0 1 s L ('1 IT I cd ' ) . 4 3~, . 
Va_ I ~u]ar b u n d lc>s 

Fr jn . Cl ~· Y vo ._'CLl l al' b UI ld ]", wi t h par en C' hy mat. ou ~: b llndJ e :::.11 .c:; t h ; ? 

s P" onra r y v a"'c ular bun dl e::; with p a r en(' hym .. t o L! s ,u n dl p s } I~~a t h ~ ; 1 2 

, pr j 3 r y v R S ( U 1arbu n d 1 e 2~ wit h pa r n c: h y ni '" L~ ! U S [ . eH! d 1 f' !;' ) J - ,1 l h;:;: . 

Le a f ar Ljc-u l a ti r m -c h a n ism 
P h f) t ~ , S YIi t. h e tic ti s sue 

Hl?tE:-r c, g O US ch Jc.ne nc-hyrr" J; r ~' Li r.d ('d ce]] s JrJ m'_'2:i)~- hy ] J; I f-p£t Ti c. 

r . 1 1.: ; 1 e ri g t h ('I f [ , 1'1 i;:o; 3 d '" c e ]l s 0 0 54 IT! m; wid t h (i f p::d:i :-- a d e (' e 1J s 
Er i r e r mis a n c u ti c l p 
Lf' Ig t I of adaxjal epidE-'rmal (' ("lIs 0.1 80 mIT! ; width (if ridaxial 
_· I· id<~ :t m a J cell s 2.4; l ~ rf t h of ~ b axial ( . E:' I 1 s (0. J 1~; Tn lii ; 
. . 
~-J (1;: X J a . e p i d . :' m -; J 
: .tma t a l a p p ara tus 
0 . 0 74 mr; wi dt h o f o.18X iCi] S Otn8 t a. (0.053 mm; l e n th to width 
r::; t i t, c· f 2t 1 E1 X j :;; 1 s L0 m" t al . :3 8 6 . 
Vasc lJ l '~r b Llnd l '2:::-
P r i ' a r y v a~:;C'ul ar b u n I E' ",ithout b u ,dlE- shea th ; 2 ~;""(' o nc!ary 
PIlo t os y n t. h etic: t . i S~ lJ P 
Dj~a 3.L('1nlLo :i d~s 
E[' j d e r m i sail cl C' IJ t j c 1>:' 
I:(t I 0 widt h r a ti n of aoa>-:ial 
P ~I i. d e r m 8. 1 c p J J s 1 .~. Po 7; 1 en f t h c. f H L,' z i ale j,."' i d . r In a le e 11 :,~ 0 . 10"" 
IT! IT! ' wid th o f a b 3 X j a le[. i d p r IT! ;'> J " 1 h ' 0. (348 IT! m; 1eng t h \. ,., w i d t h 
at io o f abCix i al E' f , jd e n l ~l] l' e JJ::=:: 2 188; d ep th of 3 f ax i a l 
e id e rmal ce lls 0 R4 IT1 rn ; depth (I f abaxj ,=il epidermaJ c ells 0. 04 ~. 
mm ; ~ S i]Btp cu tj C' J e; 
Aml·dl.i s toma t:i f ' ; s !J pp :r:-fi,~" 8 ~~t (lmGit ::f ; length of ar:iClxl al stom a t a 
0 . P!!:,.5 men ; !-" idLli o f Rcli.'lX i c. S o mC! ,~ 0. 0 58 mm; l en gU I t o widt. l 
ra i i o r~.j~ a d cL'>,: i81 s1.. '~' lTjo. t..~ (3 8 8:2 ; 
m nl ; wi el l, I I 0 f a ~~ x j c'; 1 s t ':1 a a 0. (0 r1? mm: J en £; t! to Hid t h t' a t. i U [I f 
Va s c u 18r bun d l es 
s cn n ri a r y v 8:o:( 'u l:;, r [, llneJl p , w i th p R r pnr h ym a .(,·ij .c:, _ u nd l p ::::he at hs ; 18 
t p r t ia ry v asc ul ar b nd l o?~:: \~jth r: 'a. r ':>nc hYlT1 atou~: bu I_ I e s l le a ths . 
P h , to ' ynt het 1C t1 ~ SU"" 
CH I g _ s a xis IJ f ill e := •. [dW 1 1 r e 11 s (3 . C:3 4 m m . 
- 181 ­
L - ngt h of ad u x'a l e pide rmal cel ls 0.1B2 mm; wid th of ad xial 
P [l :' d '" r m' 1 C' EO ]) 5' 0 0 .r,q mITI; 1e n r t h '..' \.1 j d t h rat j 0 (I fad a x i a ] 
f ' id e r mr~ 1 C' e l l s 3. 0 0 ~1; le n g t h (~ f a b ('I x i :3 1 e p id e r n: a J C' e I I s 0 . 2 3 ~ 
nm; width ,- f' abax:ial er':i c'f -rmaJ celJs 0.047 mm; l er gth to w:id th 
r 8 tio of an a xia) e[ ' l er ma ] re U s 4 . 9E17; depth o f ad cn:ia l 
f2_ id rIna1 celh; 0. 074 !Ti m; depth o f abaxial,! iderma ' c ells 00<:'4 
mm ; striate cu t i c 1 e s cu lp t u ri n g ; st ria te cuticle o ver anticlin a l 
w811s Gf adjcwe n 
St o .~t ~ l app a r at u ? 

Hyp e1s ,o matic; sl i g htly 18 ised ~ t c'n I 8tCl ; length of ab axia l stomat n 

o 0ff. 111 m; \-"idth o f a -'L /;iCll s t o ma ta 0.053 mm ; l e ngt h t o wi dth 
Vas c u lc;r bun dle s 

Prj ma r y va s (: ulR r b undl e pi th f' 8:r8 n,_ hym Ed .o u~ bundle she ~,t h; 8 

s '-, o n d a ry V? '::; ,-·11 r bu nd J es wi t h p a ren ,.: hymB t e u s bu nd Ie s hea t hs ; 1'8 

t e r jar y v C' l la r b u n dl e "" wi th p a r en c hymat oLl s Du nrlJ e :::: h f' l"l t lL . . 

Lea f Ci t. 1ell 3. t -j n r! me! ' .a n 1 S IT ' 

A l n .·j aJ e[, j dE- rm Cl. l c . l I s : :'!E: I'F d uc:",d at ITI l. rjb; ad E1xia ] er-j dern.,'] 

ee l} 5i z.:: r edu c e d a t s co nd a ry ve i n s. 

P I I (J t (l S Ynt h j i c t :i . ' ~: L1 t' 
He LE-r Cl E{ p.T tlIus c-h lorE·r j·:· hYITi A ; arm-I j l;E' C ]l~ In meso I l l .:} }; I f' fi gth o f 
1 CI n - e q a XIS' 0 f IT] _ ::c: 0 p ity 1 ] r' e 11 ::; 0 . 0 ~ 2 fl l IT! ; 1 ti e 
o .0:3 3 rn ; ] "" n ~ t ! I t I.. \oJ :i c' t 11 T C1 t :i. l ' (l f pal i c; <1 rj F? C p J 1 s 2 . 0 ~1 1 . 
pi d r uis an d c ut j r le 
L e n t": h e,f adax i a l pr ,jci erIT!oJ ce)]~ 014 mm .: wid t. h elf clG X~flJ 
epid :· r m:-.] cell!O' 0.11 mill; lE: ng th tr:. wid t h Tatj ,-, o f ad :-> x i al 
e r ·jd : rm o. l ce J ls . 27 3; 1 en!! tho f a to r.:): j - 1 f' P j Ii ,.,. 1" J C' p 1 1 s 0.]] c, 
mm ; wi d t.h (I obaxj a l erid E r mCl) C' l' 11:3 0 . (L0 mIl!; )e n ~J th t o width 
rBl iv of 3 8x i a l epidermal ~R]ls 1 . 27 8 : d ~~ h 0f a d a x i al 
ef}-LGPrI 2. 1 r~E 11s (3 J .5 mm; de pth of o r 'Cix j:.:r e p i (iF· nJC· 1 ( -? 11 S (2) 0 68 
mm; r e'" i C' 11 1 <1 8 cu t je. 1 to s cu I p t u r j T; r 
Sto mRt a l ·.pr a r t u~ 

Hy p c, ;:-t c, ' ~. tj c: ; ~ ll perfiC'j31 ~.t onH3t. a; l '? ll !: [; fl f a ' 0 ;"; ] 81 stolTJa ta 

o . 0 6 : m m ; wid t h ,-, f 2 b a x i 3] s i I) . a La 0 . (7! P ,~ rrI rr,; 1 e r ! ~ " t ). te·, w i cl t- h 
ra t i o o f abax ia l st o m? ta 1 . 016 . 
Va sC'u la!' b Ull d lp s 
r ilP :lr Y Vn SC' u ]a :r b Lm Ie with raT e il '-'hY!ll 8 tC' 1~ ".1nd l - sh oo t h; 
T. :t. -L L=>o l e 
of se c- c'n d~ ry v as e- u lar b u n dJ.; 22 te r tj3 !y v a scu l ar b'.1 ll d f'S wit h 
p a r e ~ ~h ym a t o us b u nd le ~h _ aLh s. 
Le af art j cu 1 5 tio ; meC'h Ci nisrn 
_ h~, t c-;. . ,i t h "" 1 j ( t j s c· U 
H Cr m c ~ f" rIb!.,s (.: h 1 0Te ' J("h Y!!l c. ; 1'<. uf,d e d cp] .l:c' i l l lTi E'Su ·by] 1 ; l : ng Lh (If 








Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine scuplture 
reticulate, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae rounded, isodiametric, exine sculpture 
reticulate, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae tetrads • exine sculpture 
reticulate, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture 
reticulate with muri, exine structure semi-tectate to 
part intectate 






Massulae fasciculate, tetrads e , exine sculpture 






Massulae iculate, el , exine scul 
rugulate with fine punctae, exine structure tectate. 
Massulae • tet elongated. exine sculpture 
strongly rugulate with fine punctae, exine structure tectate. 
Massulae fasciculate, tetrads e fine striate 
with a slight granular appearance and fine punctae, exine 
structure tectate. 
Massulae fasciculate ). tetrads elongated, exine 
late with punctae. Exine structure tectate 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric. exine sculpture 
verrucose, exine structure uncertain. 
Massulae tetrads more or less isodiametric, exine 
verrucose and granulate, exine structure uncertain. 
Massulae fasciculate, tetrads exine finely striate 
with fine puntae. exine structure tectate. 
magnum. 
Massulae fasciculate, tetrads ,exine finely striate 
with foveolae. exine structure tectate. 
190. 

Massulae • tetrads e exine finely striate, 
foveolate, exine structure tectate. 
Massulae fasciculate, tetrads elongated, exine finely striate, 
foveolate, exine structure tectate. 
Massulae fasciculate, tetrads elongated, exine striate, 
foveolate, exine structure tectate. 
Pterygodium 
Massulae fasciculate, tetrads elongated, exine fine striate, 
foveolate, exine structure tectate. 
Pterygodium ~~~~~~ 
Massulae fasciculate, tetrads elongated. exine finely striate, 





Massulae fasciculate, tetrads elongated, exine finely striate, 





Massulae fasciculate, tetrads • exine finely striate, 






Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture rugose 
with tetrad margins distinct, exine structure semi-tectate. 
197. 

Massulae rounded, tetrads ric, exine sculpture rugose 
with fine on rugae, tetrad distinct, exine 
structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine rugose 
tending to verrucose with foveolae, finely rugulate distinct 
margins, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae rounded, isodiametric tetrads, exine sculpture hamulate 
with late lumina. exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae rounded, isodiametric tetrads, exine sculpture hamulate 
with pilate lumina, exine structure semi-tectate. 
ssp, 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture 
reticulate, exine structure tate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine 
reticulate, exine structure semi-tectate. 
bifidum. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture ornate, 
or loosely reticulate with lumina, exine structure 
serni-tectate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads , exine sculpture 







Massulae • tetrads • exine sculpture rugose, 

finely with supra-ornate baculae and pilae, distinct 





Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric, exine sculpture rugose, 

with tectum rced by foveolae, exine structure semi-tectate. 

englerana. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric, exine sculpture rugose 
with tectum lete leaving mostly free baculae (columella­
homologues) covering surface of rugae, tetrad margins distinct, 
exine structure semi-tectate to intectate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric, exine sculpture rugose 
with tectum incomplete leaving mostly free baculae (columella 
homo covering surface of rugae, exine structure 
semi-tectate to intectate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric. exine sculpture rugose 
with tectum incomplete mostly free baculae (columella 
homologues) covering surface of rugae, exine structure 
semi-tectate to intectate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric, exine sculpture 






Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture 









Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture rugose 







Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture rugose, 







Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture rugose 





Massulae rounded, tetrads elongate, exine sculpture rugose with 





Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture rugose 





Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture rugose 







Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric, exine sculpturing 




Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric, exine sculpture tightly 
rugose with foveolae the tectum, exine structure 
Disa ssp. 
Massulae tetrads isodiametric, exine scul rugose 
with foveolae the tectum, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Section Coryphaea 
Massulae rounded, tetrads • exine scul 
hamulate. with supra-tectal and lace-like foveolate 
margins, exine structure semi-tectate. 
triloba. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiarnetric, exine sculpture 




Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture rugose 
with distinct margins and foveolae the tectum. exine 
structure semi-tectate. 
Disa 
Massulae rounded, tetrads ric, exine rugose 
with distinct margins, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Section Stoloniferae 
Disa 
Massulae rounded, tetrads e • exine verrucose 
with piercing the tectum, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Section OVa liae 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpturing 
verrucose with foveolae pierc the tectum and tal 
granules, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Section Disella 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine rugose 
with a finely tectum by foveolae and 




Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpturing 
verrucose with supra-tectal granules and tectum pierced by 
lae and Exine structure tate. 
Section Aconitoideae 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine scu 




with foveolae piercing tectum, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine 
rugose 
(with verrucae in places) and foveolae piercing the tectum, 
exine structure semi-tectate. 
Herschelianthe 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric. exine sculpture 
verrucose with foveolae pie tectum and supra-tectal 
es, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae tetrads ric, exine 
203. 

rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture 
verrucose with foveolae tectum and supra-tectal 
, exine structure semi-tectate. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture 
verrucose with foveolae • exine structure 
semi-tectate. 
hians. 
Massulae rounded, tetrads isodiametric, exine sculpture 
verrucose with foveolae tectum and supra-tectal 
granules, exine structure semi-tectate. 
